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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

LIFE MATTER:
WOMEN SUBJECTS AND WOMEN’S OBJECTS IN INNOVATIVE AMERICAN
POETRY
Gertrude Stein, Lyn Hejinian, and Juliana Spahr employ innovative poetic
practices attuned to nature and environment in order to understand their personal lives
and depict these understandings for readers. My dissertation investigates how these poets
enact an inclusive posture toward environment that many innovative and experimental
women poets of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries possess, but are rarely
recognized for. To this end, my dissertation provides counterarguments to
characterizations of innovative or experimental poetic practices as reclusive, languagecentric, opaque, and/or disconnected from the material world. I offer readings of poems,
prose pieces, film, and art, to illustrate how materially innovative poetry compels an
equally material framework for reading that is, at a foundational level, by and about the
world.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION:
MATERIALS OF MATTER IN INNOVATIVE AMERICAN POETRY
All writing is necessarily or partly autobiographical so why pretend. You just rearrange
and you don’t bother about remembering.
Gertrude Stein, Dear Sammy: Letters from Gertrude
Stein and Alice B. Toklas
I told Timothy to consider feminist as analogous to geologist
As a geologist knows rocks and soils so a feminist knows power and its spoils
A feminist, I said, is like a botanist and has a certain expertise
It made sense
It got real
Lyn Hejinian, The Book of a Thousand Eyes

Gertrude Stein’s public address “Composition as Explanation” was written in the winter
of 1925 and delivered as a lecture the following summer to students and faculty at the
Cambridge Literary Club and Oxford University. The address reached an even larger
audience when Leonard and Virginia Woolf’s publishing house, Hogarth Press, published
it later that year. To many, this address marks a kind of entrance into public discourse for
Stein, particularly on topics related to writing, war, and Modernism, for up to this point,
Stein had only been known as a collector and connoisseur of art. Perhaps fittingly, then,
there is an insistence in “Composition as Explanation” on opening up discourse to the
outside. There is first and foremost an attendance to an outside language, that is, a
language system outside of traditional linguistic parameters and strictures. As exegesis,
“Composition as Explanation” provides insight into Stein’s complex writing style by
defining writing techniques unique to Stein such as the “continuous present, and by
enacting the kind of writing Stein describes. But there is also attention to an outside
“nature” that is outdoors. This attention is consistent with a fairly inclusive approach to
1

nature and environment that anticipates the second half of the twentieth-century and the
first half of the twenty-first century, and that includes urban, built, aesthetic, and
sociopolitical conceptualizations of place (Buell Future 12). What is undervalued,
however, is the way in which the address dramatizes Stein’s concern with definitions and
dispensations of nature and the natural world around her. Stein’s concern, which may be
better described as a relentless pursuit of nature (“nature,” “naturally,” and “natural,”
appear 58 times in this 11-or-so page address), spares no corner of nature, culture, or
society: “the natural phenomena that was war” (521); “the natural progress entirely in
accordance with my epoch” (520); and the ultra clear “natural thing and the natural time
in the composition is a natural thing it is a natural thing” (522). The common
denominator in all of the instances in which Stein invokes nature is that “a natural
composition” is one that is “in the world” (517). Put simply, a natural composition is one
that is made by and about and in the world.
While it may be unsurprising that we should find heavy repetition of “nature” by
the poet who penned “a rose is a rose is a rose” and “shutters shut and shut,”
“Composition as Explanation”—with its recurrent inquiry into nature’s definitions—
provides the perfect counterargument to characterizations of innovative or experimental
poetry as reclusive, language-centric, opaque, and disconnected from the material world.
I begin this dissertation with Stein’s treatment of nature in her address “Composition as
Explanation” because I believe it demonstrates an inclusive posture toward nature that
many innovative and experimental women poets of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries possess, but are rarely recognized for. By claiming that innovative women poets
situate nature alongside more anthropocentric themes like self, consciousness, and
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identity, I wish to complicate century old discussions focusing on difficulty,
impenetrability, and experimentation for experimentation’s sake that haunt innovative
poetry’s history. As such, this project requires that we reassess widely held assumptions
about Modernist, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E-oriented 1, and avant-garde poetry as supremely
devoted to language and the self at the expense of nature and environment.
The New Materialisms, Innovative Poetry, and Nature as Feminist Space
Life Matter explores how Gertrude Stein, Lyn Hejinian, and Juliana Spahr employ
innovative poetic practices attuned to nature, rather than at the expense of it, in order to
understand their personal lives and describe their lives to readers. Before demonstrating
how this is so, it is essential to gloss the major framework and critical lens that makes this
set of readings not just possible but fruitful within this context. As will be clear, Life
Matter is a timely investigation, for it intervenes in a critical shift in thinking about
dominant modes of literary criticism. At the forefront of this shift is a set of critical
modes and approaches referred to as the New Materialisms. Critics who engage in New
Materialist readings emphasize the limits of the linguistic turn, a twentieth-century
movement in literary criticism that dismisses materiality for a view of the world as a set
of linguistic and social constructions (Iovino and Oppermann “Material Ecocriticism” 7576). The material turn reacts to this viewpoint, insisting upon materially-minded
approaches to the study of language, literature, and culture that recall the “concreteness
of existential fields, with regard to both the bodily dimension and to non-binary objectsubject relations” (76). The New Materialisms is an umbrella term for a range of

1

This formation of “language” is a gesture back to Charles Bernstein and Bruce Andrews’s avant-garde
poetry magazine L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E. I use this formation rather than the more concise “Language
poetry” that many critics have adopted in their prose, because it draws attention to itself as material and
takes up space.
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interdisciplinary analytical practices housed in such “disciplines” as feminist studies,
anthropology, geography, and animal studies (75). The New Materialisms’s
interdisciplinary roominess can make it difficult to imagine in action, so I will offer brief
example of a feminist critic’s approach.
In The Material of Knowledge, materialist feminist Susan Hekman provides a
concise summary of how materialism and feminist thought intersect to form a nuanced
understanding of the interrelatedness of humans and nonhuman environment: “Feminist
theorists want to be able to make statements about reality . . . If everything is a linguistic
construction, then these claims lose their meaning” (3). Hekman’s proposal for a feminist
materialist approach can be couched within the New Materialisms because it urges
readers to imagine arguments that have more immediate, real world significance for
feminist studies, and thus places her point of view in opposition to a linguistic
constructionist model. Hekman’s assertion that “Feminist theorists want to be able to
make statements about reality” is useful as the theoretical counterpart to Lyn Hejinian’s
poetical analogy in the epigraph that begins this introduction. A feminist materialist
reading of this passage from Hejinian’s most recent book of poetry, The Book of a
Thousand Eyes, requires that we consider feminist as analogous to geologist, not just as a
language or thought experiment as critics of the linguistic turn might have done, but by
attending to the shared commitments of feminists and geologists to “rocks and soils so a
feminist knows power and its spoils” in their everyday lives. For Hejinian, discourse only
makes sense when it gets real. Thus, “It made sense / It got real” for Timothy not only by
considering language, but also by attending to the highly material, reality- and expertisebased epistemologies at the heart of feminist and geologist practice.

4

As we have already seen in this brief analysis, theories or approaches to reading
expressly located under the umbrella of the New Materialisms pair nicely with innovative
primary texts like Stein’s and Hejinian’s, and will similarly help elucidate Juliana Spahr’s
innovative Well Then There Now, which I take up directly in Chapter 3. My choice to
read innovative poetry through this set of lenses stems from a belief that innovative
poetry, which is always highly material, compels an equally material framework for
reading. I locate innovative poetry’s materiality in the way it necessitates, at a
foundational level, an active, embodied engagement with the material world.
This engagement with the material world can take many forms, such as a cut-up
poem made from newspaper clippings, or a found poem composed of words and phrases
found on your walk to work. In an effort to illustrate the materiality of a more textually or
language-based, and therefore less obviously material, poetic practice, however, I will
turn to a language-based argument about innovative poetry that can withstand a New
Materialist reading. On his renowned poetry blog, the late poet Reginald Shepherd
cogently identifies three kinds of “difficult” poetry, a descriptor often used
interchangeably with innovative: lexical difficulty, semantic difficulty, and syntactic
difficulty. A poem is lexically difficult if it “contains words with whose sense we are
unfamiliar, or words used at variance from or even contrary to their dictionary
definitions.” A poem is semantically difficult “if we have trouble determining or deciding
what a poem means” or “we cannot immediately interpret it.” Finally, a poem is
syntactically difficult if the obstacle lies in “a complex, unfamiliar, dislocated, broken, or
incomplete syntax” that is, “one cannot discern or reconstruct the relations of the
grammatical units” (“Defining Difficult Poetry”). I quote Shepherd’s definitions in their
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entirety here because they encapsulate the degree to which innovative, or “difficult,”
poetry, is inextricably entangled with the material. Each type of difficult poetry links us
to the outside, to use a concept from my earlier references to Stein’s “Composition as
Explanation.” Like Stein’s address, this is not merely a link to the outside of language,
wherein readers are faced with the unfamiliar at turns and are thus required to imagine
alternative linguistic systems outside of tradition. There is also a material undercurrent
here, wherein readers must physically traverse unfamiliar ground to find meaning:
lexically difficult poetry requires the highly material experience of seeking out, taking up,
and paging through a dictionary to find the meaning of unfamiliar words; semantically
difficult poetry asks that we seek council from another who is more familiar with the
poem’s contents or research an unfamiliar topic; syntactically difficult poetry offers us an
opportunity to vocalize a poem, using our tongue, lungs, and ears, to understand its
meaning. Undoubtedly, this reading begins at the level of language. We cannot embark
on our New Materialist reading from anywhere but the language. However, I think it is
also important to consider where our reading practices end up. A syntactically difficult
poem may, for instance, end in a discussion of aspiration, which may cause us to consider
the air around us.
As a result, we stand to gain more from a reading practice that implores us to stay
in the air, on the ground, and in the weeds. Innovative poetry by and about women
especially stands much to gain from attempts to link women and nature. Women and
nature have not always been safe in inhabiting the same space. Indeed, only recently have
feminist critics and writers revisited the relationship of women and nature, many of
which we would now house under the umbrella of the New Materialisms. Critics like the
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Susan Hekman, Stacy Alaimo, Jane Bennett, and Lynn Keller exercise their New
Materialist leanings by, to use Alaimo’s handy phrase, “recasting nature as feminist
space.” In Undomesticated Ground: Recasting Nature as Feminist Space, Alaimo
skillfully traces feminism’s “flight from nature,” and models feminism’s return flight in
chapters on artifacts as deeply various as Ana Mendieta’s sculptures, Emma Goldman’s
journalistic writings, and Barbara Krueger’s photography, as well as other visual art
pieces and films. These chapters illustrate a pervasive, if variously construed, natureavoidant point of view, which stems from a sort of all encompassing notion that
“woman’s perceived proximity to nature is responsible for her oppression,” and therefore,
her liberation is “contingent on her distance” from nature (3-4). Ecofeminists, thus, work
to suture this gap, resituating women and/in nature in order to bring into relief the
interrelatedness of women and environment. Ecofeminists advocate for a radical
recalibration of the view that women’s proximity to nature fuels her oppression by calling
into question meanings of essentialism, whether it is gender essentialism or
environmental essentialism. As noted ecofeminist Vicki Kirby notes, essentialist notions
of gender and environment “installs a dubious moral agenda” that obfuscates productive
lines of inquiry and critique (90).
Life Matter extends Alaimo, Kirby, and a host of other ecofeminists’s lines of
inquiry by suggesting that Stein, Hejinian, and Spahr—all innovative women poets
whose writing appear in some of the most notorious anthologies and critical works of the
linguistic turn—recast nature as feminist space through a deep engagement with the
material, ultimately redefining these spaces as ones of empowerment, liberation, and
pleasure.

7

Arrangement and Form
The series of readings I offer here assumes that there is no master narrative shaping or
constraining these works, and thus, no single avenue from which to approach the union
(or separation) of women and nature. Instead, a complex system is at work in all contexts
in which women and environment emerge together. I do, however, assume five basic
claims about the relationship between women and environment, and I carry out these
assumptions throughout Life Matter in order to suggest matter’s relevance in a diverse set
of contexts. Thus, what I call “arrangements” of women and nature stem from these five
principles:
•

The arrangement of bodies in space, hierarchies of ways of thinking, or the form
a poem takes, is inevitable, and therefore, given.

•

Given arrangements can be rearranged so as to double back on, or expose and
contest, the terms of arrangement.

•

Arrangements can be syntactical or prosodic in nature.

•

Analogies, or the relationships between entities, emerge through understandings
of the situatedness of bodies in environment, or how writers arrange text or
image.

•

Most significantly, the examples of relationships between women and nature
presented here are active, embodied revisions or, rather than a mere amplification
of, bodies in space, or entities on the page, to bring into relief the material quality
of these associations. These poets, thus, are always concerned with the material
qualities of both reading and writing.
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This conceptualization grew from three separate encounters I had with
arrangement while reading Stein, Hejinian, and Spahr. While these poets invoke the term
in different contexts, they do so to address encounters between humans and environment.
Stein, for instance, mentions arrangement in a passage from “Compositions as
Explanation,” which I have included as the first epigraph above. For Stein, to
autobiographize ones life involves a process of rearranging the ideas and experiences of
ones life, rather than remembering them. Hejinian also mentions arrangement when she
describes the material-structural devices within a poetic text in her influential essay “The
Rejection of Closure.” Hejinian points to arrangement, or more specifically
rearrangement, as a structural device that plays an important role in creating the “open
text,” which Hejinian defines as a kind of text that “invites reader participation” and
“rejects authority” (43). Arrangement, thus, functions as a sort of litmus test for
openness. Finally, Spahr complicates who or what determines and is impacted by
arrangement when she thwarts straightforward answers to her question in “Some of We,”
“What it means arrangement” (14). When Spahr writes, “Some of we were to
arrangement” (12), readers can reflect upon those of “we” who are “not to arrange” (12).
Just as Hejinian is interested in pointing out how reader and writer agency take shape in
compositional and reading processes, Spahr’s arrangement emphasizes the terms of our
ability to do everything from associate with arrangements, to rail against them.
Considered in conjunction, each mode of arrangement emphasizes the ability of
innovative poetry to display complex landscapes.
Thus, my ideas on arrangement in Life Matter build on, but are different from, the
concept of form, which the Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics describes as
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the “material patterns as well as the lexical, syntactical, and linear . . .modes of
arrangement” of a text (421). This definition of form may prove limited alongside the
environmentally minded texts considered here. In response, I wish to suggest the import
of a new way of thinking about form, one that I believe strongly embraces language and
environment as not only corresponding but also interrelated. In her buzz worthy new
book Forms, Caroline Levine writes, “Literary form does not operate outside of the social
but works among many organizing principles, all circulating in a world jam-packed with
other arrangements” (7). More than a compositional pattern inscribed by the poet on the
poem, Levin’s treatment of form underscores the way in which a poem’s composition,
contours, and look, affords readers particular experiences of reading.
In a Levinian formal reading, readers “track shapes and arrangements . . . not
confined to the literary text or to the aesthetic” (23). Borrowing queer theorist Heather
Love’s “Close but not deep” principle of reading, Levine advocates for a reading practice
that “seeks out pattern over meaning” and “the intricacy of relations over interpretive
depth” (23). By foregrounding form, Stein, Hejinian, and Spahr allow forms remain
distinct and retain a critical distance from the reader. This kind of formal reading, which
prizes a somewhat distant, impressionistic perspective, calls into question assessments as
immateriality, impenetrability, and the obscure, as altogether problematic. Instead,
Levine helps us think through how we might consider these descriptors badges of honor,
giving readers the opportunity to form a more comprehensive and far reaching
interpretation of a poem.

10

“What it means arrangement”: Chapter Summaries
In Chapter 2, “Talking Dirty in Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons,” I explore the
intersections of the libidinal and literal meanings of dirt in Stein’s long poem Tender
Buttons. Dirt is the manifestation of destruction and extraction, and also Democracy,
which explodes patriarchal, heteronormative, and authoritarian language systems. I
employ new theories of dirt and dirtiness that have surfaced in ecocriticism in recent
years. Dirt, as a theory of reading and writing about the world, is a particularly rich plot
of material ecocriticism. This chapter demonstrates how Stein’s neutrality toward dirt in
Tender Buttons—that is, her unwillingness to either effuse about the wonders and
pleasures of dirt, or shirk dirt in the material economy of her account—speaks to a
nuanced posture toward dirt that was ahead of her time. Indeed, it is the ultra-ordinary
occurrence of dirt in Tender Buttons that is so striking. Stein’s neutrality toward dirt,
which I will posit as a de facto embrace, signals a shift away from late-Victorian
obsessions with cleanliness and sanitation. Tender Buttons does not sanitize Stein and
Toklas’s life—sexual or otherwise—for, as we will see, mess matters as a part of lived
experience and everyday life.
In Chapter 3, “Writing as an Aid to Environment: Looking for Eco-Language in
Lyn Hejinian’s My Life, I explore how Hejinian’s innovative poetic memoir My Life
promotes a multivalent understanding of environment that extends far beyond the
confines of the poet’s life. My Life’s title and genre suggest singularity and self interest,
but as many critics have pointed out, the poem’s innovation belies this simple
assessment. I will push this assertion in another direction, arguing that this foundation
work of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry requires readers to consider place, environment,
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and the interrelation of humans and nonhuman entities and environment. Hejinian’s
compulsive attention to the vast network of objects in her environment invites readings
through Donna Haraway’s concept of “situated knowledge,” as well as Jane Bennett’s
“vibrant materialism.” Thus, My Life’s richness, I argue, resides in the fact that, while the
poem purports to be about one life, it functions as more of a comment on the interactions
of Hejinian and her material environment.
Chapter 4, “The Incinerator in the Garden: Juliana Spahr’s Vibrant Pastoral,”
responds to late twentieth-century and early twenty-first century endeavors to rearticulate
pastoral’s efficacy. I contemplate the significance of recent attempts to categorize Spahr’s
poetry as “postmodern pastoral,” as well as what as I see as the more traditional pastoral
tenets active in her work. Perhaps inadvertently, this move to conceptualize a postmodern
pastoral renders more conventional modes of pastoral obsolete, despite the mode’s
continued visibility and relevancy in the twenty-first century. While Spahr’s poetry does
share much in common with works of postmodern pastoral, I suggest that a stronger,
more exciting affiliation exists between Spahr’s poetry and the traditional pastoral mode.
By blending emerging voices in pastoral studies, such as Joshua Corey and C.G.
Waldrep, and foundational on pastoral critics such as Terry Gifford and Leo Marx, I
demonstrate how Spahr invites readers to return to pastoral to massage out the ever
complex knots of the pastoral mode. I theorize and enact a pastoral-in-process view of
pastoral to show how Well Then There Now, Spahr’s 2011 collection of poems,
investigative essays, low-quality photographs, and computer generated images, places
pastoral in the present moment to illustrate pastoral’s resilience as a mode. While I
consciously avoid suggestion that Spahr’s collection fixes, renovates, or resolves
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pastoral’s tensions, I will pose Spahr’s intergeneric writing as a mixing and mingling of
conventional pastoral tropes such as dialogue, echo, and, of course, the sudden
appearance of the machine in the garden, and innovative forms.
In the final chapter, “Compos(t)ition as Explanation: Gertrude Stein’s New
Material,” I return to Stein to explore how writers and artists do the same in the twentyfirst century. I explore how and why Stein compels writers and artists to compost Stein, a
practice I have coined the phrase “compos(t)ition as explanation” to describe. I illustrate
the various ways Stein’s form, grammatical, and syntactical innovation, resurface in
twenty-first century contexts, and how these works challenge readers in new ways.
Stein’s contemporary offshoots include Lisa Congdon’s 2013 illustrated Tender Buttons:
Objects, City Lights’s 2014 reissuing of Tender Buttons, Tender Buttons: The Corrected
Centennial Edition, and Kate Johnston and Shauna McDonald’s 2013 film Tru Love.
These offshoots, akin to a plant’s clippings, fall from Stein’s primary works and sprout in
the twenty-first century to form something derivative, but also new and interesting in
their own right. I return to Stein’s essay “Composition as Explanation” in order to draw
parallels between Stein’s advice on writing and those fresh works borne out of writer’s
and artist’s memories and understandings of, and associations with, Gertrude Stein. These
imaginative interventions are the frontier of Stein studies, as they illustrate a kind of
thinking alongside Stein’s thoughts on artistic production and creation that is, I argue,
essential to readings of her work, then and now.
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CHAPTER II:
TALKING DIRTY IN GERTRUDE STEIN’S TENDER BUTTONS
Tender Buttons is a dirty poem. As an account of the domestic life Gertrude Stein built
with Alice B. Toklas, the poem affords a view into the rooms of their salon at 27 rue de
fleurus in Paris, including, of course, a peek into its bedroom. Stein’s ode to the domestic
is steeped in a kind of sexual language that is difficult for readers to ignore, especially
once awakened to its unique approach to dirty talk. Consider, for instance, “Mildred’s
Umbrella,” a short passage in the larger section “Objects”:
A cause and no curve, a cause and loud enough, a cause and extra a loud clash
and an extra wagon, a sign of extra, a sac a small sac and an established color and
cunning, a slender grey and no ribbon, this means a loss a great loss a restitution.
(410)
This passage narrates a sexual encounter between the poet and her female lover. The
“cause” of her pleasure—the motion of which is repeated three times—leads to a “loud
enough” “loud clash,” the lover’s pleasure sound. “A sac a small sac” may refer to the
clitoris itself, exposed and bearing “no ribbon.” Finally, the exhalation and orgasm
occurs. The repetition of “loss” implies that what is lost is lost twice, which might mean
that the poet’s lover orgasms twice, or that both women experience orgasm
simultaneously. In either case, “a restitution” occurs, and the scene is over. The poet
moves on.
Another passage from “Objects,” “This is the dress, aider,” seems to describe
another sexual encounter between the poet and her lover:
Aider, why aider why whow, whow stop touch, aider whow, aider stop the
muncher, muncher munchers.
A jack in kill her, a jack in, makes a meadowed king, makes a to let. (476)
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We would be hard pressed to find a more explicitly sexual passage in Tender Buttons. In
fact, Helen Armstrong, the previous owner of my used copy of Selected Writings of
Gertrude Stein, has penned “sex scene” in the margin next to “Aider,” and in my opinion,
Helen’s analysis is spot on. “Aider,” sounds like “aid her,” and repeated over and over as
it is in this passage, spells out the process by which the poet would assist her lover in the
ultimate experience of pleasure. “Whow,” appears, at first, to be a strangely spelled
“wow,” but if we aspirate the “wh” at the beginning of the word, we are made to be
aware of the feeling of air escaping our lips. The bilabial pronunciation of “whow” calls
to mind another bilabial part of the body often compared to the mouth, and one that
would certainly be involved in the munching we find at the end of this passage.
I could point to several other examples of how Stein writes and talks dirty in
Tender Buttons, and indeed, various critics have done this work over the years. A quick
review of my personal copy of Tender Buttons reveals Helen Armstrong spent much time
reading for instances of Stein’s dirty talk, noting that certain passages seem “perverse,”
are euphemisms for “menstrual blood,” and that butter may “= orgasm.” Without a doubt,
it is fun to think of Stein’s long poem as a window that allows us a peek into Stein’s
personal life, even if we cannot be sure of what exactly we are witnessing. Maybe the
joke is on us and the poem really is about umbrellas, butter, and a rosy charm (whatever
that is).
Yet, I am also interested in the very real intersections of the libidinal and literal
meanings of dirt in Tender Buttons. Literal and libidinal dirtiness meet under Stein’s
notion of Democracy. Stein loved democratically, as witnessed in the “Aider” passage
above as well as a host of other passages that narrate the poet’s more intimate moments
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with her lover, but she also wrote Democratically, her term for a set of oppositional
reading and writing practices that, according to Galvin, “translate into our grappling”
with issues of authority, patriarchy, and didacticism (39). For Stein, punctuation, the
noun-verb phrase, and metaphor all hindered Democracy, because they made language
too directive. Stein depended instead on repetition, multiplicity, and instability in
meaning, which, when combined, functioned like a “volcanic eruption,” “permeating and
undermining structure and form on every level” (Galvin 41). Following Galvin’s line of
thought, we can understand Stein’s Democracy as an eruption that compromises
language’s strength and produces a kind of linguistic lava that coats all it touches, thereby
restructuring the linguistic landscape. The volcanic ash that rains down after the eruption
is transported to even further distances by the pyroclastic cloud, a dense network of hot
gas and rock expelled after a volcanic eruption which alters any object or landscape it
comes in contact with.
It is hard to ignore the libidinal or literal dirtiness of this critique. Galvin’s
simile—“Stein’s poetics are like a volcanic eruption” (41)—begs for an account of both
positions. Stein’s unwillingness to shy away from libidinal and literal dirty talk
anticipates dirty poems of the twenty-first century, such as Juliana Spahr’s “The
Incinerator,” a poem about a sexual encounter between a human and Chillicothe, Ohio
that takes place in a backyard garden beside the family’s incinerator. Readings like the
ones I perform in Chapter 4, which take up Spahr’s poem directly, are possible because
of what Stein’s poetry affords readers. My extended analysis of a volcanic eruption as a
metaphor for how Stein’s Democracy functions libidinally, but also materially, as the
dynamite embedded in the poetic conventions of that time, brings us back to this idea that
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to read Tender Buttons is to have an encounter with dirt. As we have seen, whether
democracy is libidinal or linguistic, the result is the same: “a loud clash,” resulting in “a
great loss a restitution.”
Reading Stein’s poetry for its agitative qualities is a fruitful exercise, but
uncovering themes of destruction and purification is not an altogether uncommon project
in Stein studies. In the Coda to How Reading is Written, Astrid Lorange reflects upon the
frequency with which she came across “violent and hygienic metaphors,” as well as
tropes of destruction, extraction, and purification, in her research on Stein (243). Lorange
was struck by how critics seemed to imply that Stein’s language was purer than other
communicative modes or that her innovation returned readers to a purer state of language
(243). Common to all of these descriptions, notes Lorange, is the perhaps unconscious
“desire for a language experience unattached to the residues and sediments of meaning”
(244). Ultimately, Lorange interprets critics’s “tropologies” of destruction, extraction,
and purification as “implying [Stein’s] exceptionalism by appointing the task of
‘returning’ language to poetry in a renewed state” (246).
In her own study, Lorange claims to be doing something quite different,
demonstrating instead how Stein’s work is not an exception to other poetic practices of
her time, or even those of our contemporary moment, but is an example “of a long and
diverse strand of writings and thinkings concerned with mobility, relationality, process,
and transformation” (246). I, too, read Stein’s poetry as an example of writing with
relationality at its heart. In order to do so, I must insist on the reintroduction of dirt. Dirt
is the manifestation of destruction and extraction, and also Democracy, which explodes
patriarchal, heteronormative, and authoritarian language systems. Reading alongside Dirt
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Theory elucidates how the consistent and physical presence of dirt in Tender Buttons‘s
domestic economy transforms what would otherwise remain metaphor, a process the
metaphor-avoidant Stein would have favored.
Tender Buttons is a dirty poem for all of the reasons listed above, for it puts in
view the layers of dirt and dust that have settled atop the surfaces featured in her poem.
Early scratchings on Tender Buttons reveal my preoccupation with these layers, what I
interpreted at the time as a kind of excess. I wondered if Stein’s hoarding of objects,
food, and rooms in Tender Buttons enacted a kind of New Materialist ethic, wherein the
acquisition of, and preference for, stuff as companions, signaled a kind of flattening of a
human and nonhuman hierarchy, rather than rampant consumerism. For example, a line
from “Roastbeef,” the first subsection of “Food,” establishes a more positive relationship
between aging, which is always a dirty process (consider how aging gets us closer to
burial and the ritualistic phrase “ashes to ashes, dust to dust” used during funerals),
surfeit (excess), and dirt. Getting “ageder” is not an excess of years and “it is not dirty.”
My early impulse to label Stein a hoarder, I believe, came out of a desire to
understand the nature of her hoard and its textual counterpart Tender Buttons. I thought
that there was a relationship between the way Stein seemed to afford the hoard an agency
by memorializing it in poetry, and that this affordance provided Stein a kind of
contentedness. While I eventually abandoned this argument, it exists as an undercurrent
in this chapter as my undeniable interest in the unwieldy nature of Stein’s domestic
economy as it is recorded in Tender Buttons. I will employ new theories of dirt and
dirtiness that have surfaced in ecocriticism in recent years. Dirt, as a theory of reading
and writing about the world, is a particularly rich plot of material ecocriticism. This
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chapter demonstrates how Stein’s neutrality toward dirt in Tender Buttons—that is, her
unwillingness to either effuse about the wonders and pleasures of dirt, nor shirk dirt in the
material economy of her account—speaks to a nuanced posture toward dirt that was
ahead of her time. Indeed, it is the ultra-ordinary occurrence of dirt in Tender Buttons that
is so striking. Stein’s neutrality toward dirt, which I will posit as a de facto embrace,
signals a shift away from late-Victorian obsessions with cleanliness and sanitation.
Tender Buttons does not sanitize Stein and Toklas’s life—sexual or otherwise—for, as
we will see, mess matters as a part of lived experience and everyday life.
Networking Dirty Theory
While trace amounts of dirty theory can be found in criticism since environmental literary
criticism, or ecocriticism’s, institutional inception in the mid-1990s, ecocriticism
officially introduced Dirt Theory in the summer 2012 issue of Interdisciplinary Studies in
Literature and Environment, or ISLE. Anchored by editor-in-chief Scott Slovic’s Editors
Note, which began with the observation that “Material ecocriticism [was] really heating
up” (443), and interspersed with articles by noted ecocriticism scholars Dana Phillips,
Greg Garrard, Stacy Alaimo, and Serpil Opperman, this issue explored how those at the
forefront of environmental literary criticism were really running the field into the ground
(but in a good way). In their essay “Material Ecocriticism: Dirt, Waste, Bodies, Food, and
Other Matter,” Dana Phillips and Heather I. Sullivan provide a primer on how a dirt
theory might intervene in ecocriticism at large, noting that dirt and soil can function as
“complex bodies” for critics to study, evidence of those unexpected actants, to use
Latour’s word, in a complex landscape of humans and nonhuman entities and agents
(446). The agency of “messy matter,” the authors claim, “addresses the ecosystems of
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your skin, under your shoes, in your digestive tract, and in your very cells” (447). The
essays in this special issue asked readers to consider “matters both savory and unsavory,
both appetizing and disgusting” in order to raise questions about form, aesthetics, and
value (447).
Of particular interest to me in this issue is Sullivan’s essay, “Dirt Theory and
Material Ecocriticism,” which deepens our understanding of dirt theory’s utility, by
providing actual readings of texts afforded by a theory of dirt. Sullivan proposes a theory
of dirt “as an antidote to nostalgic views rendering nature far-away and clean in order to
suggest “no boundary between us and nature” (515). In doing so, Sullivan hopes to show
how we are enmeshed with dirt at all times, and how this connection to the dirtier parts of
our world underscores both local and global levels of understanding about
interconnection. I would like to take up Sullivan’s observation that dirt is all around us at
all times and connect it to Stein’s. While Stein’s more neutral posture toward dirt may not
be the “conscious and concrete embrace of dirt” (517) that Sullivan had in mind when she
composed her essay, Stein’s insistence on including dirt amongst the “prettier” or more
delicate elements of her environment, such as petticoats and eyeglasses, suggests an
acceptance (at the least) that dirt exists. I believe that this acceptance must be considered
a precursor to more overt forms of loving dirt (after all, the first step is acceptance).
In bringing up dirt, I would be remiss if I did not gesture to the implications of
race, gender, and class, as these categories intersect with concepts of dirt and cleanliness.
As a woman, Stein would have been an inheritor of a long history of thinking about
women as closer to nature and therefore dirty. In The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology
and the Scientific Revolution, Carolyn Merchant traces the damned-if-you-do/damned-if-
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you-don’t relationship of women and nature since antiquity. The “age-old association”
(xix) of women and nature that Merchant describes begins from the central premise of
women’s closeness to nature: she is either the nurturing mother who provides for
mankind, or the wild, uncontrollable nature that renders storms, chaos, and despair (2).
Either outcome demonstrates the degree to which women and nature were, and continue
to be, inextricably linked. The implications for this closeness are complex and layered,
and in many ways, Stein embodies this layeredness simply by being. Given that Stein was
a Jewish expatriate woman cohabitating with her lesbian lover in Paris in the early and
mid twentieth century, we may find that concepts of dirt and dirtiness become even more
muddied as these categories shift and intersect. The sections that follow will account for
Stein’s situatedness amidst the major identity categories of race, gender, and class, as
they come up and as they bind to dirt.
As we will see, dirt, mess, and mud, are the building blocks of a theory of dirt.
While these terms are interrelated, they will not be used interchangeably. When I discuss
dirt, I mean to point to the actual dirt that appears in Stein’s environment. Mess refers to
the vast and varied contents of Stein’s domestic economy. Mud refers to the effect of
messy composition on the reader as a feeling of ambiguity, wherein readers are invited to
network alongside Stein as an enactment of “Democratic reading,” a term Stein used to
capture a particularly active, cooperative meaning making practice between poet and
reader, and something I will take up a bit later in this chapter. A dirt theory
accommodates each of these terms, and also acknowledges messy language—whether it
is syntactic or semantic—while keeping in mind the real world implications of how dirt
structures our lives. Dirt is form(ed), for it is made up of organic and mineral matter. Soil,
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for instance, is a composite of clay, sand, and humus. Dirt is also a network and a conduit
to network formation because it connects, binds, and links discrete materials. Caroline
Levine calls a network a form because despite the fact that networks seem “sprawling and
spreading” networks necessarily follow “knowable patterns” (112). Furthermore,
networks aid in the understanding of complex systems because they afford us “defined
patterns of interconnection and exchange that organize social and aesthetic experience . . .
And an attention to the patterns governing networks will allow us to think in newly
rigorous ways” (113). Most crucial to this chapter is Levine’s observation that “network
organization allows us to consider how many formal elements connect (113). As Juliana
Spahr, Lyn Hejinian, and a host of other poets and critics have pointed out in their work
on Stein, connection was key for Stein, for it forms the basis of Stein’s democratic
approach to writing. The presence of forms, and more specifically a highly mobile formal
network like dirt, reminds readers that when we read Tender Buttons we are witness to
various ways of thinking, speaking, and being at work in the poem and the poet’s world.
Helpfully, Levine suggests isolating a single network, “since when networks are thrown
together they can seem messy or incoherent” (114). This may, in part, explain why
Tender Buttons produces a frenzied feeling, for the poem certainly combines multiple,
and at times conflicting, formal, linguistic, and object networks. Instead of drawing out
the network to analyze in hopes of clarifying or cleansing Tender Buttons of its mess, I
will embrace the messiness of networks colliding, and the myriad effect of this collision.
I will position dirt as the discursive force behind Stein’s network building in Tender
Buttons, a poem that many have argued delights in a kind of network illegibility. In
Tender Buttons, dirt’s frequency functions as a reminder of the network Stein seeks to
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shed light on. Dirt broadens the poem’s surface area, making it nearly impossible to read
the poem according to any narrow conscription of meaning.
Stein’s Natural History
I will first describe the environment of Stein and Toklas’s home environment, as well as
its literary counterpart Tender Buttons, to contextualize what I perceive as Stein’s healthy
relationship to dirt. To do so, it is important to first historicize my argument by
highlighting a few moments in which Stein sought out green life. When I say that Stein
sought out green life, I mean this in two distinct yet interrelated ways. First, we can find
moments in which Stein strategically positioned herself in or near natural landscapes, and
we can analyze the perhaps unexpected effects of this arrangement on a piece of writing
that is overtly domestic, such as Tender Buttons. In addition, Stein sought out green life
for ideas, deliberately chronicling the “green” or organic elements of her salon’s
environment, such as dirt and dust.
This way of exploring Stein’s relationship to dirt warrants a chronological
approach that begins in Stein’s childhood, not because of an abundance of dirt we find in
Stein’s life at that time, but in its presumptive scarcity. Relative to the experiences of
those who shared her ethnicity, gender, religion, and despite the size of her family (Stein
was the youngest of five children), Stein enjoyed a clean and comfortable childhood. In
Alleghany, Pennsylvania where Stein was born, her father, Daniel Stein, was a successful
clothing merchant. In Oakland, where the family moved in 1880, Stein’s father was the
director of Market Street Railway, San Francisco’s first street car lines, which positioned
Stein and her siblings to live a comfortable, upper-class lifestyle. Stein’s early years
included brief stays in Vienna and Paris before the family eventually settled in Oakland.
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At Radcliffe College, Stein met William James, who encouraged her to enroll in medical
school at Johns Hopkins University. At this time she trained with James in psychology,
and got her hands dirty in a variety of other ways, such as researching brain tracts,
assisting in the delivery of African American babies, and taking private boxing lessons
(Kostelanetz xvii). Ultimately, Stein was unhappy in medical school and she abandoned
her studies a few credits short of her degree in 1901.
Up to this point in Stein’s life, it is unclear to what degree she enjoyed or cared
about nature. Stein maintained a traditional domestic arrangement with Toklas, wherein
Stein curated the salon’s art and entertained the salon’s frequent visitors and Toklas
appeared more as the Victorian “angel in the house” figure, cooking meals, cleaning, and
entertaining the wives of the male visitors in an adjacent room. Stein’s life was not
confined to the domestic in the same way Toklas’s might have been. Nor was her desire
confined to a libidinal one for Toklas and the various objects of her domestic economy
that she fervently writes about in Tender Buttons. In reading the various biographical
works on Stein, I see the first and most clear indication that Stein desired to spend time in
nature when she moved to Paris in 1903. In Paris, Stein would find a city with a healthy
relationship to dirt. In his book Dirt, David R. Montgomery notes that in mid-nineteenth
century Paris, one-sixth of the city was used to produce “more than enough salad greens,
fruits, and vegetables to meet the city’s demand—fertilized by the million tons of horse
manure produced by the city’s transportation” (243). This system of production,
Montgomery adds, became so well known that “intensive compost-based horticulture is
still called French gardening” (243). In Two Lives: Gertrude and Alice, Janet Malcolm
credits the “Old World’s more bracing air” (air thick with a certain organic taste and
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aroma?) for Stein’s first literary successes: Three Lives, published in 1905, and The
Making of Americans, completed in 1911 (9). This rich air did not only greeted Stein but
it filled her up. Benstock echoes this when she writes in Women of the Left Bank, that
Paris could “fill the emptiness of her life” (15). The salon was filled with the “dozens of
people from various cultures who wanted a glimpse of the art work that Gertrude and Leo
Stein were beginning to collect” (15).
More than people and art filled the empty spaces of Stein’s life, however.
Especially in the years leading up to Leo’s departure and Toklas’s arrival, Stein’s writing
depended on her ability to escape the confines of the apartment. Stein would walk to the
Luxembourg Gardens adjacent to the salon to write, and made mental compositions as
she walked back to the salon from Picasso’s studio (Benstock 153). While Benstock
makes no attempt to connect Stein’s time in the Gardens with a desire to be in nature (for
Benstock, these wanderings represent more of an escape strategy than an arrival), Janet
Malcolm’s belief that Stein needed “bracing air” to produce “stories, novels, and poems
that are like no stories, novels, or poems ever written” (9) revises this notion, and in a
critical way. Malcolm underscores a symbiotic relationship between Stein and the
outdoors in which Stein desired and eventually depended on a more fortifying air than
America could provide, and the outside or public was charged by Stein’s exciting new
writing style. “Old World air,” that is, an air not only infused with, or contaminated by,
what the city’s transportation left behind, but also with history, intermingles with the air
in Stein’s lungs and becomes the force behind her language.
Another example of Stein’s desire to be nearer to nature was her insistence on
taking a house in Bilignin in the French countryside overlooking the Rhône valley.
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Malcolm chronicles how Stein and Toklas first encountered, and fell in love with, this
particular property:
In August 1924, while driving to the French Riviera to visit Picasso, Stein and
Toklas veered over to the Bugey and spent a night in Belley at a hotel called
Pernollet, which had been recommended to them for its good food. The food
turned out to be mediocre, but they liked the house and the countryside so well
they stayed on. (7)
According to Malcolm, Stein and Toklas went to “ruthless lengths to wrest it from the
lieutenant” that lived there (17). Although the details of the story remain unclear, they
eventually acquired the house, which Malcolm describes as a “by no means little”
“seventeenth-century stone manor, situated in the hamlet of Bilignin, a few miles from
Belley.” Accompanying the house were outbuildings, vegetable gardens, fruit trees, and a
terrace garden that looked out over the Rhône valley. According to Malcolm, those who
visited the property would always take photographs (a few of which Malcolm includes in
Two Lives), for “these, even in black and white, capture the extraordinary beauty of the
place” (21).
The Rhône valley is also significant in Stein lore for another reason, as it is often
invoked not as a justification of Stein’s desire to be close to nature, but to demonstrate a
perceived tension between Stein and her natural environment. In Florian Vetsch’s
interview with writer and composer Paul Bowles, who was one of the last people to spend
time with Stein, Vetsch asks Bowles if he knew any of Stein’s prerequisites for writing:
PB: She said she liked a landscape. She liked to sit in front of a landscape but not
facing it. With her back to it. She had a beautiful view from her garden, but she
never looked at.
FV: That must be the garden at Bilignin where Gertrude Stein and Alice B.
Toklas used to spend the summer. It was this landscape of the valley of the Rhône
that impressed Gertrude Stein.
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PB: Yes. She liked beautiful landscapes, but she didn’t want to sit looking at
them. She saw them and then she knew they were there and then she sat with her
face in the other direction. Very perverse.
FV: Maybe she appreciated the aura of the landscape.
PB: She described it, but in her own way. No one would know it was a description
of a landscape. Well, she reacted favorably to that landscape. She loved it. That’s
probably why she rented the house in Bilignin. She had this wonderful view.
FV: Would you please describe the landscape she loved most?
PB: From her garden?
FV: Yes.
PB: Well, the house at Bilignin was high. And there was a trough, a wall, and then
below there was the valley of the Rhône. What one saw was a pastoral
landscape—it was pretty—with trees, poplar I think, they’re very French. But in
the other direction, if you went down into the valley, you would look toward the
east, and you could see Mont Blanc and the Alps. Very pretty. (633-4)
The image of Stein standing in the garden with her back to the “pastoral landscape” of the
Rhône valley below does seem peculiar. What Bowles and Vetsch seems to be asking is,
what writer, faced with the rich visual experience of Bilignin’s landscape, could turn her
back?
I wish to capitalize on Bowles’s characterization of Stein’s behavior as “very
perverse” to pose but one explanation of this. Perversity is a concept typically reserved
for acts sexual in nature, and one that surfaces frequently in Stein criticism. For instance,
in Women of the Left Bank, Shari Benstock suggests that Stein’s “perverse literary style
was intimately allied to her sexual identity” (187), that is, her lesbianism and literary
style erupted from the same volcano. Already, we are reminded of Stein’s dirty talk.
Bowles uses “perverse” in a different way, however, to describe Stein’s turn away from
the “pastoral landscape” of the valley toward the domestic. By using “perverse” to
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describe Stein’s posture toward the domestic, Bowles reinforces a well-established
dichotomy between nature and culture. The valley below is an inactive, untouched
pastoral landscape, while the domestic area where Stein and Toklas enact their
relationship is soiled, lived-in, and therefore perverse. As Bowles’s remarks reinforce this
dichotomization of nature and culture, he also articulates what Charles Bernstein calls the
“ghost of explanation” that haunts criticism on Stein (“Professing Stein” 142). For
Bernstein, “Too much of the commentary on [Stein’s work] starts with the premise that
there is something wrong,” “defective,” or “nonsensical or impossible or perverse” about
her writing (my emphasis, 142). In a manner of speaking, Bernstein is calling out Bowles
here, as well as others like him, using the same language Bowles uses in his exchange
with Vetsch. Bernstein uses a fairly perverse, scatological metaphor to describe his way
of reading Stein: “you can almost taste it”; “the fullness of every word”; “the communal
partaking—call it a meal” (143). Bernstein ingests Stein’s poetry, tasting her language
and feeling the fullness of the language in his belly before he digests it. Presumably,
Bernstein the produces the “everyday things of life that make up a life, the activity of
living” (143).
Returning now to Bowles and Vetsch’s conversation, we can see that a more
nuanced analysis of Bowles’s interpretation reveals the associations between perversity
and dirt in Stein’s life. Vetsch’s follow up, “Maybe she appreciated the aura of the
landscape,” which he offers up as a justification for Stein’s behavior, implies that he sees
Stein’s turn as evidence of a synergetic relationship to environment, wherein Stein need
only stand in her garden and be enveloped in the “aura” of the landscape to garner its
energies. Stein could, in turn, development a more panoramic view of her surroundings in
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order to write about what contented her. In this way, Stein’s turn away from nature
toward the domestic makes sense, given what we know about her affection for the
domestic and all that it contained: objects, food, rooms, and, above all, Alice B. Toklas.
Housekeeping Tender Buttons
Attempts to trace Stein’s desire to be closer to dirty nature may also forge new inroads
into more typical discussion in Stein studies: Stein’s messy linguistic development. From
birth, Stein was immersed in a multilingual environment. In Everybody’s Autonomy,
Spahr argues that Stein used the nonstandard English she was exposed to during crucial
developmental years to “reply to grammar’s authorities” as an adult (23). Using texts like
The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas and Geography and Plays as case studies, Spahr
sheds light on Stein’s polylingual style. Spahr uses concepts of dirt and mess to
demonstrate her point: “Stein’s English is, from the onset, impure, and her ability to be
‘alone’ with it is predicated on the other languages that surround her” (24). For Spahr,
Stein’s “impure” English is wrapped up in issues of nationality and nation building, and
the sense that there is a working out of anxieties of identification with America and
France. I briefly reiterate this well-established claim to demonstrate the interrelatedness
of discussions of Stein’s desire for the outdoors and her desire to write a poetry of the
dirty indoors. In the conclusion of this dissertation, I rephrase and recast Spahr’s
observation as specifically ecological by coining the phrase “compos(t)ition as
explanation,” a process by which twenty-first century writers and artists compost parts of
Stein’s life and works to perform new readings and understandings of Stein in
contemporary contexts.
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Mary E. Galvin calls Stein’s poetic ambiguous, rather than perverse or impure.
Ambiguous and overlaps with the other terms, however, in that each word implies
deviance, lack of clarity, and openness. In Queer Poetics: Five Modernist Women
Writers, Galvin argues that ambiguity actually expands Stein’s resonance because it
makes her poetry shareable: “ambiguity allows for a richly evocative multiplicity of
significance” (48). Ambiguity, thus, suggests a kind of impurity, for it is a composite of
perspectives, voices, and sites that builds meaning rather than obfuscating it through
constant shifting and evolution. A reading that calls attention to Stein’s impurity shifts
the conversation away from her poetry as unnecessarily mysterious or abstract toward
assessments that builds meaning from the ground up. Impurity is also an integral
component of Stein’s signature “democratic” style, as Galvin points out. “Democracy,” a
term Stein used herself, advocates for a reading and writing practice that grapples with
the “nonhierarchical, the nonpatriarchal, with new ways of thinking that embrace
multiplicity” (39).
While Stein genuinely believed she was writing for everyone, and sought
publication in some of the most traditional and commercial journals of her time, her use
of nonstandard grammars and an avoidance of classic literary devices such as metaphor
and symbol limited her ability to place her writing. In his brief introduction to Tender
Buttons in Selected Writings of Gertrude Stein, Carl Van Vechten recalls how Tender
Buttons almost did not get off the ground:
The poet Donald Evans founded a publishing house, principally to print his own
work, called Claire-Marie, after our friend Claire-Marie Burke. . . I [Van
Vechten] suggested to Donald that he print a book of hers. The idea aroused his
enthusiasm and Miss Stein, on invitation, supplied the manuscript of Tender
Buttons which Donald published in 1914. It was widely quoted and ridiculed by
friends and enemies in the American press. (406)
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It seems, therefore, that the perfect place to begin a reading of Tender Buttons is from the
ground. In thinking back to Sullivan’s notion in “Dirt Theory” that neglecting dirt
contributes to dichotomies between built and natural environments, clean nature and dirty
humanity, and local and far away, I can finally turn to Stein’s long-form poem Tender
Buttons. Tender Buttons was destined for pulp, it seems.
In that the poem is about Stein’s domestic economy, readers are led to believe that
these three sections correspond and connect to create a more comprehensive idea of a
single locale: the salon. Tender Buttons’s form as a long poem comprised of three major
sections corresponds to this purpose, affording us a clear view of its network because the
sections are distinct. “Rooms” is organized as paragraphs—some short and some rather
lengthy—whereas “Objects” and “Food” include subheadings that interrupt the text,
creating rapid-fire sections as short as one line. Thus, Tender Buttons is an organized
network of sections and subsections that provides a view of three significant aspects of
Stein’s domestic economy. This seemingly rigid mode of categorization—the topic of
much conversation among scholars—is (in)filtrated by more mobile or stealth micronetworks that, I argue, belie accusations of rigidity and impenetrability. Dirt is but one
micro-network present in the poem, for it surfaces in, and thus connects, each of the three
sections. More than just a repeated theme or concept, dirt flies around Tender Buttons in
the most material of ways. Furthermore, because dirt and dust are stealth networks, often
existing at a level below our line of sight and therefore our consciousness, dirt is a unique
material that carries the potential to connect multiple and disparate lives, experiences, and
ways of being. This position is what Verónique Bragard calls “liminally enmeshed”
positions—that is, a position that is both grounded in the material, but also occupies
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multiple realms of being on that ground (459). In fact, that Tender Buttons disrupts the
notion of a stable place causes dirt theory to be even more relevant to my analysis, for
dirt, as we know, cannot settle (not for any extended period of time, at least). Dirt is
highly mobile because it is always at the mercy of other environmental networks, such as
wind, rain, and in more and more places, the commercial development of land by
humans, which cause phenomena like erosion.
Stein begins Tender Buttons as if her readers already know much about the
salon’s landscape: “All this and not ordinary, not unordered is not resembling. The
different is spreading” (461). By beginning the “Objects” section, and thus the poem,
with “All this,” Stein gives readers a sense that her poem will touch every corner of the
salon. Her view will not end at the ordinary but will detail the “not ordinary” of what
exists there. The strange construction of the double negative “not unordered” calls
attention to itself immediately, especially for poets, bibliophiles, and others interested in
language, for those kinds among us know that the “not” and the “un” cancel each other to
reveal “ordered.” Here Stein invites readers to participate in her Democracy. Thus, “All
this” is comprised of the not ordinary, the ordered, and also the “not resembling”—that
is, the outlier objects that do not fit in. Already, we know that the poem will account for a
complex network of associations. The ability of the not ordinary to move about within the
space is also established in this early line. “The different,” or what is different, “is
spreading” from this point forward, as Stein seems to signal to readers that she has no
interest in, or plan to, uphold the status quo of poetry writing.
The openness Stein establishes is quickly affirmed when we get down to the more
nitty-gritty aspects of the environment: “Callous is something that hardening leaves
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behind what will be soft if there is a genuine interest” (462). This line from “A Substance
in a Cushion” describes a “callous” left behind by a substance after it has been dropped
on the cushion. “If there is genuine interest” in the calloused substance, it might be
cleansed and made “soft.” “If” here articulates an indeterminacy, wherein we cannot be
sure Stein ever moved to remove the callous or it was permitted to remain on the cushion.
In fact, it is highly possible the substance was left to harden and callous, for Stein then
writes “dirt is clean when there is a volume. A cushion has that cover.” Stein seems
content with the cushion’s substance, rather than determined to cleanse it. Indeed, and as
she writes further in this same section,
Supposing you do not like to change, supposing it is very clean that there is no
change in appearance, supposing that there is a regularity and a costume is that
any the worse than any oyster and an exchange. (462)
Stein’s series of supposings suggests that there might be a whole lot of thinking about, or
even “an exchange” between Stein and Toklas about how to proceed in cleaning the
cushion, but that no actual action was taken to remove the cushion of callous. I read this
passage more as Stein asking us to consider the difference (“The difference is spreading”)
between a “very clean” appearance and an “oyster” appearance. Is the oyster “any worse”
than the clean “regularity”? Stein includes readers in the process of deciding how to
proceed. The ambiguity implies that there is no right or wrong response, privileging
instead the democratic process. Of course, Stein does not offer any answers to her
questions because she is not interested in providing answers. Instead, she lets her
questions trail off or spread (again, the notion of “spreading”), through the windy, topsyturvy environment of her poem.
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Stein has a keen awareness of the unsavory aspects of her environment, for we
often catch her in the act of looking for the unsavory in her environment. In the process,
she instructs her readers to do the same. In “A Box,” she asks (and then answers her own
question), “is it disappointing, it is not, it is so rudimentary to be analyzed and see a fine
substance strangely” (463). We might need to look under the bed for that long forgotten
box among the dust bunnies, an act I see Stein as giving us license to do in passages such
as the one above. To look under the bed for those strange substances that form the
foundation of our lives does not yield a feeling of disappointment. Just the opposite, this
seemingly “rudimentary” act of discovery may delight us.
For Stein, color was not so much a way describing an object’s appearance, but a
way of actually bringing that object to life through language. One of the ways we can see
this is when she pairs dirt and color, a pair that comes up frequently in Tender Buttons.
She affirms dirt’s agency when she shows how it can change the appearance of a color,
and thus an object, when she writes in “Dirt and Not Copper,” “Dirt and not copper
makes another color darker” (464). The rhythm and rhyme of this line causes it to sound
like an adage, as if Stein is repeating something she heard on the radio or read in a
newspaper advertisement. Of course, this particular adage is like nothing we have ever
heard, for it doesn’t make much sense outside of its context in a Gertrude Stein poem.
When we consider the adage within the context of a dirt theory, however, Stein’s
foregrounding of dirt over copper and her assertion that dirt “makes a mercy . . . and even
a strength to spread a table fuller” (464) demonstrates dirt’s place in the salon’s
landscape. The interchangeability of color and dirtiness affords dirt’s ever-presence in the
salon. When Stein writes, “Dirty is yellow,” she simultaneously marks yellow as
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something dirty and dirt as a form of yellow: “The resemblance of yellow is dirtier and
distincter” (463). “The clean mixture is whiter and not coal color, never more coal color
than altogether” (463), Stein reminds us, but white, the symbol of purity and cleanliness,
is, like yellow, easily and often altered by dirt. Stein creates a quasi-syllogism when she
writes, “dirty is yellow” and later, “white is yellow” (465). Thus, white is dirty. This is
the case, for instance, “If lilies are lily white if they exhaust noise and distance and even
dust, if they dusty will dirt a surface that has no extreme grace.” The “exhaust noise,”
“distance,” and “dust” call to mind one of Stein’s greatest pleasures and pastimes:
driving. In Dear Sammy, Samuel Steward’s memoir about time spent with his friends
Stein and Toklas, Steward describes taking drives in the French countryside with Stein in
her “jolly old Ford” (13):
Gertrude Stein always drove, and she handled the car like a drag race. She got the
cushions adjusted behind her back and beneath her, hunched over the steering
wheel, and let fly. Everyone and everything got out of the way—chickens
squawking and running with feathers coming loose, dogs barking, and the
peasants keeping a respectful—and safe—distance away. Since there were no
speed limits in France, you could go as fast or as slow as you wanted, and
Gertrude usually went fast. (13)
After a drive with Stein, who liked driving with the car windows down, one would be
covered in dust and dirt. Stein preferred country roads because of the views of wildlife
they afforded: “We drove down the macadam road. Poplars made sheltering leafy tunnels
out of the road, and we looked out at the green fields” (13). On this particular trip, Stein
stopped the car at a stone column and ordered Steward to get on top of the column for a
photo op. “Step here and I’ll give you a boost,” Steward recalls Stein saying, to which
Steward replied “It’ll dirty your hands.” “Nonsense no matter,” Stein then said, and
Steward put his foot in her palm” (14-15). Stein’s joy in driving on more rustic, less-
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trodden roads, and her insistence that Steward put his dirty shoe in her hand, demonstrate
more than an acknowledgement of dirt as part of her environment. Stein insists on dirt
when she seeks out almost sure-fire dirty experiences, for she believes that these
experiences will guarantee her pleasure.
Thinking back to Tender Buttons as an account of Stein’s domestic economy, we
can see that Stein subverts the poem’s insistence on order and categories when she
infuses the poem with themes of movement and disorder, especially in the poem’s
“Rooms” section. In “Rooms” (and in rooms), “No window is useless and yet if air will
not come in there, is a speech ready, there always is and there is no dimness, not a bit of
it” (501). A window cannot be useless, for if the window is open and there is no breeze to
stir the room inside, Stein’s speech—a lot of hot air, so to speak—is “ready” to circulate
the air in the room. The permeability of the room, with its open window and sun
streaming in (“there is no dimness, not a bit of it”), is underscored again when she writes
“The season is gliding and the torn hangings receiving mending all this shows an
example” (501). The gliding season and the torn hangings “shows the force of sacrifice
and likeness and disaster and a reason.” There is “reason” in the commotion of the scene,
for there is “likeness” between reason and a disaster. Indeed, much of Stein dedicates
much of Tender Buttons Rooms section to listing “the whole collection made” by the
individual parts and the interaction and interrelatedness of those parts in her hoard: “a
damp cloth, an oyster, a single mirror, a mannikan [sic], a student, a silent star, a single
spark . . . this shows disorder” (501-2). This section “shows disorder,” to say the least,
but it also shows difference. Disorder and different “show more likeness than anything
else, it shows the single mind” and a “union between use and exercise and a horse” (502).
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The sheer volume of the hoard (which continues on for several more pages), and its
strange mixings and combinations, risks overwhelming the reader, who just a few pages
prior, had become accustomed to the short, named categories of the “Food” section. This
may be why Stein tries repeatedly to temper our anxiety about our descent into the mess
of “Rooms”: “Tidiness is not delicacy, it does not destroy the whole piece” (502). There
is even an inherent truthiness in disorder: “The truth has come. There is a disturbance”
(499).
Underlying all of this acceptance of, or at least neutrality toward, dirt, is the very
real possibility that Stein had no responsibility to make dirt disappear in the salon
because it was Toklas’s job to clean and tidy. This possibility is bolstered by strange
adages about cleaning that weave in and out of Tender Buttons. Consider this line from
“A Piece of Coffee”: “The one way to use custom is to use soap and silk for cleaning”
(463). What custom of using soap and silk to clean is Stein talking about? Silk would
have been a rare commodity in wartime, and certainly would not have been used to clean
dirty surfaces. When we think about Stein’s propensity for word play, including play with
names, we might understand her reference to silk in a different way, making the adage
make more sense. Stein might have been using silk loosely, that is, as the name for
another fabric or a host of other textiles closely related to silk. Indeed, in the next line,
Stein abandons silk for cotton, when she writes “The one way to see cotton is to have a
design concentrating the illusion and the illustration” (463-4). Instead of providing
readers “one way to see cotton,” she provides at least two, for silk may also be cotton.
Stein’s attention to dirt and cleaning may have also been an exercise in Democratic
writing. References to dirt and cleaning must nod to Toklas, the primary housekeeper of
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the salon, allowing Toklas to speak in the poem as well. This is not only possible but
probably, for we know that after 1907, all of Stein’s writings employed a kind of doublespeak, call and response style, where one voice was Stein and one Toklas (Benstock 164).
This compositional technique mirrored the style of dialogue Stein and Toklas were
constantly engaged in about Stein’s writing. If Toklas was the primary housekeeper, a
station that in contemporary feminist readings relegates her to the margins of the salon,
dirt, and an attention to how objects and surfaces are cleaned, resituates Toklas as an
active, essential component of the salon and of the salon’s poetic account, Tender
Buttons.
Tender Buttons is a space where literal and libidinal definitions of dirt can meet,
layer, and intersect. Stein’s poetry, already construed as dirty because of her refusal to
write around her sexual desire and her disinterest in writing within traditional language
systems, proves dirty in a third way for the way it accounts for dirt in her domestic life.
Like her inheritor Lyn Hejinian, whose innovative autobiography My Life features
prominently in Chapter 3, Stein sought out nature beyond the domestic and also
recognized traces of nature within her domestic context. Stein tracks dirt from the nature
environments she sought out into her domestic space, calling into question the already
tenuous boundaries between human and natural environments this dissertation seeks to
highlight. Dirt’s presence draws our attention to the underexplored fact of Stein’s desire
to write in and of nature spaces and illustrates how nature, among other subjects,
informed her notion of a Democratic reading and writing process. In the next chapter, I
will continue on in my pursuit of eco-language in innovative poetry by women to
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understand the connections between domestic and the more-than-domestic material
economies.
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CHAPTER III:
WRITING AS AN AID TO ENVIRONMENT:
LOOKING FOR LYN HEJINIAN’S ECO-LANGUAGE IN MY LIFE
What then is a window.
Lyn Hejinian, My Life
Window is the name for that which is limited neither to entrance nor exit—and why?—
well, because one can smudge it, it is
something.
Lyn Hejinian, My Life in the Nineties

Sixty-six years after Gertrude Stein published Tender Buttons as a celebration of the
domestic, Lyn Hejinian published her own poem about interiors. Like Tender Buttons,
My Life chronicles the poet’s life as it relates to the various contexts and connotations of
containment. More specifically, the poem is an innovative autobiography about
Hejinian’s childhood and adolescence, her home, and the spaces memories of home and
family inhabit for her as an adult. Also like Tender Buttons, My Life is a poem that
follows a rigid organization, appearing in categories, though ones not as distinct as those
in Stein’s poem. Finally, the poem presents as an account of a single life, but like its
precursor Tender Buttons, actually describes a vast and varied economy that stretches far
beyond the poet and her immediate environment. Indeed, the poem’s richness resides in
the network of actors and objects it sustains, and the interactions of those entities in their
immediate and more-than-immediate environments.
As was the case in Chapter 2, looking for eco-language will involve seeking out
literal manifestations of environment to discover the roots of the poet’s interest in
environment and to trace networks of interrelatedness. In this chapter, I will explore how
Hejinian’s notions of openness and closure—concepts she develops and explores in her
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celebrated essay “The Rejection of Closure”—translate as eco-language. In particular, I
will zero in on windows as the manifestation of Hejinian’s interest in outside
environments in My Life. To recycle Hejinian’s question from My Life and My Life in the
Nineties, “What then is a window” (40)? More than a ubiquitous theme or image in the
poem, windows are material and spatial apparati that give Hejinian’s account context and
habitat. These apparati, which function thematically but also structurally, create pathways
to the outside, an outside beyond the poet’s always limited frame of reference. For
Hejinian, windows are connection, a way of saying “I want you too to have this
experience, so that we are more alike, so that we are bound together, sharing a point of
view—so that we are ‘coming from the same place’” (ML 28). A view through the
window to the “same place” finds a common ground for poet and reader: “Through the
walls we have holes of the social form called home” (ML 47). Hejinian casts windows
not as structures that cordon off space and limit perspective, keeping what lies beyond
her window at a distance to hamper interrelatedness, but as forms that “organiz[e] a lot of
material into a view” (ML 45).
The following sections look for Hejinian’s eco-language in some of the more
underexplored corners of her poem: one edition’s cover, a pen and ink drawing included
in another edition, and what is considered by most to be the defining structural feature of
the poem—the epigraph. In doing so, I will show how Hejinian rejects closure by
opening the windows of the house that contains her memories of growing up.
Open Texts, Open Windows
It is useful to begin any analysis of windows by exploring definitions of open and closed.
Hejinian’s celebrated collection of essays, The Language of Inquiry, supplements
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readings of innovative poetry from Gertrude Stein to Hejinian’s own poetry, shedding
light on her own methods and philosophies without providing prescriptive readings. Of
particular value to me is Hejinian’s essay “The Rejection of Closure,” arguably
Hejinian’s most well known and widely read essay in the collection. Like Stein’s
“Composition as Explanation,” “The Rejection of Closure” was originally a public
address and later published as an essay. It was given at 544 Natoma Street in San
Francisco in 1983 in the wake of a what would later be called the “Who is Speaking?”
conversation, a discussion by a group of Bay Area women poets. Like Stein’s before her,
the address is exegesis, cultivating a feeling that we are insiders to a process, as privy to
the text’s goal as we are to the poem it seeks to elucidate. This openness is affirmed by
Hejinian’s lucid description of terminologies that guide her innovative poetic practice.
Particularly essential to our understanding of Hejinian’s poetic are definitions of open
and closed texts. The closed text is “coercive” and “smug,” writes Hejinian, with a
pretension to universality” and a “tendency to cast the poet as guardian to Truth” (41).
The open text, on the other hand, “acknowledges the vastness of the world and is
formally differentiating.” Form mediates the difference, or in Hejinian’s words, “provides
the opening” of the open text (41).
What does Hejinian mean when she writes “form provides the opening”? For
Hejinian, formal questions are primarily concerned with the material, that is, the process
of “devising an appropriate structure for the work” (42). Indeed, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
poetry gets its name from a 1978 stapled and photocopied pamphlet appropriately called
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E, the title itself functioning as a visual photocopy of the journal’s
construction (EA Spahr 60). What Hejinian calls the form’s “material aporia,” puts the
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work in motion, for it now has force and a weight. Thus, while the closed text points
readers to a single reading, the open text contains (containment is at work here) elements
that are “maximally excited”; the poem is open to the world and to the reader as a
window is open, inviting participation and rejecting the authority that produces
reader/poet/text hierarchies (42-3): “It is true that life springs only from the continuity
and equally true that it only springs from discontinuity” (MLMLN 139).
My Life springs from continuity and also from discontinuity, and in this way, is a
vibrant and somewhat unpredictable entity. It evolves in accordance with one particular
and inescapable organic process: aging. Originally published in 1980 by Burning Deck
when Hejinian was thirty-seven years old, My Life’s first edition was composed of thirtyseven sections with thirty-seven sentences in each section. Sun & Moon Press (and
subsequently Green Integer) published a second edition containing forty-five sections of
forty-five sentences in 1987 when Hejinian was forty-five years old. My Life in the
Nineties is the latest edition/addition in the My Life “series,” and was written specifically
for Shark Books in 2003. This edition includes the forty-five-part work as well as a tenpart addendum. Finally, in 2013, Wesleyan University Press bundled the forty-fivesection edition of My Life and My Life in the Nineties to publish My Life and My Life in
the Nineties. While the inclusion of “original” 1980s edition gives each new edition a
basic continuity, the editions remain visually distinct, as covers and paratext evolve and
the poem gains thickness. There is an undeniable attention to the book’s more visual
elements—the Green Integer edition has a photograph of Hejinian on the cover, for
instance, and the Wesleyan edition prominently features Hejinian’s artwork on the cover
and in the paratext—but these features remain unexplored in criticism on My Life and its
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evolution. These visual components contribute to the poem’s materiality and promote
multiple ways of perceiving, a welcome revision to late twentieth century debates about
perception and objectivity that relegate vision to the margins of critical analysis.
We can already see how Hejinian’s open text begins to emerge alongside a New
Materialist framework, as the poem’s visual elements contribute to its materiality and
promote multiple avenues of engagement. I described the New Materialisms in the
Introduction and in Chapter II as a set of interrelated approaches to reading literature that
elucidate a text’s networks of exchange, interactions between humans and nonhuman
entities, and the vibrant materiality of textual landscapes. The open text puts these
elements in action, or rather, lays bare the New Materialisms’s highlighting of texts that
feature particularly interactive relationships between humans and non-human entities and
environment. Hejinian seems to anticipate this more recent theoretical emergence in “The
Rejection of Closure” when she writes that the “meaning of a word,” and by extension a
sentence, a paragraph, and a poem, “in its place derives both from the word’s lateral
reach, its contacts with its neighbors in a statement, and from its reach through and out of
the text into the outer world” (50). I cannot help but imagine Hejinian opening a window
to reach an outer world, whether it is a leaf on a tree or the reader herself, historically
relegated to the outside of the meaning-making process.
New treatments of vision like the one I propose in this chapter that emphasize
connection rather than completion emerge in twenty-first century criticism thanks
especially to fields that take up visual rhetorics and media studies, as well as feminist
materialisms and the New Materialisms. Scholars in these areas model a reading that asks
us to reconsider what is at stake in thinking about sight as a critical lens. For instance,
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what is lost or overlooked when critics and practitioners ask readers to remove parts of
the body (in this case the eyes) based on designation of certain body parts as oppressive.
Is this not another form of fragmentation? Stephen A. Bernhardt provides an interesting
perspective from his position as a technical writing scholar when he underscores the
connective and transformative potential of vision in the tech writing field: “texts which
are highly informative visually share features . . . of texts which do not exploit the
graphic potential of written language . . . Both types must provide direction to the reader
as to how the text is to be read” (95). Bernhardt’s notion of a highly informative text is
just that: highly informative, and therefore, directive. At a glance, this idea seems to
contradict Hejinian’s open text, which is anti-directive and actively works to keep
questions circulating and unanswered. And yet, Bernhardt also implies that informative
texts lay bare to the eye their meaning-making processes so that a “transaction” may take
place between text and reader. While technical writing is perhaps a far cry from
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry, both modes of composition foreground language, and
therefore text, but can also be highly visually informative under Bernhardt’s rubric. Like
more technical forms of writing, L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writing hinges upon a
“shareable and social act of exchange” (EA Spahr 60).
Hejinian writes about her own struggle with sight as a critical mode of perception,
but also what we stand to gain by rethinking vision:
I want to defend description to elaborate on both the pleasure and the information
to be found both in describing and in being described to, but the awareness, which
came to me even as I was formulating my defense, that the third possibility, that
of being described, I would hate, made me doubt my previous enthusiasm,
though it occurred to me, too, though I wouldn’t like to have people view me,
see me, scrutinize me, I wouldn’t for that reason condemn eyes, scrutiny, or
sight. (MLMLN 123)
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Hejinian defends sight by linking it to the act of description—describing, being
described, describing to. The exchange and interplay between those subjects engaged in
the meaning-making act redeems description, and therefore sight. Hejinian narrates a
kind of checks and balances in which the scrutinizer is also the scrutinized, and meaning
is made at the intersection of pleasure and information. Donna Haraway’s proto New
Materialist essay “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the
Privilege of Partial Perspective,” calls for a new view of vision, not as an “objective
transcendence” (what she calls a “view of everywhere approach” to knowledge), but as a
practice in partial perspective that accounts for what and how we learn. Haraway explains
how cultivating an ability to identify and assess apparatuses of visual production, instead
of discounting approaches that depend on sight full stop, will allow us to reclaim vision
as a critical, “but not innocent,” framework. Haraway’s suggestion that we rethink sight
offers an exciting opportunity to revise a long distrusted critical framework, and in as
unlikely a text as Hejinian’s My Life. This is a particularly beneficial move for readers of
innovative poetries, for a criticism that attends to sight conceives of meaning making as
cooperative and interactive, involving the reader in the act of construction as it
simultaneously brings to bear its own existence as a constructed entity.
Construction has a distinct definition in the context of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
writing. In “Thought’s Measure,” prominent L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poet and co-editor
of L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E Charles Bernstein advocates for a “constructive” approach to
writing that “lays the measure bare to the eye, so that we can see the structuring and how
it creates conditions meaning by its structuring” (14). Bernstein points specifically to
sight as the main sense engaged by construction, and his use of “structuring” instead of
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“structure” implies that the process never ends, or that the poem, with the help of the
reader who is always seeing a re-seeing it, is in a state of perpetual structuring. For
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets and their contemporary inheritors, construction is at the
heart of writing and language the building material (14). Construction sights, as I will
heretofore call poetic spaces where construction is most visible, include measures,
patterns, and processes. I argue that these spaces are critical epistemological flashpoints
with particular import for ecocriticism. In “Skin Dreaming,” Stacy Alaimo points out the
dual meaning of the word “measure,” a move I wish to capitalize on, when she describes
the physical-material process of measuring “places, substances, and ingredients,” and
also measure’s artistic value as a “section of music, a section made up of the same basic
elements as other measures and related to them through patterns of melody and harmony”
(136). Measure, thus, applies to poet and reader processes simultaneously, underscoring
the interactive and interrelated activity of meaning making. In the next section, I look for
My Life’s eco-language by measure by measuring its innovative structure. Using sight as
an operative critical lens, I explore how the poems structural windows functions as
material pathways to the outside.
Reframing Vision
Generally speaking, My Life’s pages are organized uniformly, resembling a page of prose
rather than an innovative poem. This is especially true when measured alongside other
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E era and post- L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry that disrupt
common or linear configurations on the page, such as Johanna Drucker’s Concrete Poetry
or Laura Mullen’s vertical long lines. Where My Life departs from both traditional
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autobiography and traditional poetic works is in its innovative use of epigraph. Each
section of My Life has a corresponding epigraph:

Figure 3.1 Page with epigraph.
Each is organized flush with the first few lines of the section and can be found
repeated throughout the poem. Unlike traditional epigraphs, however, these epigraphs are
less foreshadowers so much as they form a certain impression or feeling at the outset of
the section. Consider the epigraph, “Imagine how the birds appear.” Hejinian’s command
to imagine a scene in which birds appear is offset by the connotation of the word
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“imagine,” which implies a freeness or uncertainty in thinking, rather than a prescriptive
image of birds. “How” makes various the imagining, for how the birds appear might be
suddenly, slowly, or not at all. While I am interested in the impressions My Life’s
epigraphs leave, I wish to explore a path of analysis less represented in criticism, which
involves an incisive account of one of the poem’s most visible formal features: the
epigraph.
Kornelia Freitag’s brief account of this formal feature in her article “ ‘A Pause, a
Rose, Something on Paper': Autobiography as Language Writing in Lyn Hejinian's My
Life,” ends with a series of questions about the feature, opening up pathways of
interpretation for future readers of My Life. Freitag proposes a splitting effect between the
epigraph and the longer section it precedes (318). Jeff Derksen uses similar language
when he suggests that Hejinian excavates the epigraph from its “buried” location within
the larger section (125). By thinking about the epigraphs as splitting from, or buried
within, the longer sections, Freitag and Derksen expose a pattern in thinking about the
relationship between the epigraph and the longer section. These accounts use ecolanguage mirroring how we discuss interactions between humans and non-human
environment: the poet splits language as she would split wood; she excavates her poem,
as she would mine a mountain. To add my own analysis of the epigraph in eco-language,
I suggest that we can understand and analyze the epigraph as a place. In "Visibility: The
Creation of Place," Yi-Fu Tuan argues for an inclusive definition of place that considers
how stable objects that catch our attention can be places. For Tuan, places can be made
visible by “rivalry or conflict with other places, visual prominence, and the evocative
power of art” (178). The epigraph’s heavy enjambment (though not in a traditional sense)
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produces a frame or an expanse our eyes must traverse to meet the longer section. This
expanse is rich with meaning, for it also functions as a border site, suggesting possibility
and uncertainty.
Interestingly, like Tuan, Hilary Clark frames her interpretation of My Life’s
epigraphs in terms of place rivalry. In her article on My Life, Clark pits the epigraph
against the longer section as if they are discrete places with their own meaning. For
Clark, My Life’s epigraphs are “semantic echoes of the longer section, fragments of an
original, or reappearing ‘tags’” that emerge “from the flux of individual sentences
precisely where it does on the basis of semantic associations with the surrounding
material” (325). Furthermore, Clark sees the epigraph as having no “narrative or logical
relation to the text” other than “against the text in an associative manner” (317, 330).
Like Freitag and Derksen, Clark stops short of thinking through the epigraph’s agential
capacity, for they suggest that the epigraphs work metonymically, rather than
independently places of meaning. If the epigraphs split off from the longer section, or are
excavated, or are mere tags, they lose the dynamism Hejinian pursues in My Life:
all these exertions (looping, jutting, and providing pleasure from numerous
sources, these judgments and extensions, whose curves often repeat themselves,
form a whole which despite momentary pauses, is unbroken by angles, shadows
and impeding particles included. (MLMLN 114)
This passage encapsulates the various contours, interpretations, and possibilities inherent
in the epigraph. The epigraph is an “exertion”—in language, as a form, or as the poet
herself—repeated at times but made from “numerous sources” and “impeding particles”
Despite the serious shortcomings of a concept like “whole,” Hejinian’s use of the whole
as an “unbroken by angles” entity gives the epigraph visual prominence or velocity.
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Rather than understanding the epigraph only in relation to its locus, Hejinian permits an
imagining of the line as an event on the page worth scrutiny on its own terms.
Of course, the epigraph does enjoy a relationship to the longer section it precedes.
Hejinian identifies with the epigraph’s broken-off separateness when she writes “I am a
shard, signifying isolation—here I am thinking aloud of my affinity for the separate
fragment taken under close scrutiny” (ML 71). Her identification with the shard speaks
back to her struggle with sight as a critical sense. By identifying with a piece of glass or
metal which acts like a mirror, reflecting light or the gaze of the looker, she challenges
what simple description of a shard leaves undisturbed, or what describing the feeling of a
shard, writes around. Hejinian’s affection for a kind of fragmented isolation is the result
of her ability to put her eyes on it. The epigraph is a way for the poet to critically interfere
in the poem, that is, to keep a finger on the pulse of the poem without becoming an
overbearing presence that readers feel at every turn. In the next section, I will further
analyze construction sights as places where Hejinian engages the reader’s eye as a mode
of perception tied to environmental engagement.
Construction Sights
As we have seen, My Life’s epigraphs fly under the radar as autonomous structures within
the poem’s broader organizational system. And yet, epigraphs, as well as several other
features of the poem, such as the Green Integer edition’s cover and the My Life and My
Life in the Nineties paratext, serve as material traces of Hejinian’s interest in connecting
her reader with the outside through vision. These elements connect readers to the more
organic elements of her memories of environment:
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A somewhat
saltier, earthier
tomato grows
there and is
more seductive. (113)
Hejinian is seduced by the “somewhat / saltier, earthier” tomato, choosing to memorialize
and therefore ground it in the space of the epigraph. The tomato spurs Hejinian’s
curiosity about the space of the garden, which gives her the opportunity to survey the vast
economy of flora and fauna that can be found there. In addition to the earthy tomato,
there is an abundance of “birds birds birds” and “apples in, in sacks and boxes, chard
gone to see and returning in the space I’m staring into” (113). The process of growth,
decay, and regrowth captivates Hejinian, causing her to stare into the garden. Her eyes
play tricks on her, and the language she uses to describe what she sees becomes more
playful: “The canoe ducks the willow branch, the paddle fingers the water, the pond
moons in the night” (113). As canoes duck, paddles finger, and ponds moon, we are
reminded of our own imaginings from childhood in which objects—as in the scene in
Fantasia when Mickey dances with the enchanted brook—come to life by taking on
human characteristics. As a means of signaling the end of her fantasy, Hejinian repeats
the now familiar refrain “A pause, a rose, something on paper.” She invokes the line to
bring the reader back to the ground, as if to say, Let’s get back to the business of the
poem.
This is not the first time Hejinian’s eyes play tricks on her as she stares outside.
Early in My Life, Hejinian recalls an instance in which “The leaves outside the window
tricked the eye, demanding that one see them, focus on them” (13). Like before, Hejinian
finds herself enveloped in the dense foliage of the tree: “though holes were opened
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through the foliage, they were useless as portholes underwater looking into a dark sea,
which only reflect the room one seeks to look out from” (13). This scene of optical play,
wherein the window, which gives her visual access to the tree, is pitted against the
portholes of the foliage, which just reflects back at Hejinian through the window, is
indicative of an always-present question in My Life: “What then is a window” (40), and
how do windows facilitate the poet’s memories of environment?
Hejinian’s meanderings into the outdoors, triggered by a memory of a tree or a
seductive tomato, are spurred by the not so wild structure of a frame. While some critics
locate a tension here, I argue that wildness and structure work in tandem as part of the
same process and with more fluidity that tension suggests. Hejinian gives her readers the
opportunity to scrutinize (to use her term) environment by offering windows for readers
to look through. It is not uncommon for environmentally-minded poets and writers to
deploy the window as a symbol or representation of transcendence, border crossing, and
escape, especially in works that attend to the relationships between humans/domesticity
and outside environments. In The Writing Life, Annie Dillard recounts how she was so
enticed by a scene of a group of boys playing softball outside her window that she had to
“shut the blinds one day for good” and tape a “pen drawing of the window and the
landscape it framed” in order to “write it” (28-9). In Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, Dillard’s
first sentence of her first chapter recalls how a tomcat “would jump through the open
window by [her] bed in the middle of the night and land on [her] chest” (3). After the cat
departs, Dillard sleeps with her window shut “but the memory remains of something
powerful playing over” her when she woke each day in the cabin (4). In both memories,
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windows create (or close off) pathways to experience that would otherwise remain off
limits.
In My Life too, windows appear before our eyes, not only as ubiquitous themes or
representations, but as habitat-making devices that make an otherwise disorienting textual
landscape habitable. Windows organize such disparate elements as “dimensions,
longevity, color, and pleasure” (ML 35) and provide views of sumptuous environments of
Hejinian’s memory: “The windows were open and the morning air was, by the smell of
lilac and some darker flowering shrub, filled with the brown and chirping trills of birds”
(45). Windows also help Hejinian narrate overlaps in her memory of domestic life and
life moving beyond the domestic:
I insert a description: of agonizing spring morning freshness, when through the
open window a smell of cold dust and buds of broken early grass, of schoolbooks
and rotting apples, trails the distant sound of an airplane and a flock of crows.
(32)
…
I scrubbed the sink, the smell of the cleanser reminiscent of string beans, sunlight
through the window fell on the clean drain-board, a bead of water was suspended
from the mouth of the faucet. (58)
Finally, windows work as apparati for visual production, to use Haraway’s term,
helping readers account for what we see and how we see it. For instance, when Hejinian
writes “We had to wash the windows in order to see them” (ML 30), she acknowledges
the work involved in making environment visible and visual. To “wash the windows” is
not to create a sanitized view of environment (notice here that Hejinian is not advocating
for seeing through the cracks and smudges of windows), but rather that we must engage
with the vibrant materiality of the window to see what lies beyond it. This
acknowledgement demonstrates Hejinian’s advocacy of a reading practice that
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writing’s inheritors exercise in their criticism today. Kristin
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Prevallet, an American poet-critic whose poetry derives from L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
writing and L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E adjacent traditions in American poetry, calls a kind
of investigative, procedural, and object-oriented method of poetry writing “synchronous
thinking.” For Prevallet, whose collection of poems Scratch Sides: Poetry,
Documentation, and Image Projects was composed using synchronous thinking,
uncovering meaning and illuminating hidden connection and relationships between
messages means activating the material. In “Lead, Glass, and Poppy,” for instance, we
see Prevallet “actively seeking out coincidences, forcing connection between images in
dreams and images in the streets, seeing the link between ideas in one’s head and stories
in the news, [and] reading the connections between different newspapers on different
days” (71). We must begin by looking for the windows that would, in turn, open up to
meaning, and seeking out the intersections of seemingly unrelated ideas and images.
In My Life in the Nineties, Hejinian indicates “There is no simple organic link
between two instants” (82), that meaningful links are always, to some extent, arranged by
the poet and reader. My Life’s Green Integer edition offers readers an opportunity to read
synchronously because, unlike other editions, it prominently features a photograph of
Hejinian on the cover, a choice that seems to belie the poem’s otherwise innovative
stance toward autobiography (see figure 2).
In Everybody’s Autonomy, Juliana Spahr praises My Life as an exemplar of
innovative autobiography for its refusal to include images of the poet (arguably a
standard convention of the genre): “Hejinian willfully refuses to indulge in the rhetoric of
self-propaganda or self-restoration. There are not photo-like descriptions of her body, of
her physical ‘self,’ no photographs documenting her life collected in the center of the
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Figure 3.2 Cover of My Life published by Green Integer.
Used with permission of author.
book as is so common in the mass-market autobiography” (79). Spahr snuffs
photographic evidence of the autobiographer’s experience as “self-propaganda” and
“self-restoration,” and in doing so, marks the visual image with a kind of scarlet letter:
innovation’s enemy. Perhaps inadvertently, Spahr, whose book narrowly missed the
publication of the Green Integer edition, constructs a hierarchy based on sight.
Autobiographies that promote more challenging modes of “seeing” a text get more
innovative points than ones that rely on photographic evidence. This stance contributes, I
argue, to sight’s erasure as a critical tool for reading, rendering incomplete certain ways
of understanding My Life that engage this sense. I prefer to read Spahr’s above assertion
as an invitation to connect dots that Spahr herself sees as still unconnected in the study of
My Life: “while there are themes . . . –writing, nature, and windows, for instance, these
themes are left unconnected” (EA 69).
Green Integer’s edition of My Life places Hejinian in plain view. The edition’s
cover, though slightly afield of the poem itself, constitutes an early construction sight. As
a construction sight, it introduces sight as a guiding principle of the poem and Hejinian as
chief architect. Too, as a book cover is want to do, it functions as a window to the poem
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itself, providing partial, yet important, information regarding what lies beyond its frame.
We get a closely cropped, black and white photograph of Hejinian’s face as she gazes up
and out toward some unknown thing. A visual encounter with Hejinian is unavoidable.
Hejinian’s posture and gaze, however, belie any strong or even forcible identification
with her reader, giving us the opportunity to sneak into memory without her knowledge.
In addition, Hejinian’s gaze invites us to follow her line of slight out and away from the
cover’s frame. Sue William Silverman writes that an outward gaze invokes landscapes
and events despite their invisibility, “shedding light while simultaneously reinforcing the
framing and structure of the windows” (31). Thus, an image of somebody looking out or
away, such as the photograph of Hejinian on the Green Integer edition of My Life, has the
potential to connect us to landscapes “whose existence[s]” are only “dimly perceived”
(36). Hejinian’s outward gaze alters the poem’s landscape by widening its context,
complicating the interiority the book’s cover implies. By including a photograph on the
cover of the book instead of as an insert, Hejinian’s face comes in constant contact with
exterior networks, including the vast world around her, the other books on the shelf, and
the reader that picks the book up. A photograph of the poet on the cover, thus, belies the
notion of confinement, whether it is generic confinement or the feelings of confinement
that come with using language. This construction sight, therefore, produces a tension
between the autobiographical (and anthropocentric) nature of the poem, and Hejinian’s
impulse to explore networks of human and nonhuman entities.
A photograph of Hejinian on the cover of My Life does not diminish the poem’s
innovation, so much as it utilizes a photograph to innovative ends. It provides an early
opportunity for readers to think outside of the poem’s confines. An illustration of
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Hejinian looking away into the unknown space beyond the poem’s confines presents
sight as a nuanced posture toward environment, rather than an indication of limit.
Hejinian wastes no time connecting the cover photograph to a memory she has of her
grandmother in a passage that serves as a textual translation of the photograph:
The portrait, a photograph, had been made so that my grandmother was looking
just over the head of the observer, into a little distance, not so far as to be a space
into which she might seem to be sharing, but as some definite object, some noun,
just behind one. (22)
The memory of a photograph of her grandmother allows Hejinian to step into the shoes of
a reader who has just encountered My Life on the bookshelf. Like our photograph of
Hejinian, the grandmother stares off “into a little distance,” but the “definite object” of
her attention is unclear. Peppered with such phrases of ambiguity “not so far,” “might
seem to be,” “some definite object,” “some noun,” and “just behind,” shadows the
memory in a haze of uncertainty, as if the moment only barely remains in Hejinian’s
memory. The notion of “sharing” is confused by the string of phrases that follow it. Does
her grandmother share the space with “some noun”? Is sitting for a portrait an experience
Hejinian’s grandmother wishes to share. Regardless of Hejinian’s meaning here,
synchronous thinking reveals a connection between the photograph of Hejinian and this
passage. Too, this example of synchronous thinking works in accordance with a visual
feature of the poem often overlooked despite its highly visual position on the cover.
The inclusion of Hejinian’s artwork, which appears on the cover of MLMLN and
in the edition’s paratext, provides another opportunity for readers to engage in
synchronous thinking:
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Figure 3.3 “Ink” as series page of My Life and My Life in the Nineties.
Used with permission of author.
“Ink” consists of epigraph-shaped tiles, framed by white borders and arranged in such a
way as to create consistent, uniform pathways across and down the page. In this way,
“Ink” anticipates and initiates the poem’s form as a collection of sections preceded by
epigraphs. Despite the obvious analogy between “Ink” and My Life’s organization, “Ink”
gets overlooked as a significant contributor to the meaning of the poem. And yet, “Ink”
does bring to bear meaning by building a floor on which the poet and poem can stand.
This geometrical or even geographical prelude to the poem helps readers visualize and
organize a complex textual landscape like My Life’s, foreshadowing (or perhaps more
accurately, shadowing) the poem’s primary compositional mode as an amalgamation of
words cast in ink. Hejinian’s abiding concern for writing methods is visible in My Life
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through an affection for ink, particularly ink pens. Mostly, Hejinian expresses her
disappointment by how few people use pens anymore: “In a book I read the sentence, ‘the
water is as blue as ink,’ which made me regret that so few people use fountain pens”
(MLMLN 23). Hejinian connects water as the foundation for human life and ink as the
life force of the book. More specifically, the fountain pen underscores the relationship
between ink and the poet’s body, which is 80% water. Hejinian “take[s] the pen in hand
to write as I really see them” (62) and makes her mark by inscribing her name “on the
first page of every one of his book” (28). When the pen runs out of ink, she “can’t go on,
at least no for a minute” (62). What Hejinian “cant go on” doing—writing, living—is
ambiguous, as if to draw attention to the fact that these things are wrapped up in one
another for the poet.
Hejinian builds an extended analogy between ink and a lozenge that functions to
bind linguistic and organic life: “The fence posts were lozenges covered with moss—ink
is darker and wetter than moss—and sunk into gray soil patchy and with acrid powdery
grass among which grew poison oak and rattlesnake weed” (19). Contemporary readers
unfamiliar with the semantic roots of “lozenge” may be confused by the fence
post/lozenge metaphor. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) provides an early
definition of lozenge as a “rectilinear figure, having four equal sides.” Thus, “The fence
posts were lozenges covered with moss” is not a metaphor so much as it is the description
of an area of field. The field could be home to a graveyard, in that four or more lozenges
were commonly combined to build crosses (OED). We can imagine a grid of old mosscovered crosses sunk into soil overgrown with poison oak and rattlesnake weed. Here,
ink could signify the names and birth/death dates of those buried, transforming the
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lozenges into signs that bear meaning through human language (words) and natural
language (moss, oak, weed). On a lozenge, ink gives the dead a way to communicate, not
only with the humans who visit the graveyard, but with the organic elements of the
surrounding environment. The ground accepts the lozenge as a page from the book of
human history. The ink is “darker and wetter than moss” and is, thus, able to show
through the moss on the lozenge. Therefore, ink, moss, poison oak, and rattlesnake
weed—all communicative modes—mingle on the surface of the lozenge. As we can see,
ink, and “Ink,” link body, land, and language in the My Life and My Life in the Nineties
edition. It is possible to read “Ink,” which is a commonly overlooked paratextual page of
My Life’s newest edition, as an important construction sight.
My Life inspires readers to re-examine claims about vision and the visual by
utilizing windows as a poetic form. Windows, as structures that limit, elucidate, and
elongate perception, underscore that, in spite of its title, My Life is not about your life or
mine, but about many lives as they intersect, interrelate, and collide. Windows make
Hejinian’s account habitat and habitable to those looking in from the outside. In the next
chapter, Juliana Spahr adopts Hejinian’s expansive view of environment, establishing
pastoral’s unlikely ground to effectively redraw the boundaries between innovative and
traditional poetry and immediate and distance locations in autobiographical poetry.
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CHAPTER IV:
THE INCINERATOR IN THE GARDEN:
JULIANA SPAHR’S VIBRANT PASTORAL

In what ways does Juliana Spahr’s 2011 collection Well Then There Now build on Stein
and Hejinian’s portrayal of interiors and exteriors, material economies, and
interrelatedness? Like her precursors, Spahr adds dimension and a strong sense of place
to her autobiographical writing by engaging with the materials that make up her
environment, from a disposable camera, to a translation machine on a computer, to a car
bumper full of stickers. Like Stein and Hejinian, Spahr challenges ideas of containment
by questioning containment itself: Who contains what?; What is free, and why?; Who, or
what, should be contained? For Spahr, containment, which I see as inextricably linked to
the idea of connection, bridges prior poets and links them to her own writing and thinking
about poetry. Connection is not only enacted as an analytical tool for reading, revealing,
as many critics have pointed out, useful and perhaps unexpected connections between
language and meaning, but as antidote to prescriptive nature/culture, inside/outside, and
human/nonhuman animal binaries.
As this dissertation shifts its focus from two long poems of the twentieth-century
to a collection of various forms from the twenty-first century, it will continue to consider
the interrelatedness of interior and exterior environments. Pastoral’s critics and
practitioners have long taken up boundaries between interior and exterior environments,
as well as humans and nonhuman entities and urban and rural landscapes. Thus, pastoral,
as both a mode and as a set of critical/theoretic prompts, can shed light on how
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contemporary works reinforce or challenge these boundaries. Guiding my exploration is a
question Terry Gifford posed in his still resonant book from 1989, Pastoral: “Can there
really be no twentieth century continuations of the pastoral form?” (3). Gifford puts
pastoral through its paces, situating the mode not as an outdated, unchanging one, but as a
writing disposition in constant flux. This chapter responds to Gifford by changing his
question a bit: Are there no twenty-first century continuations of the pastoral form?
Spahr’s collection establishes pastoral’s unlikely ground in a contemporary poetic
moment interested in innovation and experimentation. And yet, Spahr, more often than
not, works with a set of pastoral constraints outlined by Gifford, Leo Marx, and others, to
demonstrate pastoral as, to use Heather I. Sullivan’s phrase, “more process than place”
(515). Indeed, and as I argue Spahr helps to demonstrate, pastoral is innovative because
conversations surrounding the mode, and the mode itself, continue to change. In his book,
Gifford provides a concise history of pastoral’s literary context from William Empson’s
Some Versions of Pastoral (1935) and Raymond Williams’s The Country and the City
(1975), to Roger Sales’s position on pastoral from his 1983 book English Literature in
History 1780-1830: Pastoral and Politics. The following passage by Gifford, for
example, summarizes Sales to describe a common view of pastoral as
escapist in seeking refuge in the country and often also in the past, that it is a
selective “reflection” on the past country life in which old settled values are
“rescued” by the text; and that all this functions as a simplified “reconstruction”
of what is, in fact, a more complex reality. (7-8)
For Gifford, the back-and forth volleys between pastoral’s critics and pastoral’s
practitioners suggest durability, rather than an inherent fragility (11). Indeed, discussions
and disagreements about pastoral’s endurance and utility as a mode span the twentieth
century, and as we will see a bit later, find a place in such unexpected twenty-first
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century conversations as feminist studies. In Undomesticated Ground, Stacy Alaimo
points out that while pastoral representations have “underwritten colonialist, racist, and
misogynist enterprises,” they can also be used to “battle those same forces” as a “potent
ideological site” (18).
If Chapter 3 took us somewhat afield of My Life’s textual space to reveal a kind of
visual language Hejinian speaks, Chapter 4 widens our frame of reference even further, in
both geographical and temporal ways. Like My Life’s epigraphs, which serve as the
visual counterparts to the windows of Hejinian’s memory, Well Then There Now’s maps,
photographs, and coordinates provide an expansive view of Spahr’s physical environment
at her time of writing. These elements allow the reader to retrace Spahr’s steps, if we
choose to. Furthermore, these elements give readers agency: Spahr places maps in the
hands of her readers so that they may encounter and study Spahr’s memories as an
anthropologist studies a group of people, a place, or an artifact.
To be sure, Spahr’s highly visual and visible collection sticks out, even within
contemporary innovative poetry circles. However, this is not because Spahr uses the
latest technology to plot locations on her maps, or complex semantic configurations of
language to describe these places. Just the opposite, Spahr relies upon low-tech methods
like disposable cameras and lecture notes from an Ethnobotany 101 class to compose her
book. I understand Spahr’s back-to-basics approach as temporally innovative, for it
makes a space for “traditional” or unoriginal modes to take shape and resonate with
readers, such as lists (“Sonnets”), investigative essays (“Dole Street” and “2199 Kalia
Road”), and the Kumulipo Hawaiian creation chant (“Unnamed Dragonfly Species”).
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While Well Then There Now is a far cry from those seventeenth and eighteenth
century poems about shepherds and their flocks, the collection does make space for
pastoral and in a way that feels truly inventive. Consider the pronounced similarities
between the first section of the last poem of Well Then There Now, “The Incinerator,”
and “Harvest Home,” Theocritus’s seventh Idyll and a classic of the pastoral mode.
Pastoral is not a mode of solitary subjects, and both poems quickly underscore the copresence of multiple subjects through the use of the pronoun “We.” The inclusive
pronoun announces the presence of multiple subjects engaged in a common activity: “We
are at the incinerator behind the house,” Spahr writes. The poet/speaker is one half of
“We,” and while the identity of the other half is soon revealed, coupling the two early as
a “We,” rather than individualizing the subjects, underscores the interrelatedness of the
subjects. In “Harvest Home,” Theocritus employs “we” in the poem’s first line, and to a
similar effect: “There, happy in our welcome, we flung ourselves down.” As was the case
with Spahr’s “We,” Theocritus’s calls attention the common experience of the subjects as
they “flung” themselves down “on couches of fragrant reads and fresh cut vineleaves.”
The first two lines, as well as the titles of the poems, emplace the subjects as well as
readers, but there is also a sense that they have escaped, assumedly from a human space
to a nature space: “I have just / dumped our trash in there and then set it on fire” implies
that Spahr’s speaker has retreated to the backyard from the house bearing the ultimate
trace of the domestic realm: trash. Theocritus’s speaker also bears traces of the human
world, for the “Home” of the poem’s title comprises two definitions of home: a human
house and a natural home that encompasses the speaker, their companion, and the birds
and bees that “loitered, flitting about the springs.” Finally, both poems reflect on the past.
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While part one of “The Incinerator” narrates the sexual encounter between a speaker and
Chillicothe in the present tense, there are clear moments in which the speaker reflects
upon memories or past thoughts: “This is not the mythical carnal creature of my
fantasies; this is a nervous child” (137). “Fantasies” could easily be replaced with
“memories” here, as the speaker struggles to reconcile “what I have dreamed of / so many
times” and the “nervous child” Chillicothe of reality. In “Harvest Home,” readers must
reflect on why the speaker and their companion are “happy in our welcome.” What
caused the subjects to come to this place? The “ripeness” of “summer” and heaviness of
“branches pulled earthward by weight of fruit” calls to mind another kind of bearing or
bareness: winter.
My quick reading of Theocritus’s “Harvest Home” and Spahr’s “The Incinerator,”
which I will focus on exclusively in the last section of this chapter, serves as a fruitful
introduction to this chapter because it demonstrates an approach to pastoral I will
exercise in what follows. In accordance with readings of pastoral offered by Gifford,
Buell, and Alaimo, I will promote more open conceptualizations of pastoral. For Gifford,
“any literature that describes the country with an implicit or explicit contrast to the
urban” is in conversation with pastoral (2). Similarly, Buell calls pastoral any writing that
“celebrates the ethos of nature/rurality over against the ethos of the town or city”
(“American Pastoral” 32). By counting Spahr’s collection among the ranks of pastoral, I
hope to elucidate the multiple meanings, configurations, and connotations available to
pastoral in the twenty-first century. Attempts at contemporary pastoral can belie historical
or staid notions of the mode as anti-feminist, immaterial, or even dead, without
suggesting that we need to renovate or shore up pastoral’s tensions. Well Then There Now
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embraces, and indeed foregrounds, tensions to help readers reconsider why and how
relationships between humans, nonhuman entities, and natural and urban landscapes
form, transform, and in some cases dissolve, in contemporary contexts.
Spahr, as a poet-critic, writes extensively on and through themes of connection in
numerous books of poetry, scholarly articles, essay collections, and in her book of
criticism Everybody’s Autonomy: Connective Reading and Collective Identity (2011),
which argues that formal, syntactical, and semantic experimentation does not contribute
to long-held notions of innovative writing as elusive, impenetrable, or difficult, but are
rather forms of writing that “well represent and expand changing notions of the public, of
everybody" (4). Evidenced in titles like Things of Each Possible Relation Hashing
Against One Another (2003), This Connection of Everyone with Lungs (2005), and Fuck
You – Aloha – I Love You (2001), Spahr’s books of poetry outwardly articulate a
connective impulse but also shed light on the cracks and fissures of connection, showing
us that connection can be a productive misnomer best understood in reference to those
relationships, structures, and hierarchies that unravel or fail. Far from the simple coming
together of bodies in space, connection is fraught, amalgamations of disconnection, loss,
and forced distance.
WTTN takes this stance when it advances connection and also pivots toward new
visions of connection more deeply rooted in the material. More than ever, WTTN
materializes environment, presenting readers with an abundance of visual/textual
intrusions like maps and photographs to teach us about connection. With these offerings,
Spahr simultaneously faces us to the familiar and pervasive images we encounter all the
time— signs that demarcate boundaries, hula girl kitsch that decorates the dashboards of
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cars on Kalia Road, or bumper stickers that communicate identity and affiliation— and
reminds readers of what remains unknown or unseen in the shadow of these materials,
not only to “poke away at what it is that is wrong in this world we are all in together,” but
to “push far what is with it is incorrect in this world which all the small ones are us in the
unit” (“Some of we” 14).
Given Spahr’s poetics of connection that both venerates history and the historical,
and calls into question the authenticity and accuracy of historical narratives, it is perhaps
unsurprising that pastoral emerges in WTTN. Here, Spahr pushes pastoral into new
territory when she complicates conventional pastoral by positioning it as process. In
suggesting that Spahr complicates conventional pastoral, I do not mean to imply that
Spahr’s innovation comes from a rewriting or reinvention of pastoral. Just the opposite,
WTTN as pastoral is innovative precisely because Spahr writes with a reverence for the
tenets of pastoral outlined by Leo Marx in his still resonant work The Machine in the
Garden. A gloss of Leo Marx’s defining episodes that occur in pastoral action is
important to include here, as it serves as the context of this chapter’s argument. These
tenets are
•
•
•

A moment of ecstatic fulfillment, perhaps shared with a companion or lover,
when the protagonist enjoys a feeling of transcendent harmony with his [sic]
surroundings; this epiphany . . . is of course fleeting.
The pastoral figure’s thrilling, tonic, yet often terrifying encounter with
wilderness: some aspect, external or subjective, of unmodified, intractable, or
hostile nature.
The sudden appearance of the machine in the landscape [wherein] this
intrusive artifact figures forth the unprecedented power and dynamism of the
oncoming order, and it exposes the illusory character of the retreat to nature as
a way of coping with the ineluctable advance of modernity. (378)
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Acknowledging Other Information
Tana Jean Welch calls WTTN a “veritable model of hybridity,” as it incorporates both
investigative poetry and process pieces, an assortment of visual data such as photographs,
maps, and diagrams, and evidence of various writing processes like cup-up, hashing, and
recycling (“Entangled Species” 3). WTTN features eight sections total, where each
section offers a distinct poem or prose pieces. “Some of We and the Land That Was
Never Ours,” “Unnamed Dragonfly Species,” and “Gentle Now, Don’t Add to the
Heartache” resemble prose poems, while “Sonnets,” “Things of Each Relation Hashing
Against One Another,” and “The Incinerator,” with their sometimes heavily enjambed
lines and more conventional poetic appearance, pop up between other sections. Finally,
“2199 Kalia Road” and “Dole Street,” while composed with a typically Spahrian
directness, represent the most clear departure from what Spahr has published thus far.
These investigative prose pieces (I am hesitant to call them essays for what essay
typically denotes, as Spahr’s style relies little upon essay conventions, and the
presentation of the text in the section are too often interrupted by new headings,
photographs, diagrams, and white space to allow very much unity) contain 29
photographs in all, two maps, and one diagram. “2199 Kalia Road” contains 25 photos
alone (taken by Candace Ah Nee), with one on each page except for the “confession”
page at the end, and features images of street signs, metal plates, gates, access or corridor
railings, tourists, vanity license plates, Hawaiian braid extension kiosks, hotel entrances,
patios, discarded mattresses, concrete slabs, trashcans, beer bottles, warning signs, and
bulldozers. “Dole Street,” which has five photographs all taken by Spahr, features
bumper stickers, vanity license plates, hula-girl window decals, and street signs.
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Figure 4.1 Page 98 from Well Then There Now by Juliana Spahr. Reprinted by
permission of Black Sparrow Books, an imprint of David R. Godine, Publisher, Inc.
Copyright © 2011 by Juliana Spahr.

Figure 4.2 Page 45 from Well Then There Now by Juliana Spahr. Reprinted by
permission of Black Sparrow Books, an imprint of David R. Godine, Publisher, Inc.
Copyright © 2011 by Juliana Spahr.
None of these photographs is particularly interesting or arresting. Just the
opposite, Spahr’s photographs in “Dole Street” (Figures 1 and 2) and “2199 Kalia Road”
retain a “low budget” quality that underscores Spahr’s process and the fact that she felt
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WTTN was “unpublishable” (“Fieldwork”). These grainy, black and white photos appear
in stark contrast to the colorful, glossy images in our mind’s eye of tourist guides and
magazines highlighting Hawaii’s beauty. As a sort of anti-tourist guide, WTTN uses the
products of an unskilled photographer (this is Spahr’s language in my interview with her)
and a “very small camera” that Spahr carried around in her backpack, to bring into relief
the “constant disconnect between photographs of tourist locations in advertisements and
the actual space, between guidebook description and what you get” (WTTN 109). As a
result of the photo quality, readers are required to quite literally get closer to the text. In
this way, WTTN requires a higher level of intimacy between reader and text; we feel
privy to more of a diary or scrapbook than a book of published writing by an
accomplished poet.
Spahr’s choice to include low-resolution photos that risk obfuscating meaning is
perhaps unsurprising for two reasons. First, as a third generation L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E
writer (“Entangled Species” 2), Spahr “bring[s] building blocks . . . back inside the
writing” in order to foreground the way the poem works (Andrews 50). In the case of
“2199 Kalia Road,” photos literally perform as building blocks for the section; the
squares of visual information hold up the section, appearing on each and every page and
in the same place on the page (Figure 3). Not only does this method of organization put
Spahr in conversation with the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writing disposition of which she
is an inheritor, but her way of coming by these photos places her within an arm’s length
of a group of poet-noticers stretching back to Thoreau, who in “Walking,” writes of his
own “family of Walkers” (226). Spahr builds a Thoreauvian ethos based on the activity
of walking and noticing, rather than one based on skill and technique. Thoreau writes,
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“My vicinity affords many good walks” (229); Spahr concurs, “I live and I work on Dole
Street. So I walk up and down Dole Street . . . As I am always walking on Dole Street, I
am always thinking about Dole Street” (WTTN 33-4).
Even more, however, the photos in “2199 Kalia Road” and “Dole Street”
(un)earth questions about the roads we take to gain knowledge. I argue that the poor
quality of WTTN’s photography disrupt our expectations when it comes to our
knowledge about Hawaii’s landscape, as well as our expectations when it comes to avantgarde poetic conventions, and in doing, enacts an epistemology of detour. These
detours—rhetorical tactics like choosing to use an unclear photograph to teach readers
about the meaning of symbols, or the arrangement of photos as building blocks—
illuminates alternative roads to knowledge and guide us to narratives obfuscated by
history. For Jack (Judith) Halberstam, detours twist and turn readers toward new methods
of reading, and are useful because they seek to involve, rather than explain: “We might
consider the utility of getting lost over finding our way” (15).
Halberstam’s conceptualization of detour as a mode of reading and writing calls
up the pastoral intrusion theme—Marx’s “most important” element of pastoral action
(29). Instead of thinking about WTTN’s visuals as mere asides or counterparts to the text,
which sets up a hierarchy of text and image, or pits text and image against each other as
competing meaning producers, we might think of WTTN’s composite parts as regions,
distinct from one another, yet interconnected. As regions, WTTN’s different
compositional techniques articulate a kind of groundedness, according to Welch, and as
such, contribute to Spahr’s ongoing project to elucidate interconnectedness (5-6). This is
evident in other regions of WTTN as well, like the “Acknowledgements and Other
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Information” page, which grounds each of the sections by listing the street addresses
where they were composed, and for what event or journal, and map pages at the
beginning of each section, which make these locations come to life for the reader.
Composed in gray scale and stretching the entire length and width of the page, WTTN’s
maps appear on the verso pages of each new section, while the recto page names the
poem or prose piece and provides a set of coordinates assumedly describing the point on
the map opposite to it (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Page 122 from Well Then There Now by Juliana Spahr. Reprinted by
permission of Black Sparrow Books, an imprint of David R. Godine, Publisher, Inc.
Copyright © 2011 by Juliana Spahr.
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If readers assume that the map and coordinates correspond to where the poem or
prose piece “takes place,” as a linear or conventional reading practice would imply, Spahr
interrupts this connection when it becomes clear that, in “The Incinerator” for instance,
the map of California that precedes the poem does not match up with Chillicothe, Ohio,
the poem’s setting. In order for the reader to understand the relationship between the
map, which places us momentarily in Berkeley, California, and the poem about
Chillicothe, Ohio, and if she has skipped the book’s paratext—a habit even the most
careful reader is guilty of, present company included—she must go off in search of a
missed cue. Like the low quality photographs that pepper the pages of WTTN, these
maps draw the reader in closer to the compositional process; by having to scour the book
for missed information, the reader becomes more complicit in the meaning making
process, and the process of reading itself becomes more material, as the reader must
shuffle through pages. Too, the “Acknowledgements and Other Information” page acts as
a key to the map and coordinates pages, modeling the more familiar process of finding a
place on a roadmap. The triangle shape that we may find on a map, for instance, only
communicates meaning to us, insofar as we are able to ascertain its meaning in the map’s
key. WTTN necessitates a similar practice of reading and interpreting, and as a process
that many of us learn at a young age, Spahr asks us to reach back to what feels like a
commonplace method of making meaning.
If Spahr expects her reader’s to do a fair amount of walking with her when
reading, she sets an example for us by including addendums, source lists, and exegeses at
the end of sections to further contextualize or elucidate her writing. In an exegesis at the
end of “Things of Each Relation,” for instance, Spahr explains that in the summer of
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2001, she took an ethnobotany course in order to help revise her connection to nature
poetry, and to make her a “better poet” (69). At this time, Spahr felt compelled to “know
the names of things” and “know where they came from” (70). This investigatory process
involved reading a great many books on Hawaiian ecology, language, and history, as well
as putting her poems through an online translation machine (70-1). Spahr’s explanation
of her process, and the impetus behind doing this fieldwork (“I was trying to be a better
poet”) does more than lend her an ethos or communicate to readers that she knows her
stuff. Rather, Spahr’s narrative lays bare the at times murky and unexpected processes by
which we come to knowledge. Spahr’s explanatory detours subvert writer/reader
hierarchies, as if Spahr is saying “I, too, must fumble around and get my hands dirty.”
When Spahr lists the translation machine she use among her compositional strategies, she
gestures back to the L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E writing and avant-garde methods from which
contemporary poets draw.
When Spahr blends high and low processes and investigative activities, such as
taking a class or putting words into a translation machine, she “horizontalizes” matter, to
borrow Jane Bennett’s term, “in order to be more faithful to the style of action pursued by
each” kind of investigatory method (98,112). Rather than enacting a rhetoric of care or
stewardship toward environment to illustrate the interconnectedness of humans and their
environments, Spahr’s genre-bending, detour approach to writing “incorporates a variety
of data . . . in order to explore the historical and political conditions of contemporary
culture” (“Don’t Let Me Be Lonely” 124-5). In a note at the end of “Some of We,” the
first poem in WTTN, Spahr writes,
We were tourists in France. There were long lines. My mother waited in them. I
sat outside and took notes. In the park, someone was singing we are all in this
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world together . . . I was just trying to figure out this day. I came home and used
a translation machine to push my notes back and forth between French and
English until a different sort of English came out: this poem. (15, emphasis
original)
Spahr adds yet another layer of connection to place by implicating France in her process
of writing this poem. More than bringing the “out there somewhere” here, as Corey
asserts postmodern pastoral poets do, Spahr maintains a level of critical distance between
herself and her subject (“I sat outside and took notes”). Spahr’s ability to observe people
and environment in France, and write about this experience, is not predicated on her
ability to shorten the distance between the over-there and the here. Just the opposite, a
critical awareness of distance is necessary in understanding how we are both “all in this
world, this world of hands, and grain, together,” and how “To embrace, to not settle. To
embrace, not to arrange” (14). Spahr’s insights in “Some of We,” a “different kind of
English,” rely upon a set of oppositions—tourist and home, French and English, mother
and I—and thus the poem itself testifies to a connection-as-division model: “Some of we”
are “together,” while “Some of we” are “all”; “Some of we wove the land” while “Some
of we carried the land”; “Some of us are sparrows pecking at our hand” while “Some
among us are sparrows picotant with our hand” (12-3). The slight variation in the phrase
“Some of we” to “Some of us,” and then “Some among us,” where “we” becomes
interchangeable with “us,” and “of” with “among,” gets at the tension between settling
and arranging: “What it means settle. What means it arrangement.” As a result of the
translation machine, Spahr enacts the model for inclusive, connective poetics she outlines
in her book of criticism Everybody’s Autonomy: Connective Reading and Collective
Identity (2011). Using Gertrude Stein as a model, but writing with a kind of scope that
reaches beyond Stein’s oeuvre to theorize connective poetics in general, Spahr “violate[s]
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the grammatical decency” of the English language (27), not only by using a translation
machine to build a poem, but by playing with prepositions with a seeming arbitrariness,
and by not using a question mark at the end of lines that, in most cases, would demand
one. The choice to not abide by rules governing punctuation demonstrates a particularly
Steinian ethos, for of all of the punctuation marks, Stein saw least value in the question
mark: “A question is a question, anybody can know that a question is a question and so
why add to it the question mark when it is already there when the question is already
there in the writing” (“Gertrude Stein on Punctuation”).
WTTN’s detours recall pastoral’s intrusion tenet, wherein the sudden emergence
of the machine in the idyllic countryside heralds oncoming order and the domination of
nature. However, WTTN moves beyond a nature/culture dyad in its overall message of
co-authorship and interconnection. Intrusion is, thus, inclusion, another inroad to
realizing connection. Photographs and maps, as well as textual detours in which Spahr
sheds light on compositional backstories and techniques, concretize both ultra- and
underexplored spaces and processes. Rather than situating the extra-textual material of
WTTN’s makeup in a footnote or appendix at the end of the book, Spahr detours readers
back through the book’s regions, or includes material as a building block, not only as a
means of saying “Well Then There Now,” but to insist “we are all in this world together”
(14).
Pastoral as Connection
As both a poet and critic, Juliana Spahr writes extensively on themes of connection. Her
numerous books of poetry and creative prose, scholarly essays, and essay collections, as
well as her book of criticism Everybody’s Autonomy argue that formal, syntactical, and
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semantic experimentation need not contribute to long-held notions of innovative writing
as elusive, impenetrable or difficult, but rather are forms that “well represent and expand
changing notions of the public, of everybody” (4). One need only gloss the title of
Spahr’s books and poems to see that connection is best understood through material
networks: Things of Each Possible Relation Hashing Against One Another (2003), This
Connection of Everyone With Lungs (2005), and Fuck You – Aloha – I Love You (2001).
Far from the simple coming together of bodies in space, the idea of connection is also
fraught, consisting of disconnection, loss, and distance.
Well Then There Now is chiefly concerned with connection, particularly as
connection is (in)formed by the material. The collection materializes environment for the
reader, presenting us with abundance of visual/textual intrusions that teach us about
connection. These offerings face us to the familiar and pervasive images we encounter on
a daily basis, such as signs that demarcate boundaries between public and private
property, dashboard decoration and bumper stickers that communicate identity and
affiliation, as well as remind readers of the unknown or unseen. Spahr includes images of
these materials not only to, as she writes in her poem “Some of We and the Land that
Was Never Ours,” “poke away at what it is that is wrong in this world,” but also to “push
far what it is with it is incorrect in this world” (14).
One a broader level, Well Then There Now’s photographs prompt questions about
the roads that lead to knowledge, and how we traverse those roads. Both the presence and
content of Well Then There Now’s photographs disrupt expectations about the Hawaiian
landscape, as well as avant garde poetic conventions. In doing so, Spahr enacts an
epistemology of detour, which opens up the text not only to new interpretation. Rhetoric
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tactic, detours deftly move readers about the physical space of the book. Jack Halberstam
observes that detours have the power to twist and turn readers toward new methods of
reading that involve and engage, rather than explain: “We might consider the utility of
getting lost over finding our way” (15). For Halberstam, and I believe for Spahr, getting
lost does not mean losing one’s sense of place. Just the opposite, and as Spahr’s grainy
photographs illustrate, being made aware of the mystery or illusion of a place may
deepen one’s sense and understanding of place.
While Leo Marx does not use “detour,” he uses the related term “intrusion” when
he describes the “most important” element of pastoral action (29): “The sudden
appearance of the machine in the landscape [wherein] this intensive artifact figures forth
the unprecedented power and dynamism of the oncoming order, and it exposes the
illusory character of the retreat to nature as a way of coping with the ineluctable advance
of modernity” (378). The final photograph in “2199 Kalia Road” illustrates this intrusive
act. Poised between the ocean and the mountains, an earthmover sits on the beach, arm
outstretched as if the camera has caught it in the process of building shoreline. Three
hotels, equidistant from one another, frame the photograph, and because of the
photographer’s point of view, appear as tall as the mountains in the distance. The
earthmover and the hotels are indeed intrusions, despite the fact that the photograph
appears in greyscale: there is an unavoidable contrast between the water, trees, and
mountains, and the human-made earthmover and hotels. Though rich with meaning, the
photograph is connected to the text that surrounds it. Spahr does not pit the image against
the text, which would form a hierarchy. Rather, Spahr draws the reader in so that she
becomes part of the intrusive act. The distance between the photographer and the shore is
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abstracted by the fact that she appears to be out in the water. We are part of the water but
apart from the shore (and apart from the shore destroyers).
Who or what does this essay suggest we identify with or against? This photograph
clearly “exposes the illusory character of retreat to nature as a way of coping with the
ineluctable advance of modernity” (Marx 378), but the composition of the photographs
marks this terrain as contested, at best. Indeed, Spahr’s engagement with the pastoral
theme of intrusion underscores what Amy Moorman Robin’s argues in her book Hybrid
Poetics: Gender, Mass Culture, and Form. For Robbins, a complicit or integrative
posture toward conventional modes, rather than one of rejection, allows for that mode to
be detectable, so as to simultaneously underscore the mode’s possibilities and limitations
(11). What Robbins calls an “art of complicity” can also be revolutionary for it
“imagine[s] new worlds out of familiar ones” (11). This portrayal of the Hawaiian
shoreline does illustrate the intrusion, but it also causes us to move beyond a
nature/culture dyad. Intrusion, thus, functions as a means of inclusion, another road to
connection. Intrusive photographs shed light on compositional backstories and
techniques, concretizing both ultra and unexplored spaces. Rather than relegating Well
Then There Now’s extra-textual material in a footnote or an appendix, Spahr interrupts
her own text engage the reader in meaning making, and to illustrate, as she write in
“Some of we,” “we are all in this world together” (14).
Joshua Corey and C.G. Waldrep include Spahr’s poem “Gentle, Now,” in their
collection The Aracdia Project: North American Postmodern Pastoral (2012), and argue
in their introduction that Spahr uses pastoral as an analytical activity that “when properly
activated by poet and reader, promises to put us in touch with reality, or realities of our
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contested world” (xxi). Undoubtedly drawing on Dana Phillips earlier assertion that
postmodern pastoral resists the impulse to restore harmony and balance to nature and
culture (245), Corey describes postmodern pastoral poets as those who do not “use
language to paint pictures of a natural world that is ‘out there’ somewhere,” but a “hybrid
terrain of human and nonhuman elements to be negotiated and explored” (xxii). Corey’s
action-oriented language here is crucial particularly as it relates to Spahr’s writing, which
necessitates an active engagement. Just as Spahr walks around her neighborhood
snapping pictures, her readers must do a fair amount of exploring Well Then There Now.
In addition to the “main” text (main is somewhat of a misnomer), and the photographs
I’ve described above, Well Then There Now includes addendums, source lists, exegeses,
and an acknowledgements page to further contextualize and elucidate her writing. In the
exegesis at the end of “Things of Each Possible Relation,” for instance, Spahr explains
that in the summer of 2001, she took an Ethnobotany 101 course to help her revise her
connection to nature and poetry, and to make her a “better poet” (69). Spahr was
compelled to learn “the name of things” and “know where they came from” by reading
books on Hawaiian ecology, language, and history (70-1).
Given Spahr’s poetics of connection, which both venerates history and the
historical and calls into question the historical narratives we have, it is unsurprising that
pastoral emerges as one of Well Then There Now’s guiding modes. Spahr confronts staid
conceptualizations of pastoral in the essays examined in this section by engaging
exercises we typically associate with the postmodern: the splicing of new and old forms,
the blending of high and low techniques, and the integration of data and research into her
poetic practice. In the next section, I will return to “The Incinerator” to illustrate how the
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co-constitutive mode of pastoral helps readers think through contested sites of encounter
and connection.
Conclusion: The Incinerator in the Garden
In their collection Queer Ecologies: Sex, Nature, Politics, and Desire, Cate Sandilands
and Bruce Erickson show how different kinds of nature spaces “come to be overlain with
several meanings” (4). This is true in Well Then There Now, as we have seen, spaces of
leisure, play, and relaxation overcome by the earthmovers, barricades, and concrete.
These nature spaces are overlain (in some cases literally) by the marks of human
habitation, complicating the boundary between nature and culture in material ways.
Sandilands and Erickson also demonstrate how space—natural and urban—organize
sexual and erotic ideals and practices. For example, wilderness areas, particularly postwar
wilderness campground areas, are coded as heterosexual, and urban areas, as cultural and
geographical hubs, are coded as more open to queer identities and practices (4). My
summary of Sandilands and Erickson’s complex rendering of queer space and place
paints broad brushstrokes and is easily complicated by Well Then There Now as a whole,
but “The Incinerator” in particular. Spahr’s poem about an erotic encounter between an
unnamed speaker and Chillicothe, Ohio is a culmination of each prior section, and also a
reminder that the relationships between human and natural landscapes are deeply
complex. Take, for instance, Spahr’s choice to set their encounter in the vegetable garden
behind the house:
I am fucking with Chillicothe in the
vegetable garden behind the house. No one can see us because
we are lying down in between the rows of corn (138)
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Annette Kolodny calls the garden the “backdro[p] for European literary pastoral” (“The
Lay of the Land” 6). The garden as a symbol of fertility, paradise, and nature more
generally, is one of the most recognizable symbols in literature, making Spahr’s treatment
of the garden space in “The Incinerator” particularly significant. Thinking back to
Theocritus’s bounteous garden in “Harvest Home” that portrays the bed where the
poem’s subject flung themselves down: “We lay stretched out in plenty, pears at our feet,
/ Apples at our sides and plumtrees reaching down.” The garden makes the perfect setting
for a pastoral poem because it works in accordance with pastoral tropes and techniques.
Spahr’s poem illustrates not only how the garden organizes sexual ideas and practices,
but also how it makes a space for a host of encounters and meanings. This garden
represents the “sufficiency of nature in its original state,” an “impulse-centered, anarchic,
or primitivistic view of life,” and a “state of cultivation” (Marx 42).
In the absence of the ideal garden (or rather, the garden-ideal), room is made for
various other ways of connection. This is true when Chillicothe’s sexual inexperience and
timidity lead to a deeply connective moment between Chillicothe and the speaker, rather
than a moment of shame:
and then Chillicothe says, “This is my first time”
I laugh. I say, “You’re kidding.” Chillicothe whispers back, “I’m
sorry. I look down at Chillicothe, my grin fading, marveling at
flatness giving way to rolling hills (137)
While an awkward moment passes between the two in which Chillicothe feels
“embarrassed and vulnerable” (137), the speaker’s attention quickly turns back to the
land beneath her. She “marvel[s]” at what lies beneath her. She does not abandon the
encounter but explores Chillicothe further:
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Then my hips are
above Chillicothe’s face now,
hips above Chillicothe’s face, moving slightly, oh-so slightly. And
then out of the valley, past Mt Pisgah and Swiger Knob, the wild
game trails, the war trails. (138)
The dialogue between the speaker and Chillicothe, and reflexive give-and-take of their
“bodies” all they move on the garden floor illustrates a coming to consciousness typical
in pastoral, wherein a subject passes from a state of youthful innocence to adulthood
(Marx 23). What does it mean, however, that the subject coming to “adulthood” is not a
human subject, but a town? How does Spahr’s anthropomorphization of Chillicothe
uphold or alter pastoral’s “moment of ecstatic fulfillment” trope in which the protagonist,
in a shared moment with their companion or lover “enjoys a feeling of transcendent
harmony with [their] surroundings” (Marx 378)?
In Vibrant Matter, Jane Bennett urges environmental scholars and writers to
consider the benefits of a kind of strategic anthropomorphism in their writing (120).
Echoing Annette Kolodny’s call in The Lay of the Land for a strategic deployment of
woman-related metaphors of nature, Bennett advocates for an anthropomorphism in
which “human agency has some echoes in nonhuman nature” and vice versa, “to counter
the narcissism of humans to change the world” (xvi). For Bennett, critical
anthropomorphism can actually counter anthropocentrism, a way of saying “I am no
longer above or outside of nonhuman ‘environment’” (120). Furthermore, by assigning
Chillicothe human attributes such as a head, throat, mouth, and face, Spahr helps readers
“uncover a whole world of resonances and resemblances” that might otherwise slip from
view. As a body with the ability to “cut” the speaker’s breasts and whisper, “I’m sorry,”
Chillicothe warrants curiosity, exploration, and imagination, what simple description
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leaves undisturbed. When places become subjects Buell writes, they require “spatial
discourse” (Futures 82-3). The transcorporeality, to use Alaimo’s phrase, of Chillicothe
demands a similarly transcorporeal language in which the language of human anatomy
melds with landscape anatomy:
I pull the shirt open, exposing the roads we
take through hilltops and hollows, as we travel the line between
glaciated and the unglaciated and I look down at Chillicothe,
grinning (137)
In her essay “Animal Trans,” Myra J. Hird asserts “nonhumans eschew the assumption
that sex involves two (and only two) distinct (and opposite) entities (female and male)
and further, that these two sexes behaviorally complement each other” (256-6).
As a nonhuman lover with human and nonhuman anatomical attributes, Chillicothe belies
heteronormative and anthroponormative rules governing relationships. More than an
“intrusive artifact” signaling the “ineluctable advance of modernity,” the incinerator
which acts as a harbinger of the speaker and Chillicothe’s encounter, also disrupts the
pastoral subject as necessarily human. Lie Chillicothe, the incinerator acts as both
connecter and destroyer. The incinerators power resides in its role as the catalyst for the
encounter between the speaker and Chillicothe: “I drop one of the matches on my leg,
faking injury / so as to lean into Chillicothe. Chillicothe leans back. We turn / towards
each other” (137). The incinerator, the primary responsibility of which is to destroy,
ignites the fire between the speakers and Chillicothe, rather than repelling them: “away
from the / smoke, striking matches against cinderblocks. When they / flare we hold onto
them until they burn our fingers” (137). By imbuing the incinerator with connective
power rather than that of simple destruction, Spahr makes no attempt to sanitize the
scene. Just the opposite, she takes the opportunity to embrace an older way of life that
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involved dirt. As Heather I. Sullivan points out, modernity is ripe with anti-dirt
campaigns, the goal of which have been to “remove or conceal bodily filth, waste, and
the sweaty labor of agricultural processes” (526).
What is at stake in attempting to rearticulate pastoral’s efficacy or durability in
the twenty-first century? Recent attempts to categorize Spahr’s poetry as postmodern
pastoral direct us toward new understandings of pastoral in contemporary contexts, but in
doing so, relegate more “traditional” pastoral modes to the margins, or imply that pastoral
is obsolete. While Spahr’s poetry does share much in common with postmodern pastoral,
I suggest a stronger affiliation. Traditional pastoral is also innovative. Spahr invites
readers to message out ever more complex nodes within pastoral’s knotty history. In
theorizing and enacting a pastoral-as-process approach here, I demonstrate pastoral’s
resilience without seeming to fix, resolve, or renovate pastoral. In the next and final
section of this dissertation, I come full circle to explore Stein anew, keeping in mind that
theories and approaches of compost, recycling, and noticing gathered from Hejinian and
Spahr.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION:
GERTRUDE STEIN’S NEW MATERIAL IN THE NEW MILLENIUM
Beginning again and again is a natural thing even when there is a series.
Beginning again and again and again explaining composition and time is a natural thing.
Gertrude Stein, “Composition and Explanation”
I hope that her memory . . . stays green.
Alice B. Toklas, Dear Sammy: Letters from
Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas
Introduction: Gertrude Stein’s New Material
Samuel M. Steward’s epistolary memoir Dear Sammy traces his close friendship with
Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas from the time of their meeting in the 1930s to just
before Toklas’s death in 1967. Steward recalls Stein’s concern with being remembered
and her hope that readers would return to her work in the future: “I’ll be happy, damn
happy . . .if people come back to my writing every twenty-five years because they will
slowly begin to understand what I’m trying to say” (25). As Stein’s comment to Steward
illustrates, she was aware that her writing challenged readers, but believed that time,
perspective, and slow study could serve as antidotes to the challenges.
A vision of temporal and spatial distance between herself, her writing, and her
readers, gave Stein hope that her experiments in language would resonate with readers in
the future. Steward recalls a similar wish, this time on the part of Toklas, who hoped that
Stein’s memory would “stay green.” Toklas refers to memory here, not as it exists for the
individual, but as it exists collectively, as a set of feelings, understandings, and
associations. Idiomatically speaking, keeping one’s memory green refers to keeping a
memory from fading. Additionally, green conjures associations with freshness and
newness, and of course, organic life. Perhaps Toklas meant green as a marker of
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inexperience or even naiveté, as in “Jenna was green at the outset of her chapter on
Gertrude Stein.” Did she hope Stein’s innovation would cause readers to remain novices?
Faced with the challenge of reading innovative work like Stein’s, audiences would be
compelled to do the “natural thing” of beginning “again and again” that Stein describes in
“Composition as Explanation.”
This concept of “Beginning again and again and again,” that Stein advocated for
and exercised in “Composition as Explanation,” and which I have included as the
epigraph to this chapter, seems like a good place to conclude a dissertation that asserts the
still vibrant materiality of innovative twentieth-century American poetry by women. An
increasingly robust field of ecocriticism that takes up Modernist writing,
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry, and contemporary innovative and experimental poetries,
demonstrates the timeliness of my investigation, tempering the anxieties felt in Stein and
Toklas’s remarks above. These findings challenge the common refrain of innovative or
experimental poetry as opaque, unreadable, and immaterial.
To conclude, I will return to Gertrude Stein, whose life and works continue to
elicit responses in the twenty-first century, dramatized by a vast landscape of scholarly
and creative production (I will call this body “Stein studies”). These works demonstrate
that contemporary literary critics, artists, and writers, are still grappling with Stein’s
positions on life and on writing, creatively riffing on her various works as a means of
responding to the challenges the works pose and the questions they raise. The particular
works explored here take us afield of primary Stein, but are in no way divorced from her
influence, despite their varying degrees of reference. In a way, these works constitute a
new kind of primary Stein in Stein’s absence. They enact what I call “compos(t)ition as
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explanation,”—a “beginning again and again and again”—composting Stein’s life,
works, and techniques of writing to both reaffirm her import in the twenty-first century
and participate in an “explanation” of her work.
Central to my analysis is “Composition as Explanation,” Stein’s essay in which
she explains her technique of writing. Here she articulates her preference for art that is
made in cooperation with environment; the few artists who make art “as it is made,” “are
prepared just as the world around them is preparing” (514). Art, therefore, cannot be
original or unoriginal, for it and we are composed concurrently. “You shouldn’t imitate
directly then no one will read you,” Stein warns Samuel Steward, “But you can be
influenced, your style can, by a thing and it will show the effect without being a copy”
(Steward 58).
Stein’s contemporary offshoots avoid imitation and instead invite readings that
consider influence, intervention, and effect. Thus, questions governing this chapter must
prod at what occasions contemporary artists to take up Stein, and the effects of these
artistic occasions for contemporary readers and viewers. In Forms, Caroline Levine
reconsiders formalism’s stronghold in the twentieth century when she proposes this
important distinction: “Rather than asking what artists intend or even what forms do, we
can ask instead what potentialities lie latent—though not always obvious—in aesthetic
and social arrangements” (6-7). How do Stein’s offshoots test the potentialities of her
original works in contemporary contexts, and in ways that both talk back to Stein and
exercise their own artistic vision? This back and forth process elucidates the symbiotic
relationship between Modernism and the contemporary, innovation and formalism,
language and image, and human and nonhuman environments. As lines blur between
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these often polarizing concepts, it is worth underscoring that these forms are not
dissolving altogether, but being resuscitated as highly visual new forms. What is the
significance of the fact that contemporary artists choose to grapple with Stein through
highly visual forms likes illustration, film, and fascimile?
Stein responds to this question in “Composition as Explanation”; “Nothing
changes from generation to generation except the thing seen and that makes a
composition.” New compositions “by” and about Stein are neither completely imitative
nor wholly derivative. They avoid simple categorization and inhabit liminal spaces
situated between adaptation and original work, homage, and biography. Because of their
inability to be categorized, these works appear to be posthumous or even post-mortem
publications, as if Stein is publishing from the great beyond. First, I consider City
Lights’s The Corrected Centennial Edition of “Tender Buttons,” which draws exclusively
upon previous editions of “Tender Buttons” and offers under-circulated facsimiles of the
poem handwritten by Stein, as well as brand new Afterward by poet/critic Juliana Spahr.
Next, I view Kate Johnston and Shauna MacDonald’s 2011 film Tru Love, a film that
references Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas only once, but reveals, upon closer
scrutiny, a variety of Steinian compositional qualities that present viewers pathways back
to Stein. Finally, I consider Lisa Congdon’s illustrated Tender Buttons: Objects, a playful
illustrated version of Stein’s 1914 long-form poem that strikes a balance between the
referential and original when it presents the “Objects” section of Tender Buttons
alongside Congdon’s striking illustrations.
If scholars like Janet Malcolm have suggested that Stein’s near obsession with her
legacy drove her to write almost exclusively about her life, this chapter complicates this
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simple assessment of Stein to show that, for writers and artists who draw inspiration from
Stein’s work today, the obsession is mutual and productive. These offshoots illustrate that
Stein still speaks to us, but in a fashion all her own; that is, in participatory, material, and
anarchic ways. Each new text, I argue, exercises a working-through Stein’s writing that
Stein seemed to anticipate, or at least hope for, during her lifetime. These works
demonstrate what Stein knew about artistic production, not as a remembering and then a
producing of something as a response to that memory, but as an experiencing of
something viscerally and materially, and then a doing over of that thing. Furthermore,
they illustrate a deep understanding and appreciation of Stein’s compositional process
and a willingness to engage in this process in spite of those harmful labels that attempt to
relegate Stein to the margins.
In her recent article “Echocriticism: Repetition and the Order of Texts,” Meredith
L. McGill points out that multiple acts of reiteration enable a text to hold its value (3).
This bodes well for Stein, for we know that she was concerned about being remembered,
but it also, in a manner of speaking, echoes Stein in “Composition as Explanation” when
she writes “The composition is the thing seen by everyone living in the living they are
doing, they are the composing of the composition that at the time they are living” (516).
Furthermore, and as Samuel Steward recalls, the gist of Stein’s compositional process
was “to look and to hear and to write . . . the immediate feeling arranged in words as they
occurred” (24).
It is not enough, however, to simply point to examples of Stein’s endurance in
twenty-first century art and literature and allow this body to authenticate my claim that
artists and writers seek out highly material encounters with Stein in order to make
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meaning for themselves and others. Astride Lorange’s How Reading is Written: A Brief
Index to Gertrude Stein, serves as a model for this chapter, as it goes well beyond
providing a “brief index” of Stein, as the title suggests, cogently illustrating how Stein’s
work is “enduringly relevant,” not because the works endure necessarily, but because
Stein’s readers “endure her texts for they do, undoubtedly, require significant effort” (7).
Lorange’s observation empowers Stein as it works to empower readers. We do endure,
gladly. Furthermore, as Lorange makes clear, Stein’s systems not only demand to be
“taken seriously and enacted in conceptual experiments” (8), but they also welcome
experiments altogether different from the various analyses done by critics and readers
over the years that set out to crack Stein’s “code.” Lorange argues that these efforts,
while significant for Stein studies overall, remain fruitless, and that our efforts would be
better put to use, not by attempting to make Stein’s writing more transparent, but by
populating it with ever more imaginings, perceptions, and meanings (11). The works I
explore here, therefore, do not attempt to render Stein’s works transparent—a process
that implies that her works can eventually become see-through or ghostly and that readers
need only look through the text to “get it.” Instead, these works do the opposite,
materializing Stein’s work, so that in re-engaging with it, readers (and viewers) must
renegotiate the hard edges, squeeze between walls, trip on the fissures, and traverse gaps
anew.
In this conclusion, I follow Lorange’s lead to not only explore how contemporary
writers and artists grapple with Stein, but the implications of this grappling for readers
today. Guiding my exploration is a set of interrelated questions that will determine
Stein’s import in contemporary poetry and poetics, building on questions American poets
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and critics have posed in the second half of the twentieth century and in the early twentyfirst century. I begin with the simple question, What compels artists and writers to return
to Stein?, and consider other relevant questions along the way: Is Stein’s much discussed
textual impenetrability and complex personal life the only factors in her reemergence?;
Do the incommensurate narratives of Stein’s life story springboard new projects on
Stein?; Is a personal identification with Stein necessary to find value and meaning in her
work?; Finally, and at the risk of sounding like Robert Stack in Unsolved Mysteries, is it
possible that Stein is sending us messages from the grave?
Compos(t)ition as Explanation, Literary Compost, and Writing Post-Mortem
Gertrude Stein’s body of work grows despite her death in 1946. Increased concern for
Stein’s primary work, characterized in particular by a push to publish new editions and
produce plays Stein wrote, represents a back-to-basics approach to Stein that may, as
critics’s efforts seem to suggest, shed light on those aspects of her work that remain
obfuscated. In their collection Primary Stein: Returning to the Writing of Gertrude Stein,
Janet Boyd and Sharon Kirsch call for a return to Stein’s primary texts, a large body of
work obscured by audiences’ fascination with, and turn toward, Stein’s personal life: her
salon, friends, and stuff. Primary Stein is organized as a sort of field guide to the difficult
task of (re)discovering Stein, and Kirsch and Boyd’s explanation of the book’s purpose
and approach confirms this: “Each chapter . . . expand[s] fields of inquiry to enrich . .
.how we might read” (2); “scholars who wish to engage with Stein’s writing will find a
rich body of scholarship to mine”; “Here we provide a brief introductory guide to and
summary of resources to aid scholars interested in commencing research on Stein’s
writing” (2). If I wasn’t nervous about reading or returning to Stein before, I am now.
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Kirsch and Boyd’s posture toward primary Stein as a mountain to “mine,” for instance–
puts readers on the defense, so we must arm ourselves with the resources to “commence”
our climb.
While I could spend much time discussing how I think Primary Stein enacts the
kind of psychic distancing that it seeks to confront, I wish to capitalize on how Kirsch
and Boyd’s anthology helpfully characterizes Stein’s oeuvre as a living, breathing
organism, with moving parts and a still vibrant character. Indeed, the editors make clear
that the best possible experience for reading Stein necessitates a highly material
engagement with her work that begins in the archive. For instance, the editors trace
Stein’s archive geographically with a particular attention to the materiality of the archive
and its active nature: Robert Haas and Donald Gallup’s A Catalogue of the Published and
Unpublished Writings of Gertrude Stein (1941); Stein and Toklas’s papers at Yale
curated by Gallup; holdings at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at
Austin; other materials still housed in the Donald Gallup Collection of American
Literature at Southern Methodist University; Ulla Dydo’s Gertrude Stein: The Language
That Rises, 1923-1934 “map[s]” Stein’s primary landscape to “orient readers to the many
incarnations of Stein’s work” (Kirsch and Boyd 3). As inheritors of this tradition, Kirsch
and Boyd see primary Stein breathing new life into Stein studies to “remind us of the
rewards and pleasures we find in reading Stein” (9).
Kirsch and Boyd’s appeal for readers to return to Stein’s primary work, and
Primary Stein as a whole, strikes me as both a commonplace and unique effort; indeed,
the point of an anthology is to gather a set of either well-known or as-of-yet unexplored
or underexplored works, and to organize those works in an arc that prompts readers to
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understand them in a new way. Primary Stein does this. And yet, Primary Stein also
implies that our fascination with Stein’s life, not her literary productions, has led us far
afield of what will ultimately paint the clearest picture of her. This chapter extends this
line of inquiry, but also suggests that there may be another definition of “primary Stein,”
one less concerned with promoting any pure or true image of Stein in the twenty-first
century, as literary scholars are want to do and have done with Stein for over a century,
and more interested in a growing body of visual and textual work that collaborates and
collides with Stein despite her absence. The writers and artists I am interested in engage
in what I am calling “compos(t)ition as explanation”— a play on Stein’s germinal lecture
and essay on writing “Composition as Explanation” which she delivered at Cambridge in
1926. My coinage “Compos(t)ition” underscores process and materiality in addition to
product, highlighting the way in which contemporary writers and artists assemble
primary Stein as a vibrant mixture of primary text, autobiographical information, and
their own background and interpretations of Stein’s work, to make it new. Compos(t)ition
also highlights the degree to which Stein saw composition as a natural phenomena. As
noted above, Stein repeated “nature,” “natural,” and “naturaly” 58 times in the 11 page
“Composition as Explanation,” a Steinian repetition that cannot be ignored. Like Stein’s
compositions composed “using everything” (513), compos(t)itions rely upon the material,
mixing, fusing, and splicing anything the artist may find interesting about Stein’s life and
works, and it is this process that “brings us to composition and to this composition”
(513).
That “This composition” sounds like “This compost,” the title of Walt Whitman’s
Civil War poem about human corpses renewing and regenerating the land, and the
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inspiration for Jed Rasula’s 2002 book of criticism This Compost: Ecological Imperatives
in American Poetry, proves deeply significant. In his “Compositionist Manifesto,” Bruno
Latour makes a case for composition’s usefulness as a term, one reason being that it
carries “pungent” “ecologically correct smell” of compost (474). This pungence,
according to Latour, is due to the “active ‘de-composition’ of many invisible agents”
(474). Rasula’s This Compost extends this metaphor, focusing chiefly on twentiethcentury American poets in the Black Mountain tradition to develop a working theory of
literary compost sensibility. Rasula draws out a lineage of environmental writers from
Whitman, Thoreau, and Gary Snyder, to the Black Mountain poets Charles Olson and
Robert Creeley, who do not refuse refuse in their writing processes but embrace its
attendance to revision, renewal, and rediscovery. Beginning with Snyder’s dictum “All
literature are leavings” (Practice 112)—a recycling of Thoreau’s “Decayed literature
makes the riches of all soils” [16 March 1852] (qtd. in Rasula 1)— Rasula assures that
“compost is not conceptually restricted to the decay of organic matter; it affords a
commanding prospect of correspondence resonant parallelisms, glimpses of independent
figures participating in a fortuitous isomorphism” (2). For Rasula, Thoreau and Whitman
stand as testaments to a literary compost sensibility: “Thoreau prepared for his notebook
entries (the ready mulch of chronicle) to fertilize and incubate the book that was latent in
them . . . showing his delight in the natural world and its inhabitants and processes” while
Whitman’s poetry insists that one read it outdoors (2). In the twentieth-century, a
compost sensibility takes hold for Black Mountain poets as it “takes seriously the
prospect of ‘opening the field’” the basis of Olson’s “projective verse” technique and a
collaborative poetic practice (9).
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Stein’s literary compost sensibility, thus, resides in her use of what she called the
“continuous present,” which she practiced in such works as “Melanctha,” the second
story in Three Lives. In “Composition as Explanation,” Stein details how the continuous
present works in the context of “Melanctha,” a description I find particularly helpful in
understanding the continuous present. “Melanctha” “use[s] everything by beginning
again and again . . . then everything being alike then everything very simply everything
was naturally simply different” (518-520). There is a beginning, but the process repeats
over and over again, leaving much room for “everything” to change, regroup, or become
“simply different.” In Stein’s description of the continuous present at work in
“Melanctha,” I am reminded of Rasula’s the “fortuitous isomorphism” element of literary
compost, as well as his focus on the trope as the centermost organizational method of a
compost sensibility: “trope as trope or turning . . . the trope as linguistic cousin to the
tropic as geographic situation, and trope as poetry’s composting medium [emphasis
original]” (Rasula 9). The continuous present, as is illustrated in Stein’s application of it
in “Melanctha,” hinges upon the turning of history (“Nothing changes from generation to
generation except the thing seen and that makes a composition”), the turning of material
(“a using everything a beginning again and again”), and a turning of thought (“everybody
refuses and then almost without a pause almost everybody accepts. In the history of the
refused in the arts and literature the rapidity of the change is always startling”).
I think it is possible to imagine the continuous present as part of Stein’s ecological
instinct, “attuned to the rhythms by which literary models decayed and enriched the soil”
(Rasula 1). Stein plays with the term “refuse” in the passage above, capitalizing on its
double meaning as both noun and verb. “Everybody refuses” (re: denies) the new art or
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literature until seemingly all of a sudden “the acceptance comes” (515), but “refuses”
could also mean, a la Thoreau and Snyder, everybody makes use of discarded literary and
artistic refuse, and as compost, “everybody accepts.” Additionally, turning as the central
force of literary compost sensibility calls to mind Snyder’s compost poem “On Top.” For
Snyder, as for Stein, “All this new stuff goes on top.” Thus, in “Composition as
Explanation,” Stein calls The Making of Americans “a thousand pages of continuous
present,” a “using everything . . . naturally since I went on and on very soon there was
pages and pages more and more elaborated creating a more and more continuous present
including more and more using of everything and continuing more and more beginning
and beginning and beginning” (518). The continuous present dramatizes Snyder’s
formula in “On Top”:
All this new stuff goes on top
turn it over, turn it over
wait and water down
from the dark bottom
turn it inside out
let it spread through
Sift down even.
Watch it sprout.
A mind like compost.
The abundance of the conjunction “and” in Stein’s description underscores the joining
and mixing of elements, while the repetition of “again,” “beginning,” and “continuous,”
calls attention to time and compost’s reliance upon its passage. Snyder also advises
readers to “wait and water down” the mixture of new and old. Stein also encourages
patience in composition (“For a very long time everybody refuses and then . . . everybody
accepts . . . It is a natural phenomena a rather extraordinary natural phenomena”) (515).
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For Stein as for Snyder, “A mind like compost” leaves readers with a sense of everything
and how everything is made.
Snyder’s compost poem helps us better understand two facets of Stein’s literary
compost sensibility. First, “Composition as Explanation” explains how the continuous
present works in books like Three Lives and The Making of Americans, elucidating a
writing process that very much resembles the composting Snyder acts out in “On Top.”
More significantly, however, Stein’s essay provides a roadmap for artists and writers to
follow as they fashion responses to Stein in the twenty-first century. In his brief
introduction to “Composition as Explanation” in Selected Writings of Gertrude Stein,
Carl Van Vechten observes, “Miss Stein devoted almost as much time to exegesis as to
creation” (512). Instead of assuming that Stein’s motive for devoting so much time and
effort to exegesis as a token of acquiescence to a public which thought her poetry and
prose impenetrable, labyrinthine, and silly an interpretation that emphasizes product over
process we may instead interpret an essay like “Composition as Explanation” as part of
Stein’s larger attempt to write in the continuous present, a set of artistic processes to be
returned to twenty-five years into the future, and beyond, and thus an expression of a
literary compost sensibility.
New Edition/Addition
A century after the publication of Tender Buttons, Gertrude Stein’s long poem
commemorating the salon she curated and shared with Alice B. Toklas at 27 rue de
fleurus in Paris continues to move forward and to move readers. For the poem’s
centennial, City Lights Books, the historic San Francisco independent bookstore and
publishing house dedicated to “cutting-edge fiction, poetry, memoirs, literary translations
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and books on vital social and political issues (“Publishing”), curated and released Tender
Buttons: The Corrected Centennial Edition. This edition/addition, edited by Seth Perlow
and containing an Afterword by poet/critic Juliana Spahr, includes never before published
material including facsimiles of handwritten corrections and annotations in Stein’s pen.
These corrections were found in a first edition of Tender Buttons at the University of
Colorado and among her papers at the Yale Beinecke Library (“Tender Buttons”).
According to City Lights, this edition of Tender Buttons, with “over 100 emendations by
editor Seth Perlow” is the first version of the poem to “truly reflect the author’s
intentions.”
The significance of this edition is twofold. First, readers are granted access to
some pretty neat emendations, which in turn provoke questions concerning the poem’s
authenticity in its numerous iterations. Too, Tender Buttons lovers have the pleasure of
being addressed by noted poet and Stein scholar Juliana Spahr in her critical afterword
and Stein scholar Perlow throughout. Most critical to my study, however, is the way in
which City Lights positions this version in relation to past editions, as the City Lights
website makes clear: “A compact, attractive edition suitable for general readers as well as
scholars, Tender Buttons: The Corrected Centennial Edition is unique among available
versions of the classic text and is destined to become the standard” (“Tender Buttons”).
By positing this edition as the most “compact,” “attractive,” and accessible edition
available to readers, City Lights hierarchizes prior attempts made to publish Tender
Buttons. This version, City Lights suggests, is on top because it is compact, yet contains
the most and the best parts of the Tender Buttons world (“over 100 emendations”), and it
presents this information while remaining attractive and suitable for experts and novice
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readers alike. Above all, this version cuts the distance between Stein and the reader, the
result of which “truly reflects the author’s intention.”
City Lights’s approach to selling this edition of Tender Buttons by highlighting its
size and attractiveness—that is, its materiality—is an interesting one, considering Stein’s
core readership is likely comfortable with innovation and experimentation, and probably
not all that concerned with the text’s ability to fit in one’s pocket. And yet, the attention
to materiality is striking here, as if City Lights understands that reading Stein invites an
engagement with the material in ways other poems or books do not, and that this
engagement requires a paring down of Stein for a more effortless consumption. 2
The City Lights edition of Tender Buttons establishes a literary compost ethos by
blending Perlow and Spahr’s contemporary voices, newly accessible facsimiles, and the
original poem in Stein’s own pen, in one bin. To be sure, these different elements mix
and mingle to create something at once familiar and also quite new and different, but
their container remains whole throughout the reading process. Notions of containment
and categorization in Tender Buttons surface frequently in criticism. Joan Retallack, for
instance, describes Tender Buttons as "a series of subjects in motion . . . under . . .
categories" (35). Other scholars commonly read Tender Buttons as a record of Stein's
contentedness with containment at that point in her life—a celebration of the domestic
life she had cultivated with Toklas in the semi-private space of their salon. Stein’s
categories in her life were as firm as they had ever been: she was established amidst her
writer and artist friends in Paris, distanced from the America she found provincial and
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City Lights’s attempt to reduce the size of Tender Buttons is significant, given the fact that Stein scholars
and biographers often comment on her hulking physical stature and the way in which she physically and
psychically dominated the space of her salon.
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restrictive, free of her brother Leo who, like her father, had become domineering and
aggressive, and the failed lover affair with Mary Bookstaver was a distant memory. In as
much as the poem serves as a celebration of Stein's freedom— with its celebratory
purpose and its sexual frankness— the poem also serves as a record of Stein's eventual
containment of all that had caused her unhappiness.
In fact, when we survey the vast amount of criticism on Stein we find it nearly
impossible to consider her without attending to containment. Brian McHale, in his
important book Postmodern Fiction, cites Tender Buttons as a model in which “words
approach the status of objects in their own right, tangible things” [emphasis original]
(149). The title of Richard Bridgman’s foundational book on Stein, Gertrude Stein in
Pieces, suggests that the degree to which Stein can be understood depends on our ability
to contain the often incommensurate narratives of her life. One need not look beyond
Tender Buttons for evidence of Stein’s compulsion to contain: “A white cup means a
wedding. A wet cup means a vacation. A strong cup means an especial regulation. A
single cup means a capital arrangement between the drawer and the place that is open”
(484). Here, Stein draws our attention to the containers in her “drawer” or cupboard: “a
white cup,” “a wet cup,” “a strong cup” (which affords an “especial regulation”), “a
single cup.” There is movement and openness amidst categorization as Stein surveys the
contents of her domestic environment, but there is also always an attendance to
containment— the “capital arrangement” of the poem. Stein maintains the material
confines of her environment while providing a panoramic view of her domestic economy.
If Susan McCabe and Sheri Benstock interpret Tender Buttons’s categories as
evidence of Stein’s impulse to expand definitions of objects, food, and rooms—the
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ultimate rejection of her brother Leo’s “insistence on calling things by his names for
them” (76, 162), I wish to point out how Tender Buttons underscores limit and
confinement—concepts traditionally associated with the oppression of ideas and bodies
and therefore viewed with suspicion in literary studies— to shed a light on avenues to the
outside. Take for instance a passage in Tender Buttons in which Stein seems to be
instructing readers on how to promote growth in the garden: “Count the chain, cut the
grass . . . Cut the whole space into twenty-four spaces and then and then is there a yellow
color,” Stein write in Tender Buttons (487). As is the case with matter in the compost
heap, constraint leads to the growth of a flower of “yellow color.” Stein attends to the
particularities of shaping the landscape when she instructs us to “Count the chain,” “cut
the grass,” and “Cut the whole space.” Her pruning advice gives way to prediction:
“Some increase means a calamity and this is the best preparation for three and more
being together” (462). “Calamity,” which we typically associate with misfortune or
catastrophe, “means . . . increase” here. If the garden grows and becomes unwieldy, this
is no calamity but “the best preparation for three or more being together.” As a whole,
Tender Buttons affirms this principle and prediction: Stein fosters growth and
development when she prunes and arranges Tender Buttons into mediated categories.
Regardless of Stein’s motivation for building containers, containment grants Stein
a space to focus her attention on breaking traditional linguistic forms within the poem’s
itself. In her Afterword, Spahr touches upon this idea of breaking when she asserts that in
the twenty-first century, Tender Buttons “continues to do some breaking” (109). This
echoes Mabel Dodge, Stein’s ardent supporter and considered by many to be the first
critic who published on Stein for an American audience (Lorange 15), when she notes
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that “Many roads are being broken today . . . by her method she is finding the hidden and
inner nature of nature” (Dodge qtd. in Lorange 15). While this is certainly true, I want to
extend the idea of breaking to illustrate the process by which parts of Stein’s archive
breaks apart, the portions of which combine to reform as fresh assemblages that
communicate new messages about Stein’s life and work. At the same time, I want to
avoid any analysis that promotes certain readings or compos(t)itions as antidotes to
Stein’s innovation. New materials grappling with Stein in the twenty-first century are not,
in my opinion, attempts to break Stein’s work into manageable parts in order to refigure
them as digestible (re: not difficult) for contemporary readers.
This is not to say that reading Stein does not, at times, present material hurdles. I
am reminded of Janet Malcolm’s amusing anecdote in Two Lives about finally reading
The Making of Americans, a formidable task that took many years and multiple attempts
to overcome:
For a long time I put off reading The Making of Americans. Every time I picked
up the book, I put it down again. It was too heavy and thick and the type was too
small and dense. I finally solved the problem of the book’s weight and bulk by
taking a kitchen knife and cutting it into six sections. The book thus became
portable and (so to speak) readable. As I read, I realized that in carving up the
book I had unwittingly made a physical fact its stylistic and thematic
inchoateness. (114)
Malcolm’s physical assault on The Making of Americans attempts to make the book more
palatable, drawing attention to the raw material of Stein’s creation and the degree to
which her writing necessitates a material interaction. Malcolm’s description of the text as
“too heavy and thick” with “weight” and “bulk” likens the book to an unwieldy piece of
meat. Too, Malcolm is sure to specify that this task necessitated a kitchen knife. This was
no Exacto knife, such that a potter might use to cut soft clay, or a pair a shears a tailor
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would use to cut fabric, but a kitchen knife, evoking a vision of Malcolm in her kitchen
and defenseless copy of The Making of Americans heaved on its spine, splayed across a
wooden cutting board.
My perhaps belabored attention to Malcolm’s anecdote helps draw parallels
between the materiality of Malcolm’s approach and Stein’s own in Tender Buttons.
Indeed, Malcolm takes a page from Tender Buttons when she cuts the book into sections.
This anarchic reading act, a reading method Spahr defines and develops in her book of
criticism Everybody’s Autonomy, decentralizes reader/writer hierarchies by calling
“collective attention to the multiple, an attention to the diversity of response in the name
of individual rights” (13). Accepting language exactly as it appears on the page is no
longer the only conduit to reader understanding. Stein’s presentation of language, as we
see with Malcolm, necessitates a renegotiation of uncertainties and imbalances, and an
attention to an undeniable yet problematic investment in the act of knowing. As Donna
Haraway points out in When Species Meet, a-typical methods (like cutting up a book with
a kitchen knife, perhaps, or categorizing a semantically and syntactically innovative
poem) are necessary to interpret each other’s “specific fluencies” (234). Meaning making
occurs through the invention of “new repertoires” for understanding (234). Thus,
Malcolm’s cutting up and Stein’s breaking down are anarchic reading and writing
practices, rather than destructive or limiting ones, the goal of which is collaboration and
simultaneity.
Though we cannot conceive of these processes without conceptualizing the
individual, individuality is invoked only to illustrate how agents intertwine. As Joan
Richardson points out, Stein did, in fact, work diligently to render object individuality,
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distilling her descriptions of objects and food and rooms to their most basic status to
make the “most accurate representations possible of the natural world insofar as it came
to be understood in their moments” (x). Rather than narrowing her focus to encompass a
single object or moment and leaving it, Stein and inheritors go a step further by practicing
compos(t)ition, a radial process that considers an object’s contours and recasts the gaze in
a continuous motion to assemble a portrait. Echoing Richardson, Peter Nicholls’s
observes that Stein was pleased most by art that resulted in a felt connection to her world
and its elements, rather than a master over them (209).
Collecting observations of objects, food, and rooms as a mediated chain of
categories acts as means of growth and transformation, rather than limitation, building a
space in which poet and reader cultivate meaning cooperatively. The close engagement
with the material has ecological and feminist implications, for it functions as a kind of
place-building. Mary E. Galvin notes that innovative women poets create “linguistic
space[s] where words and ideas can achieve the flexibility necessary after misogynist
models of thought” (44). Galvin’s comment reveals how Stein’s compositional processes
are rooted in the material, a direct response to the physical arrangement of, and
movement through, the domestic assemblage of her salon. Furthermore, Galvin, by
describing the “linguistic space” Stein built to “alter misogynist models of thought,”
captures the extent to which feminist and environmental/material consciousness are
entwined in Stein’s poetry, as well as responses to her poetry.
Lisa Congdon, whose illustrated Tender Buttons: Objects features more centrally
in the next section of this chapter, admits in our correspondence that illustration ideas for
the objects section of Tender Buttons materialized more freely when she accepted the
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abstract nature of Stein’s language. Perlow’s Centennial Edition promotes a similar
posture by enacting a compos(t)itional practice that matches Stein’s own, divvying upon
agency between Stein, the reader, himself as editor and compiler, and Spahr as expert and
inheritor of a Steinian poetic tradition. Broken up, the text becomes highly permeable,
working against lingering accusations of impenetrability. Thus, what I survey next
demonstrates a strong commitment to upholding Stein’s unconventionality, drawing out
and composting components to underscore what has remained obfuscated by lingering
accusations of inaccessibility.
“Because I didn’t write it”: Ecofeminist Art and Lisa Congdon’s Illustrated Tender
Buttons
“I don’t even consider this my book. Because I didn’t write it,” Lisa Congdon explains
after I have repeatedly called Tender Buttons: Objects “hers” during our correspondence.
Congdon’s unwillingness to take total responsibility for the 2011 illustrated version of the
poem asserts a resolution on Congdon’s part to keep Stein primary. The book’s cover
asserts Congdon’s vision (see Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 Cover illustration for Tender Buttons: Objects. Reprinted by permission of the
artist. Copyright © 2011 by Lisa Congdon.
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While Congdon’s chair illustration appears front and center, Gertrude Stein’s
name in large, bright pink letters pops from the page, and Congdon’s appears below
Stein’s in black lettering and significantly smaller. The cover’s design argues that this is
not a collaboration between Stein and Congdon, but a reproduction of Tender Buttons,
marketed for Stein enthusiasts interested in adding a quirky version of the long-poem to
their already established collection. And yet, the book’s contents and my correspondence
with Congdon uncover a fascinating collaboration between the poet and illustrator that at
once keeps Stein primary, and also composts Congdon’s feelings about, vision for, and
interpretations of, the poem to create something new. To this end, Congdon’s compost
sensibility guides her toward what I call an ecofeminist reproductive ethics of art. 3 Before
reading Congdon’s illustrations under this rubric, it is necessary to briefly gloss
ecofeminism’s relationship to reproduction, biological and otherwise, in order to
demonstrate how Congdon’s art responds to and confronts Stein.
In Undomesticated Ground, Stacy Alaimo traces feminism’s complicated
relationship to nature and reproduction as it surfaces in twentieth-century fiction. As
Alaimo illustrates, nature becomes a villain for feminists because of the way it is tied to
reproduction. In novels like Edith Summer Kelley’s Weeds and Nella Larsen’s
Quicksand, “nature robs women of self determination, engulfing them in the ‘weeds’ and
‘quicksands’ of reproduction” (108). For women who cannot reproduce, their lives and

3

“Ethics” is a weighty term and invoke it here with slight trepidation. However, in Material Feminisms,
Alaimo and Hekman encourage a discussion of ethics, especially in feminist materialist conversations,
because “discourses have material consequences that require ethical responses” (7). A material ethics
allows us to “compare the very real material consequences of ethical positions and draw conclusions from
those comparisons. Furthermore, I am compelled to call this process an ecofeminist ethics because this
move may shift the focus away from principles and toward practices, which allows for an openness to the
“significance and the liveliness of the more-than-human world” (8).
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bodies are demonized as barren, diseased, and above all, unnatural (108). While Alaimo’s
focus is on biological reproduction, and the way in which women’s bodies were regulated
according to what was deemed natural and unnatural, and my analysis centers on the
reproduction of cultural and literary artifacts, I find productive overlap between the way
that ecofeminists discuss biological reproduction and instances of artistic reproduction in
response to Stein.
In a 2014 ISLE interview with Christopher Blood, artist Julia Goodman describes
her process of using discarded materials found in a garbage dump to make pulp and
recasting it as new paper, and in describing this process, establishes an ecofeminist ethics
of artistic reproduction. Crucial to Goodman’s process is a mindfulness of the materials
she uses (655). Instead of assigning absolute value to product over that of the producer,
or vice versa, Goodman regards the life of the human producer, as well as the life of the
material, in her process. Thus, Goodman approaches her resource with an eye for its
complexity and unique history: “I find hope in resuscitating seemingly
exhausted/discarded materials, teasing out the histories and paring them into a new
unexpected visual experience” (655). Goodman calls attention to the histories of the
materials she uses when she notices the “craftmanships and character of older materials
alongside flimsier, mass-produced materials of the present,” promoting a complex
understanding of human histories. Goodman’s felt connection and understanding of the
materials she uses conjures a “deep satisfaction and surprising beauty in realizing the full
potential of a resource” (655). Goodman’s heightened mindfulness and sense of wonder
in the garbage dump allows her to delight in a process that would otherwise be gross. The
process of recycling materials to make art has more far-reaching implications, especially
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when it comes to the relationships between humans and the material: “I think this type of
artwork can also simultaneously challenge us on a personal and broader level to fully
appreciate and cherish the people and places around us” (655).
Like Goodman’s ecofeminist ethic of artistic reproduction, which is marked by an
attendance to the past and process, a similar reverence for human and material histories
surfaces in my correspondence with Lisa Congdon. Congdon’s Tender Buttons: Objects,
despite the “playful” experimentation with different contemporary styles, colors, and
flourishes, attempts to “reflect the period in which it was written” (Congdon). In fact,
Congdon’s self-proclaimed “obsession with weird old things” drew her to passages in
Tender Buttons in which Stein described an object or place marked by age. A WWI
soldier’s hat, pipe, and coat, for instance, reflect the period’s style, and provided tangible
cues from which Congdon could work. This was not typical, however:
Because there was no story, it was hard in some cases to grab any visual cues, or
anything I could turn into a visual illustration. That’s why some of them are very
abstract . . . Nothing popped out at me right away. In some cases, I circled words I
could integrate. [Chronicle Books] wanted a mixture of people and portraits, and
also some objects, some animals, and some abstract stuff. That made it somewhat
easier. The objects would make it easier for me to illustrate. I would circle
specific words and say “Okay, how can I pull all of these things together?” In
some cases, you can really see the connections between what I drew and the
poem, and in some cases it was harder. (Congdon)
Tender Buttons’s semantic and syntactic innovation present significant challenges to
Congdon, as does her publisher’s desire to have a “mixture of people and portraits, and
also some objects, some animals, and some abstract stuff.” These challenges, however,
compel Congdon to form a more material and embodied relationship between her and the
poem. If Astrid Lorange locates Stein’s difficulty not in radicality but in the effort it takes
to “engage with the activity of reading” (19), Congdon fully engages with Stein.
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Congdon twice notes that she used a pen to circle words in Tender Buttons in order to call
them into relief, a process not unlike Stein’s pruning act. Like Stein, Congdon must
organize her thoughts in such a way as to begin making meaning. The circled words rise
to the top of the heap/poem as viable objects for her illustrations, becoming microcosms
of the larger story Congdon desires to put forth in her new rendering. While less extreme
than Malcolm’s kitchen knife approach, and more akin to Goodman’s sift-and-scrap
method at the dump, Congdon’s circle method exemplifies “compos(t)ition as
explanation,” for it helps the poem, and indeed the reader, grow in new and different
directions.
Indeed, Congdon’s engagement with Tender Buttons depends as much upon
containment as it does her ability to stretch her imagination. Organized collections of
things appear in Tender Buttons: Objects from time to time to show the relationship
between things. Things organized neatly allow us to focus on the value of discrete objects
while also considering a network. as a mediated, if mixed, chain of categories containing
people, objects, portraits, and animals, Congdon’s chains within a chain shifts our
thinking about Tender Buttons as only a compendium of linguistic oddities and
experiments to an understanding of the poem as bountiful, capable of producing more far
reaching associations. Of course, Stein was largely uninterested in theorizing objects.
Theorizing an object would cause stasis, and Stein had an aversion to stasis (cite essay
where Stein hates on nouns). Instead, Stein built descriptions of objects to determine its
resonances and associations. While some readers interpret Stein’s poem-in-three-parts as
prescribing meaning, narrowing the lens through which readers access meaning, Tender
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Buttons categories, especially seen through Congdon’s eyes as visual illustrations, have a
“design concentrating the illusion and the illustration” (TB 464).
In “Two Stein Talks,” Lyn Hejinian contemplates Tender Buttons’s form,
suggesting that the poem’s containers and enclosures actually question containment
altogether and complicate the ability of words, sentences, and paragraphs to hold
meaning (102). Hejinian’s observation is most evident in Tender Buttons’s shortest
sections. These tiny, tidy passages extend Stein’s domestic economy, rather than narrow
it. In her illustration for “Objects” (see fig. whatever) Congdon illustrates how “A single
image is not splendor” (TB 463), underscoring the interrelatedness and intra-action of
object. A grid of objects organized neatly extends our thinking far beyond the domestic
(see Figure 5.2). At first, these objects seem notable for their uniqueness, and the way in
which their shapes and colors contrast on the page. On second glance, however, we find
that these objects share commonalities having to do with their utility: tape holds things
together, alarm clocks buzz and measure distance through time, mason jars hold things
together and preserve. The organization of objects in a grid “just distinguishes it” (TB
467); “objects become kindred . . . spread[ing] rather than retain[ing] singularity”
(McCabe 76). Objects, whether they are organized neatly in a grid a la Congdon, or
appearing in a series of mediated categories like in Stein’s Tender Buttons, help us see
how “The perfect way is to accustom the thing to have a lining and the shape” (TB 464).
For Stein, “The kind of show is made by squeezing” (TB 470) ostensibly
disparate objects together in formation to underscore their interrelatedness; for Congdon,
carving out white space between objects in her illustrations makes material a common
ground where reader and artist can come together in the exchange of ideas. In the
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transformative zone between objects, the reader may be lifted out of the “narrative” to
recall a past memory or association, or she can double back to reconsider how objects are
related. Furthermore, the white space between objects increases the surface of the
illustration, and the illustration’s brea(d)th and depth on the page.
In a passage from Tender Buttons’s “Food” section (495), for instance, the
alternating short and long lines affect the reading process similarly, appearing as if Stein
has done some pruning to animate (plantimate?) the passage:
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Congdon achieves a similar effect when she organizes objects on a grid (see Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: Illustration for “A Piece of Coffee” in Tender Buttons: Objects. Reprinted by
permission of the artist. Copyright © 2011 by Lisa Congdon.
Joan Retallack interprets Stein’s geometric approach to Tender Buttons as conceptually
fluid (“Introduction” 36), rather than binding, and Hejinian agrees, finding that the
“rapidly multiplying abundance of singularities” (“Two Stein Talks” 107) in “Food”
allows Stein to maintain clarity in the face of momentum. By capitalizing on her
inclination to order and organize ideas neatly, Congdon’s response to Stein reflects an
ongoing process to make sense of her inclinations as an artist and Stein’s significance in
that development that stretches back to the early 1990s. In my correspondence with
Congdon, she explains how her first encounters with Stein’s life and work at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art coincided with her own coming out:
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[I was] searching desperately . . . for anything or anyone like me. The world was a
very different place back then . . . I was going to the library and I was talking to
other people. Gertrude Stein . . . was one of the people I was reading about. More
than I was reading her work, I was buying books written about her. I was so
excited when the exhibits came to town.
The co-evolution of Congdon’s coming out, which involved her entering into a public
discourse about art and literature by and about queer artists, and a renewed interest in
Stein’s life and work illustrated by exhibits such as The Steins Collect and Seeing
Gertrude Stein: Five Stories, enacts an ecofeminist reproductive ethics of art. Instead of
crediting her training at St. Mary’s College, or the countless workshops and residencies
that line her curriculum vitae, Congdon returned again and again during our
correspondence to those early years seeking out Stein, almost exclusively crediting Stein
for Tender Buttons: Objects. 4 At one point, Congdon avoids taking credit for the book
entirely, claiming that Tender Buttons: Objects is not her book because “she didn’t write
it,” a comment I thought powerful enough to title this section. 5
Regardless of how closely Congdon wishes to align herself with Tender Buttons:
Objects’s production, her strong identification with Stein, and her commitment to Tender
Buttons’s autonomy and vibrancy, enacts a collaborative effort in line with Juliana
Spahr’s “anarchic reading” practice, which decentralizes the reading practice to give
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While I do not account for this correlation here, a future project might consider how Lisa Congdon,
Juliana Spahr, and English filmmaker Kate Johnston—who surfaces in the next section of this chapter—are
artists who came to Stein as young women, and are grappling with her in middle age. Spahr, at the end of
the Introduction to Everybody’s Autonomy, a book on various innovative poets of the twentieth century,
zeroes in on Stein as the impetus of the study altogether: “Mainly, this book is an attempt to figure out my
own story, to understand what happened when I was in high school and found Stein’s work in an anthology
of twentieth- century writing and everything that I thought I knew about reading changed” (14-15). For
high school aged Spahr, Stein’s poetry became a counterforce to “everything that the rural Midwestern
town I was growing up in” stood for (15). The way in which Congdon, Johnston, and Spahr describe—and
in similar terms—Stein’s intervention in their lives and at early stages of their careers illustrates what I
think to be an underexplored inroad to Stein’s influence on contemporary artists.
5
In my correspondence with Congdon, she explains her involvement with the project from start to finish,
and the process by which Chronicle Books actually sought her out to illustrate the poem.
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readers the opportunity to assemble parts of the text in any way she sees fit, rather than
with reproduction or adaptation (Everybody’s Autonomy 13-4). Congdon’s anarchic
reading of Tender Buttons, wherein she translates Stein’s language into illustrations is not
only a conduit to new interpretations, understandings, or knowings. Rather, Congdon
grounds her practice in a setting in which practice and response are of paramount
importance, situating herself beside the text, rather than on top of, in front of, or behind
it. In doing so, Congdon takes up Stein’s call for readers to return to her work. For her
part, Congdon makes new meaning of the poem on behalf of Stein, a way of taking
responsibility for her implicatedness in her role as reader. Indeed, Stein expected much of
her readers and took seriously how readers encountered her work. “Come and be awake”
Stein’s oft-quoted line urges, a call to action emblematic of Stein’s democratic poetics in
which she addresses an alive and active reader. According to Mary E. Galvin, Stein’s
democracy “translates into [the reader] grappling with the nonhierarchical, the
nonpatriarchal, with new ways of thinking that embrace multiplicity” (39).
By engineering assemblages that “show, it is, it looks, it likes it as it is, and this
makes what is seen as it is seen” (“Composition as Explanation” 215), Congdon does
more than reproduce Tender Buttons for a contemporary audience; she resurfaces the
poem’s words, sounds, and images as a stream that leads away from Stein, but always
back to her. Thus, Congdon’s illustrations are stream of consciousness, less in a Jamesian
sense where feelings and reactions are represented in a continuous, uninterrupted flow,
but as a stream that ebbs and flows in accord with the artist’s and reader’s cognitive
processes of memory and association. Congdon does this when she links herself to the
poem and propels the poem toward a host of new associations. In her illustration for “A
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Red Stamp,” for instance, Congdon capitalizes on the meaning of “stamp” when she
presents an original illustration independent of Tender Buttons’s authority, as well as an
image that clearly gestures back to Stein’s character. Here, a woman wearing a great lily
hat and a red stamp brooch smiles at something beyond the camera (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3 Illustration for “A Red Stamp” in Tender Buttons: Objects. Reprinted by
permission of the artist. Copyright © 2011 by Lisa Congdon.
The red stamp, which contrasts sharply with the subject’s gray shirt, collar, and
face, resembles a transparent heart, with ventricles pumping and guiding blood up to the
neck and eventually the head where the lilies sit. The woman bears a strong resemblance
117

to Stein herself, reminding us in that moment not only of Stein, but that Stein frequently
requested to be posed in front of her portrait for photographs (“Bohemian Stein” 27).
Some readers argue that Stein frequently sat for portraits and displayed these in her salon
because of her keen understanding of the private sphere's close connection to, or even
inseparability from, the public: Stein "benefited when portraits of her circulated in
exhibitions and in newspapers and magazines; artists gained because these works testified
to their membership in Stein's prestigious circle" ("Story 1").
In Material Feminisms, Susan Hekman notes that material assemblages (like
portraits) have the power to establish connections with various or otherwise separate
entities, reuniting them into a meaningful new entity (100). Thus, this portrait, though a
single snapshot, also communicates the motion of ideas over time and distance. This
sense of possibility is also marked by the section’s contingent tone and deferred
resolution: “If lilies are lily white if they exhaust noise and distance and even dust, if they
dusty will dirt a surface that has no extreme grace, if they do thi and it is not necessary it
is not at all necessary if they do this they need a catalogue.” The abundance of broken
conditional statements suspend the reader in perpetual possibility, left to come up with
her own resolutions and endings if she wants them. “Exhaust noise,” “distance,” and
“dust” advances movement and distance themes by way of another of Stein’s favorite
things: cars and driving. The car stirs up a cloud of dust and exhaust and drives away
from the reader. Understood another way, if the car is meaning and Stein’s unique prose
the cloud of dust and exhaust putting distance between the poem and reader, Congdon’s
illustration for “A Red Stamp” calls the car back, providing readers a new pathway to
access the text. Furthermore, the absence of punctuation here a component of Stein’s
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writing historically drawn upon to show how her difficulty plays a significant role in
maintaining the passage’s openness and motility. In “Gertrude Stein on Punctuation”
Stein calls commas “servile” and remarks that they lack the “character” and “adventure”
of periods and semicolons (Stein qtd. in Goldsmith 3): “What does a comma do” Stein
famously asks (4). They hinder democratic, associative, and connective reading and
writing practices: “A comma by keeping you along holding your coat for you and putting
on your shoes keeps you from living your life as actively as you should lead it” (4). As is
the case in “A Red Stamp,” a dearth of commas allows the line to expand without so
many pauses, broadening and compounding the section’s resonances.
Tender Buttons: Objects must be read not as an attempt to make Stein’s poem
more pleasant or digestible. Indeed, Congdon’s remarks on the difficult process of
illustrating the poem testifies to an unwillingness on her part to let readers think that there
is anything easy about reading and responding to the poem. And yet, Congdon reworks
“Objects” as illustrations to demonstrate Stein’s efficacy in the twenty-first century, and
in such a way that honors the poem’s historical situatedness, Stein’s attendance to
relationships and place, and complexity. In this way, Congdon’s ecofeminist reproductive
ethic surfaces and complicates notions of simple reproduction, adaptation, and even
“making it new” in contemporary art and literature.
Conclusion: “Gertrude and Alice: Paris”: Gertrude Stein’s Things on Screen
If, as Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson claim, autobiographical writers come to a
consciousness of who they are through the discourses that swirl around them (34), then
surely this is also true for autobiographical writers in the midst of their swirling stuff; that
is, the material configurations that constitute discourses and dispensations. With its
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sparsely decorated sets and singular reference to Gertrude Stein, Kate Johnston and
Shauna MacDonald’s 2013 film Tru Love may be an unlikely place to explore, if we are
looking for traces of autobiographical consciousness. Indeed, of all the texts analyzed
here, Tru Love seems least reflective of Stein’s life and work, for it depends more on a
viewer’s interest in, or esoteric knowledge of, Stein and Toklas to mean something. This
is not, of course, the film’s only value. Netflix suggested the film for me based on my
history of watching LGBTQ-themed films, not my propensity to watch Gertrude Steinthemed films (this is not, by the way, a category on Netflix). As a Stein aficionado,
however, I could not help but notice the film’s Steinian qualities, in addition to the one
overt reference to Stein and Toklas. Tru Love depends upon the same reader
responsibilities a curiosity for what goes unknown or unseen, the reader’s active presence
as a maker of meaning, etc. that we know Stein expected of her readers.
The final section of this chapter considers how Tru Love’s mise en scene its
material constraints and visual composition promotes nonhuman material agencies. I
argue that Tru Love curates nonhuman entities as “actants,” Bruno Latour’s term for
“something that acts or to which activity is granted by others” (“On actor-network
theory” 7), and does so in particularly Steinian fashion. 6 Johnston defies historical trends
in Stein studies that attempt to either present the most authentic Stein, or struggle to
reconcile her idiosyncrasies. Instead, Tru Love conforms to the “primary Stein” trend to
which I have been pointing. Johnston presents a host of subtle cues that open up

6
An actant, Jane Bennett clarifies in Vibrant Matter, is neither an object nor a subject, but an “intervener.”
I like the term actant because it cannot, by definition, act alone: “an actant never really acts alone. Its
efficacy or agency always depends on the collaboration, cooperation, or interactive interference of many
bodies and forces” (21). Bennett reminds us that “a lot happens to the concept of agency once the
nonhuman things are figured less as social constructions and more as actors” (21).
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pathways to Stein based on felt connection, imagination, and the material. This method
exercises Johnston’s affection for Stein, who she admits was a significant part of her
personal history and the shared histories of her lesbian viewers, without presenting a
biopic. 7 Johnston’s film, thus, speaks back to Stein most directly, not by referencing her
or following her life, as countless other artists and filmmakers have done, but through the
truly Steinian act of democratic composition. Put another way, Johnston permits an
active, agential noticing that grants the reader the greatest amount autonomy. Like Tender
Buttons’s system of categorization frequently interpreted as another example of Stein’s
authoritative command over her domestic economy Tru Love’s austere aesthetic
constitutes a vibrant “design concentrating the illusion and the illustration” (TB 464) of
Johnston’s subtle homage to Stein.
Tru Love follows an ill-fated May-December relationship between the younger
Tru (Gertrude) Richmond and the older Alice Beacon. Tru and Alice meet when Alice’s
daughter Suzanne asks Tru, her friend and ex-lover, to use her spare key and let Alice
into her apartment, as Alice’s visit is somewhat unexpected. Suzanne (a play on
“Cezanne,” perhaps?), is a workaholic attorney and lacks interest in spending any time
with her mother, exacerbating a tension between them which, as is revealed later, stems
from the recent death of Alice’s husband and Suzanne’s father, who, as Alice confides to
Tru, was the “glue that held us together.” While Tru’s lesbianism is solidified from the
start (the film’s opening sequence finds Tru in a woman’s bed after a one night stand),

7

In our correspondence, Johnston called herself a longtime fan of Gertrude Stein, having read her poetry
and fiction in her early 20’s when she frequently imagined her life on Paris’s Left Bank. “My family has
French heritage,” Johnston noted, “my grandmother being French as well as nieces and nephews, so it has
always been part of the background of my life.” Johnston suspected that lesbians “in the know” would get
the references to Alice and Gertrude, but she also knew that these references would likely go over younger
viewers’s heads.
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Alice’s sexuality is somewhat ambiguous, as she was married for many years to a man
(Suzanne’s father), but demonstrates an undeniable attraction to Tru from the start. Tru
and Alice’s first encounter literally opens the door for the relationship: “Oh you’re the
lesbian,” Alice proclaims just inside the door to Suzanne’s apartment. “We are sort of an
endangered species,” Tru jokingly replies, to which Alice states “Well, that’s a shame.”
Unbeknownst to everybody, Alice is suffering from some kind of slow progressing and
inoperable brain aneurysm, and it is this that occasions her visit to her daughter
Suzanne’s apartment in Toronto. This trip will be Alice’s last, for on the train home,
Alice suffers a fatal brain aneurysm. Alice’s life and death cause Tru to take a long look
in the mirror a trope facilitated by the film’s composition, mise en scene, and attention to
the material and the film ends with Tru embarking on a new (and assumedly more
healthy) relationship with girlfriend Claire.
Tru and Alice’s relationship is preceded by and predicated on an encounter with
the material. Suzanne’s apartment not only serves as a setting for the film’s action, but it
develops as a kind of actor, wherein, to return to Smith and Watson, discourses and
dispensations swirl. Indeed, Suzanne’s apartment is the impetus for Tru and Alice’s
meeting; the opening credits run over a dramatic sequence in which Tru is in a foot race
with the clock (and Alice’s taxi cab) so that she may arrive at Suzanne’s before Alice so
that Alice will not confront a locked door. Tru’s heaving entrance to Suzanne’s (she has
just sprinted across town, after all) makes it seem like the apartment has drawn her in,
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announcing arrival dramatically and calling attention to the space in which she has
entered, inasmuch as it calls attention to her body (see Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4 Still from Tru Love.
Tru is doubly framed by the camera and the doorway, the gateway to the outside world
where Tru and Alice are strangers, and the inside of apartment where Tru and Alice meet,
share meals, get to know one another, and eventually sleep together, While it is clear that
Tru is the focal point of shot, the white, unadorned walls of the lengthy corridor are
difficult to ignore and are further emphasized by the dark figure in front of the door. The
overnight bag in her left hand, and the fact that she possesses a key to the residence, on
the one hand communicates at-homeness here as if she has just returned from a trip but
also foreshadows that she will soon be cast out again for her transgressions with Alice.
The same setup is repeated just before Alice departs the apartment and Tru and Suzanne’s
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lives forever, this time with Suzanne’s similarly dark figure at frame’s center, entering
with a key, bag in tow (see Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5 Still from Tru Love.
At this late point in the film, Tru and Suzanne’s roles have reversed, and the
apartment has become a revolving door of attachments. Suzanne feels cast out and
dejected by Alice and Tru’s union and the multiple ways in which they transform the
hollow, under-furnished apartment into a salon in which they prepare and eat meals
together, drink wine, laugh and share stories, and in the ultimate act of home-making,
sleep together. This space is unlike Stein and Toklas’s historic salon at 27 rue de fleurus
in Paris, however. The very white walls and sparse decoration create a gallery-like
appearance, a foil to Stein and Toklas’s salon, which was famously packed from floor to
ceiling with paintings, portraits, and other pieces of art and sculpture. This circuitous
route back to Stein belies our impulse to equate Suzanne’s domestic economy (or lack
thereof) and Stein’s, to draw simple parallels between Tru Love and Stein. Instead,
viewers must do what Stein herself expected of readers: work to cultivate the unexpected
connection between things.
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In his important collection of essays, Things, Bill Brown considers the capacity of
things to transform dead (non-living) commodities into living works, showing how
“immediate objects organize the temporality of the animate world” (15). Brown
underscores the transformative potential of things, that is, a thing’s ability to transform,
or be transformed by, an animate or inanimately populated environment. Understood as
things, then, objects are granted the ability to speak, and in ways that were particularly
tolerable for Stein, who, as Shari Benstock notes, was famously sensitive to the sound of
spoken English, preferring to be surrounded by those who could not speak the language
(154). Things certainly not fluent in English communicated nonetheless, speaking to
Stein all the more clearly.
Furthermore, the notion of a room full of things (in the Brownian sense) helps
belie those narratives that feature Stein as the paternal dictator of her salon, a space
decked floor to ceiling with art of her choosing and inhabited typically by an all-male
cohort. If nonhuman things like paintings and picture frames have agency, rooms may
contain lively and unexpected messages, resonating below apparent frequencies and
challenging categorical, misogynist, and anthropocentric ways of thinking and being.
That Stein chose to make the things of the semi-private home and salon the subject of
Tender Buttons was innovative, perhaps as innovative then as I am suggesting it is now in
a different context, as it served to further separate her from her male counterparts who
explored what they perceived to be grander literary themes (Benstock 192). Stein’s
authority as both the head of her salon and the inscriber of its contents in Tender Buttons
claims a feminist artistic and cultural heritage from those women-led salons of the
eighteenth-century. According to Emily Bilski and Emily Braun, salons were among the
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first institutions in modern culture to grant women power, as women had an integral role
in developing and maintaining its adornment and who entered it. This, in part, owes to the
salon’s unique relationship to public and private spheres, as it belonged to neither one nor
the other, but to both at the same time (14). The salon, thus, folded the public into the
private through ideas, beliefs, mores, and I would add, things.
Instead of accounting for the contents of Stein’s salon here, a task taken up by
countless other scholars, I have situated Stein’s salon historically (if briefly) to show how
Tru Love continues a lineage concerned with anti-patriarchal salon-keeping. If, as
Marjorie Kramer asserts, “feminist painting undercuts the projection of misogynist ideas
of reality onto the image of the female subject” (293), Kate Johnston’s inclusion and
arrangement of Troy Brooks’s painting Cold War/Blue Dissolve (see Figure 5.6)
promotes a material feminist project, as it strategically foregrounds ambiguity, obstructs
any sure projection of a stable subject, and avoids arbitrating character relationships
while still serving as a witness and silent overseer of the action.

Figure 5.6 Still from Tru Love.
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Troy Brooks’s Cold War/Blue Dissolve, which features prominently in Tru Love,
is one painting from his 2011 series “Colossus,” in which he painted a sequence of
characters based on the poetry of Sylvia Plath (see fig. 6). The image of the woman with
an imposed silence, surrounded by an icy, bleak landscape, summarized Brooks’s frame
of mind at the time, the result of a particularly traumatic separation. 8 Brooks, who felt the
“tone of the film seemed to suit that particular piece so well,” is echoed by Johnston, who
knew no actual connection between the painting and Stein, but felt it was “perfect in style
and metaphor” as it “represented the daughter [Suzanne] frozen in her capacity to speak
the truth (her mouth is covered in gauze) and in her eyes which were red from crying. It
was frozen grief to me.”
Indeed, and as Johnston and Brooks point out, parallels exist between the
painting’s landscape and the film’s, as well as their subjects. I wish to draw an even
closer affiliation between the painting and the film, however, by suggesting that the
painting and its frame are situated not only as “part of a visual triangle when scenes were
shot” (Johnston) but as actants, silent but dynamic conduits to the film’s action. Most
often, the figure looks on from just beyond the action, as when Alice greets Suzanne for
the first time, or when Tru, Alice, and Suzanne share a meal on Alice’s birthday (see
Figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively).

8

While no true connection exists between Cold War/Blue Dissolve and Stein, Brooks is a contemporary
surrealist painter, and the portrait is composed in the surrealist tradition. The painting’s style speaks loudly
in terms of affiliation and meaning. We know that Stein was a collector and support of Andre Breton, the
“Father of Surrealism,” and Brooks’s contemporary surrealist style recalls the connection subtly. In our
correspondence, Brooks’s notes that he was pleased to find out his painting would be featured in Tru Love,
but had no idea it was until he saw the film in Toronto. Originally, he thought it would be a “very subtle set
piece,” only to find that it was actually “almost a character commentary”: “I must say it was pretty surreal
to see a close-up of my painting, 60 feet wide, in a dark theatre full of people.”
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Figure 5.7 Still from Tru Love.

Figure 5.8 Still from Tru Love.
In these moments, the painting, though present, inhabits a space beyond the viewer’s
consciousness. At other times, the painting intervenes, as is the case on the eve of Alice’s
departure (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9 Still from Tru Love.
In this scene, Tru stands alone in Suzanne’s living room facing Cold War/Blue Dissolve
as if she were consulting with it, entrusting the figure with thoughts and feelings of
trepidation as she prepares to say goodbye to Alice. The gauze around the figure’s mouth
makes impossible any verbal exchange between the two, but Tru’s posture toward the
painting suggests that a kind of exchange is taking place.
The content of the exchange, and even the terms of the exchange itself, is
complicated, however, by the figure’s shifting subjectivity. The figure seems to step out
of the frame when she becomes indistinguishable from Tru and Alice. Tru’s pale skin,
jet-black hair, and signature black shirt cause her to resemble the figure in Cold War/Blue
Dissolve. In one scene, the painting’s subject seems to come alive; as Tru takes it places
in the camera (and the painting’s) frame (see Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 Still from Tru Love.

Figure 5.11 Still from Tru Love.
Alice, who first appears in a black fur coat and hat and later dons this same outfit
as she and Tru get to know each other on the snowy beach, closely resembles the figure
in Cold War/Blue Dissolve (see Figure 5.11), as if Tru is speaking with the painting’s
figure. In addition, the snow covered beach bears a strong resemblance to the setting of
Cold War/Blue Dissolve, and the painting’s themes of silence are enacted by Tru as she
avoids tell Alice what is on her mind:
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Alice: “You’re very quiet today.”
Tru: “Am I?”
Alice: “A little, mysterious.”
Tru: “No I’m not.”
Alice: “What’s on your mind?”
Tru: “There’s nothing much to tell.”
Whereas Cold War/Blue Dissolve’s silence is imposed by the gauze around the figure’s
mouth, reinforced by a bleak landscape, and caused by a traumatic separation
experienced by the painting’s artist, the cold war between Tru and Alice in this moment
is marked by her unwillingness to be vulnerable and share the details of her dissolving
relationship with Clare. By featuring a painting of a figure that so closely resembles the
film’s human actors, and by positioning the human actors in such a way that they become
interchangeable with the painting’s subject, Johnston blurs the line between the film’s
human and nonhuman actants. By imaging Tru and Alice in the poem’s likeness, and vice
versa, Johnston reconstitutes the painting from a “very subtle set piece” (Brooks) to an
actant, a spin on Brooks’s observation that the painting’s place in the film constituted
“almost a character commentary.”
Both Stein and Johnston enact a dynamic mode of portrait collecting based on
movement, growth, and transformation. Stein’s curatorial poetic practice assembles
portraits of people and places, much like Tru Love’s camera as it collects portraits of Tru
and Alice. In this way, and as a film, Tru Love quite literally presents viewers with a
series of frames. But as is the case in many other films, picture frames, window frames,
and other frame-like patterns, guide our interpretations, organizing information to
provoke certain feelings or reactions. This does not mean, however, that chaos ceases in
the midst of constant framing. Caroline Levine observes that oftentimes, “chaotic
networks depend on surprisingly systematic ordering principles” (112). Tru Love does
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just this, offering an abundance of frames to support a chaotic web of emotional and
erotic attachment. For instance, windowpanes frame Tru and Alice’s heads the moment
Tru reveals to Alice that her name is short for Gertrude over dinner at Tru’s home (see
Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.12 Still from Tru Love.
This connective moment is significant for Tru and Alice. Alice’s utterance of “Gertrude
and Alice: Paris,” —that is, the vocalization of their tru(e) names out loud, and her
association with this particular famous couple of literary history—ushers in a new level
of their relationship, as it calls their relationship into being.
As was the case in the earlier doorway/hallways scenes, Tru and Alice are
captured in a moment that gives the couple timelessness. No matter the ending, there will
always be this image of Tru and Alice emblazoned in the viewer’s memory. This is not to
say that the framing of their heads hems them in. Rather, the frames guide our thinking
toward a broader historical context. As the nature of Tru and Alice’s relationship
becomes more evident, frames, too, become more significant markers of meaning, not
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only for their transparency, but for the way in which they reflect. Take, for instance, the
windows in the dinner scene. Toward the end of the scene when we are outside looking in
at Tru and Alice, the windows allow us to see inside. When we are inside, of course, we
cannot see outside into the dark but instead see Tru and Alice reflected back toward us.
The windows, thus, serve as mirrors that reflect Tru and Alice (not our own for the
camera is cleverly obstructed by a well-position lamp) in their moment of self-discovery
and self-disclosure. When Tru and Alice realize their connection to Gertrude Stein and
Alice B. Toklas, a perhaps truer reflection of themselves and their relationship is
reflected back toward them and us. In the final scene of the night, the viewer is
transported outside of the dining room (see Figure 5.13), and Tru and Alice’s art-like
quality and connection to Gertrude and Alice is galvanized; the window becomes a
barrier between the viewer and the viewed, but one that is porous: we can see what is
going on, but miss the conversation taking place between the two. Tru and Alice are on
display like portraits in a gallery show, doubly framed, this time by white windowpanes
and the house’s white trim.

Figure 5.13 Still from Tru Love.
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Frames and framing structure the way in which we encounter Stein in
contemporary art and literary criticism. Stein, for instance, often practiced a kind of
framing when she wrote about objects, especially in Tender Buttons, which was
organized as the textual equivalent to a series of portraits in a gallery. While Richard
Bridgman’s contention that Tender Buttons offers an object “without cleaning it or
polishing it, or reducing it to abstraction, or isolating” (129) rings true, I would push this
analysis further by returning to the notion of Tender Buttons as the result of a kind of
reduction or pruning. In Tru Love, framing acts like pruning, in that frames allow the
viewers to pursue or parse unexpected moments of significance. Of course, no one object
could keep Stein’s attention for long, as Tender Buttons’s panoramic economy
demonstrates. As Bridgman notes, Stein felt that prolonged attention to any one thing
“brought inevitable loss, or mechanical results” in her portrayal of it (134). And yet,
framing allowed Stein, as well as her readers, to target an object to first consider its
contours, only to recast the gaze in search of another object. This technique, as Peter
Nicholls suggests, was pleasing to Stein because she enjoyed art through a felt connection
to the world, rather than a mastery over its elements (209).
As we have seen, Stein’s compost sensibility compelled her to mix, layer, and
muddy the waters of traditional language systems, and yet, Stein also worked diligently
in Tender Buttons to distill objects to their most simple and basic state, in order to make,
as Joan Richardson contends the “most accurate representations possible of the natural
world insofar as it came to be understood in their moments” (x):
A damp cloth, an oyster, a single mirror, a manikin, a student, a silent star, a
single spark, a little movement and the bed is made. This shows the disorder, it
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does, it shows more likeness than anything else, it shows the single mind that
directs an apple. All the coats have a different shape, that does not mean that they
differ in color, it means a union between use and exercise and a horse. (502-3)
The above passage functions as a microcosm for Tender Buttons as a whole, assembling
particles through sampling of the salon’s domestic economy. Unlike the poem’s other
sections “Objects” and “Food,” which showcase individual objects through a deluge of
categories, “Rooms” offers more developed, panoramic snapshots of rooms through the
restraint and enclosure of a more traditional prose formation: paragraphs. Paragraphs, by
their very shape and definition, frame, holding the contents of the textual structure
together. The more defined order of the poem in “Rooms,” and the still semantically and
syntactically disordered language of the passage, are not competing impulses, so much as
denials of sterility and homogeneity.
Rather than ruminating on the accuracy and error of twenty-first century
representations of Stein in art, literature, and film, I would like to conclude by thinking
seriously about how, to use Alice B. Toklas’s language from one of this chapter’s
epigraphs, Stein’s memory “stays green.” Stein’s outgrowths carry on Ezra Pound’s
Modernist command to “make it new” by composting what remains intriguing,
challenging, and confronting, about Stein’s life and work. Contemporary writers and
artists, by delving back into primary Stein, foreground what remains obfuscated by
lingering accusations of inaccessibility and impenetrability that haunt Stein’s legacy, and
cultivate a place for Stein in contemporary American literature and art, “And Afterwards.
Now that is all” (“Composition as Explanation” 523).
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CODA: TEACHING MATERIALS
Life Matter, as a set of approaches to innovative American poetry by women
targets a scholarly audience. To some extent, this is the beginning and end of it, and it is
my hope that literary scholars will find my theoretical meanderings useful and my
arguments cogent. What I put forth here, however, could have as much resonance for
those interested in the intersections of innovative poetry and teaching. Indeed, when I dig
to find the roots of Life Matter’s inquiries, I find them twisted around questions of
teaching and the resonance of innovative poetry for students. I first learned of women’s
innovative poetry as an undergraduate, and this dissertation began as a capstone for my
English major and developed into an MA thesis on innovative poetry by women and the
issue of difficulty, which I posited as a misnomer, at best, but more accurately as a
defense mechanism deployed for the purpose of keeping a safe distance between an
innovative poem and us. Furthermore, when acquainted with threads of environmental
literary criticism and feminism, these poems would reveal themselves to be the open,
accessible texts I knew them to be.
It occurs to me now, after years of research on some of the most notoriously
difficult poetry and poets of the last hundred years, and having had the unique
opportunity to try my hand at teaching difficult poetry in lower-level undergraduate
courses, what I am really interested in is the business of teaching students about genres of
poetry historically consigned to the margins. If the problem with difficult poetry is
audience—who reads it, who understands it, etc.—then the problem is, in my opinion, a
pedagogical one. Can we, as scholars, make room for these concerns in the classroom?
Noted poetry critic Alan Shapiro demonstrates that we must. As he concludes his
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foundational (and highly theoretical) book on form and meaning, In Praise of the Impure,
Shapiro turns his attention to the pedagogical implications of what he has outlined.
Shapiro suggests that perhaps the most central challenge of teaching poetry is showing
students how poetry can “extend one’s sympathies and deepen one’s vision of the world”
(153). The remedy, according to Shapiro, is to alert students to their lived experience,
those interactions with the world that have reminded them of change, life’s fragility, and
their own mortality (153). I cannot say for sure that the writing my students produce
originates from a sense of fragility that I help cultivate over the course of the semester. I
do, however, encourage my students to think deeply about how their writing is made
from the world and comes to be a part of it.
What am I doing when I approach materially-minded poets? What am I asking my
students or colleagues or conference audiences or my writing group to do when they
think about these poets? I think the answer to both of these questions is the same: Dig in.
For instance, I begin the academic writing courses I teach by asking students—to their
dismay— to step outside of their comfort zone and write a collaborative poem called an
Exquisite Corpse. I preface the activity with a nod to its roots in Dadaism, a poetic
disposition the students know little, if anything, about, assumedly because of primary and
secondary education’s inability to put a lasso around its uncertain terms, techniques, and
approaches. Designed to inventory (for myself and for the students) what they think when
they see the word “writing,” the Exquisite Corpse asks students to put their desks in a
circle, write in a notebook, respond to the writing of others, and write a poem. What
students write about writing matters less than the process by which these poems come
into being. These are innovative poems, and so they may be easily categorized as
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“difficult” under the familiar rubric because they lack closure and narrative and sound
restless. And yet, they are also easy poems, by and about the world, scratched on paper
under uncertainty and nervousness and time’s duress.
Teaching students about a kind of writing that is of and for the world is a very
different task than thinking about it critically and writing about it as a scholarly endeavor.
Or is it? When I use activities borrowed from investigative or procedural or
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E or concrete poetic dispositions, I engage the material because, as
I see it, this is the only way writing resonates for anybody. Students pass around their
notebook so that others feel its weight and become responsible for their language and the
language of others; a procedural poem called a “Poem of Protection” for their
grandmother faces them to research, for they must discover the names of the rivers and
mountains of this grandmother’s childhood; they tear up newspaper articles and
reassemble the pieces to make poems to release upon the Twitterverse; they close their
eyes and write down (as legibly as possible with closed eyes) all their visually drab
classroom offers in sounds and smells. The purpose and meaning of innovative poetry
becomes crystal clear to students, while it remains difficult, abstruse, and impenetrable to
scholars. Why?
There is much to gain when we understand innovative poetry as exercises of the
mind, heart, and body. Until recently, innovative poetry’s materiality has gone
underestimated because it was understood as a product of the material world but not
necessarily of it. This project has taught me (and what I hope it teaches others) is that
when experiments of mind and language are arranged and then printed on a page, they
become as primal as the poet who wrote them. In the thesis I wrote for my MA, I
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considered what was at stake in all of this is a practice of reading that requires us to
reconsider common and habitual ways of interpreting poetry that consign us to positions
of outside and observer. These issues remains at stake; Life Matter, thus, draws us even
closer to a poetry that both guides and complicates our understanding of the world around
us.
Even more, I hope that by further acquainting innovative poetry by women and
environmental literary criticism, I underscore that innovative language need not come at
the expense of the material. Strangers and colleagues who get wind of my project ask,
Why ecocriticism? It may have taken seven years—the lifespan of Life Matter, with a
few intermissions for graduate coursework and qualifying exams—to conceptualize a
useful answer: Environmental literary criticism explicates actual inter-being, in contrast
to interpretations of being as either individual or contingent. Greta Gaard, one of
ecocriticism’s foremothers and that pioneer of queer ecofeminism, notes that at its heart,
ecocriticism challenges normative dualisms and hierarchical ways of thinking (“Toward”
22). Given this fact, what better to pair with innovative poetry by women than
ecocriticism? Gertrude Stein famously—and to the astonishment of most—believed that
her writing was for everybody and everything; when she was thirty-seven years old, Lyn
Hejinian made her life into a book-length poem of thirty-seven sections with thirty-seven
sentences per section; Juliana Spahr includes a note in the paratext of Well Then There
Now detailing where each poem in its pages was written, and includes the coordinates of
those locations just before each section. In these ways, the poets featured here face us to
the material of their lives, and our own, explaining through experiments in language how
environment and nature’s processes inflect their lives. Environmental literary criticism
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advocates readings attuned to a poem’s structure and form, demonstrating that these
organizational techniques can open up a text, rather than limit its scope.
I am not the first to acquaint innovative poetry and environmental literary
criticism. Just the opposite, and as Life Matter demonstrates, stimulating and cogent
analyses are being offered up by both established and fresh voices. Critics working under
the umbrella of ecocriticism such as Jed Rasula, Scott Knickerbocker, Stacy Alaimo, and
Tana Jean Welch, prove that innovative poetry and environment reflect the most salient
features of one another, and that this enlivens our reading and writing processes and that
of our students. Approaches to the material are, of course, unique for each poet
considered here. Stein’s essay “Composition as Explanation” lays the groundwork for
compos(t)ition in the twenty-first century; Hejinian’s My Life visualizes the material of
environment such that the details of her life become those of the reader’s life as well;
Spahr revitalizes pastoral for twenty-first century audiences, engaging with traditional
pastoral modes to elucidate erotic relationships between human and nonhuman entities.
Stein, Hejinian, and Spahr expose and challenge widely held assumptions about
the relationship between humans, nonhuman entities, and writing forms. Their lineage
and overlapping poetic principles, philosophies, and approaches to the material, affirm
the timeliness of poetry criticism that promotes multiple levels of embodiment and
liveliness. In their poems, the material is not only enacted as analytical, but also as
antidote to harmful and prescriptive binaries concerning humans and environment. Their
poetry also asks difficult questions regarding the nature of our relationships to material
environments. Above all—and what I think causes scholars to return to this particular
lineage of American women’s poetry over and over again—is their ability to so
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resonantly question the stable and reasonable, while at the same time work within the
confines of apprehensible form, to demonstrate the potentially problematic investment in
the act of knowing. Their poetry provides a plurality of methods to bridge the gaps that
distance humans from their nonhuman environments. In doing so, they compose poetry as
a means of demonstrating the plurality of resistances that resides at our fingertips and
those of our students.
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